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control himself
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school teacher and her extreme,
torrid affair with Engelberl
Humperdinck (we'll lel that bit pate
A judge ruled that her three year
ae
daughter is Engel's mainly,
according to the News O) The
her
of
"familiarity
because
Screws,
with Ills circumcision and his tan
line around his trunks". Kathy, It
appears, is a total prannet waltzing
backstage with her chest falling out
of her dress and then going to his
hotel room alter Engel had uttered
the immortal line' "How do you feel
about lying down on a bed with a
fully clothed man outside the
covers, I promise you " To which
she replied "Oh, I'm frightened
(Obviously a keen reader of
romantic novels) After this it gets
from bad to worse with him Chasing
her around squirting the girl with
salad cream of all things not even
blue cheese dressing. Although
from the looks of Mr Humperdinck,
hardly Record Mirror fodder to start
off with, he should try a dash of
Waistline
I WAS awoken this morning. al
literally the crack of dawn, by the
phone ringing - brrnng brrring anyway, to cut yet another long and
truly fascinating story short, it was
Kim Fowley ex -manager of the
unfortunate looking Runaways and
now in charge of the even more
unusual looking Orchids, who all
look like out of work boatohildren
Mr Fowley after informing me "You
don't tell a rock and roll legend to
shut up ' began describing the joys
of a trip lo LA at his expense and
the numerous thrills available at my
whim He d decided this after
apparently seeing a photo of me
in some German pop magazine
What is America coming to I ask
myself when they ring up strange
women they ve seen in magazines
in the middle of the night n

'
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PAULA

ANOTHER
SWELTERING day and
my typewriter is still
billowing steam from

writing

a

stimulating

Van Halen feature

An interesting hing I discovered
on the trip was the waning way
record company boys behave the
minute they get their beaks in Paris
(or anywhere else for That matter). A

Iy

-

rather drunk Jeremy Clyde (a record
company personality to say the least
dears) spent most of the tnpette
lying on a vibrating hotel bed (five
Francs and you gel shaken for 15
minutes and it's absolutely
guaranteed non orgasmic). Dave
"Monster' Jarrett went around
Parisian shops miring his wife s
curves to issis'a. h as he didn t
understand the h"reign sizes and
those are lust th= m.id horrors that I
had to witness.
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DAVID VAN Day, the petite boy

singer M Dollar nos apparently
been offered an advance of £20 000
for the use of his mush on a
posterpoo by a company who feel
he is the face of the eighties- With a
£20 000 advance they must be
planning to sell Inem for about five
grand apiece to his parents the
other hall of Dollar Thereze and
Tony Brainsby their handsome PR
who needs something to go with his
collection of Alan Jones' erotic
paintings
ANITA WARD who had a
big hit a year ago with
'Ring My Bell', has now
gone back to school to
teach, so no doubt the
kids will gel plenty of bell
ringing

RAT SCABIES of The
Damned has taken up
new hobby - shooting

producing.

f

Pictured top left showing how it
shouldn't be done are Dollar and
the owner of the roller disco, Allan
Love Above Stuart Copeland shows
a leg and far left Les McKeown
knocks everyone out of the way
Gary Glitter gets among the bums
See copy for story Pictures by
BARRY PLUMMER.

BILL NELSON, who played every

single instrument on his album
(gosh these boy -ire so frightfully
co-ordinated) is to appear at a oneoff music festiva being held in'
Belgium He S sating cash and
throwing wild shapes by appearing
with only the aid of a bunch of tapes
of him playing all the lunes The
event promises to oe confusing if
nothing else as on the same bill is
that well known dilletante Ricardo
Jobsonette, who be doing a
poetry reading Maybe as I can
hardly understand him and I'm
frightfully British he d be well
advised to employ Bill Nelson to run
on and oft stage with subtitles so
the Belgians get their money s
worth from something than the sight
THE SWEET Smell of Success
Protex have moved out of my old
house in Chessington (the one with
a moose at the end of the garden, a
highly desirable property) and gone
to live In Earls Court When they

moved their bank account from
Lloyds Chessington to London they

t(Tl/1lI

THE DAILY Mail phoned up the
Beach Boys press office and asked
if the support band would be on

before or afterwards
The Beach Boys were al Oslo

airport waiting to come to London
when the President of Portugal
arrived at the airport The band
immediately convulsed Into giggles
by the pomp of it all and were told
off severely by a guard "Y000

m000st not m000ve d000nng
speeech of ze welcomen," he
Informed them When they asked
why not, he told Them the king had
ordered them not to

11

of his green hair

a
a

bore shotgun. Our
hero hasn't realised that
the pellets spread out
when they leave the
barrel and narrowly
missed spraying his
chums the other day.
And this is the type of
band that Jimmy Page la
12

all received letters to tell them their
account now stood firmly at a truly

phenomenal

75

pence.

BERNIE TAUPIN, who used to write
the lyrics for Elton John, got
married last week to an American
model called Toni Russo and
commented ' It was a great
wedding, we asked the organist to
play 'Strawberry Fields Forever but
he didn't know it so we did it to
Bach which was pretty cool
anyway " I'm surpnsed he didn't
have someone singing special lyrics
to the Bach tunes Bernie also said
they got married because there was
r

o_

nothing to watch on TV God men
are pathetic, It virtually gives them a
hernia admitting that they're
desperately besotted and would
rather never go to the loo again than
leave their little chicken for 10
minutes.
nothing on the TV
sure.

plenty of bolting ponies when they
walk on the field in sequin jodhpurs
Those girls always dress for an
occasion ette

THE THREE Degrees will be
travelling up to Windsor on Monday
to watch their favourite sport Need
you ask what it Is') It's the Queen's

pumping iron exercise classes, this
column is getting like Horse And
Hound

Cup, the championship of Polo
matches No doubt there will be

COZY POWELL'S race horsie ran its
first raciepoo and came eight out of
a field of 32 What with polo, this
and me about to enrol to some

well worth living
by the true confessions of a Sunday
MY SUNDAY was

future. Picture by: IAN RICHARDS.

all arrested A minor amount of
drugs were found and one of the
road crew is still In the nick charged
with hit and run

ANTHONY PRICE, who makes Bryan
Ferry's frocks, was telling me the
secret of Roxy Music's backing

singers' suits (that's

a

mouthful

at

OUT OF EXTINCTION
band" Got a record, Got a pain in the ear
from phoning up the record company to find out
GOT
what s happening to its
If you're a small fry band, you might find you come
pretty far down the list of priorities in the hallowed halls
of the company. In which case, there's always the
alternative of the Independent record co Nothing new.
you cry, Rough Trade have been doing It for donkeys
A

No 'Wall' In this one. Nick
Mason, drummer with Pink Floyd. shows how
to do It. He came first in
recently. He won the race Bugatlls only race al Donington Park
the Le Mans 14 hour race inIn his 1977 Type 25 8 car. Nick plans to enter
the near

FISCHER-Z have been in
Amersterdam doing the Bilsen
Festival, which should possibly re renamed the bilious lestival, as so
many things seem to go wrong.
Their sound system conked out
three times during the settlepoo and
then on the way home to the ferry
one of the crew drove roadie fashion
into 11 cars In an unusual domino
effect A few hours later they were

years.
Well, new boys Dinasaur Discs have also gone Into
the DIY business. In February this year, David Skillin
and Micky Stubbs (both ex - CBS artists and currently
songwriters with Chrysalis) formed Dinasaur Discs,
thereby making sure they ve got every angle covered.
Now that they've got the record company side sorted
out, they've also acquired their own studio and their
own record shop all opposite the famous Nashville
Rooms in London.
The shop wilt specialise in small UK labels: they'll
stock (hopefully) every release shown In the small label
Catalogue. They'll also make space available to small

-

bands to have window displays while they're appearing
live in London. The shop should be opened by the end
of this month.
Said Dave Sklllln: "This has been long overdue
though we're not the first. More people should get on
with it themselves rather than relying on other people.
Basically, if you want to make It, get on with it yourself
Hopefully, a new band will come through our studio and
we'll be sufficiently excited by them to release a

-

single."

Dave admits that this venture is partly the result of me
experiences hit's had with ma/or companies. "You can
do it all yourself," he says. "and you don't have to go
through phoning someone up and being told he's not
there when you know he is, but he doesn't want to talk
to you. We'd like to help small bands and small labels to
get out and have a go.'
you want to get in
Small bands and small labels
touch with Dinasaur, the phone number is 01.385 0744
and the address is: Dinasaur Discs, 17 Barons Court
Road, London W14. ROSALIND RUSSELL
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old records Enthusiastic PR lady
Jeanie Helsel, fell flat on her back
off a bar stool and she didn even
hove a pair of skates on, Stewart
1

SIOUXSIE feels a right jerk Pistol
'Paul Cook looks one_ Picture by

RICHARD YOUNG

east) I don't know how many of you
die old enough to remember those
prayed on suits they used to wear
But they were a source of keen
jterest to mol when I was 12 It
urns out that they had three special
roadies to carry the boilers on and
N stage as they eouldn t move their
s apart.
IT'S JUST over two weeks until the
Rockabilia Sale at the Hammersmith

Pates on Sunday 22 June It s open
the public and the entrance fee is
pence Among the glorious items
Pill will be up for sale are three
airs of Elvis Presley's trousers
irty no doubt) a pair of Sugar Ray

o
93

Robinson's gloves (autographed) a
reek gold disc from Dire Straits,
*bums autographed by The
oecials and The Police There are
dbons of other things you can bid
tor, all wonderful things to brighten
our home
C

HE ROLLER Disco party in
apham, home of romance was

attended The guests risked
pertain death skating around on a
postage stamp sized floor to 10 year
Melt

Copeland, hunky drummer from The
Police, demonstrated how it was
realty done and did a few leaps that
John Curry would have been proud
of He nearly gave me a heart attack
when he came up behind me (and It
wasn't lust his good looks) because
he was about the only 7 foot person
there but I suppose that was
because he kept his roller skates on
no matter where he was Pete Way
of UFO was there with his wife Girl
sat on the sofa hugging various
young ladies whose life s ambition
appeared to be a hug from one of
Girl which must have something to
do with the lowering of the schools
leaving age Gary Glitter luckily
didn I take to wheels while I was
there and the incredibly attractive
Scott Gorham also managed not to
get strapped on to any last moving
objects for once Anyway, it's never
seemed very cool to me skating
around on one's nose which is what
I'd have ended up doing Les
McKeown's hair looked fairly awful
and an afternoon at John Frieda
wouldn't do his roots much harm but
he was suitably attired in a boiler
suit Also suitably attired were
Dollar, who had a smile for everyone
including the potted palms
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UNTIL NEXT week au revoir
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BOWIE ON THE RAZZ
THE LONG arm of Record Mirror reaches even further
than you might imaginer Even as far as Oxford Street's
Virgin Megastoreit Spotted and accosted by one
Gary Minns (who shall remain nameless), a rich old

.

punter going by the name of David Bowies"
The meaningful mannequin was found clutching

works such as the new Human League LP, singles by O
Tips, Bill Nelson and Throbbing Gristle, plus a copy of
Elvis Costello's 'Get Happy"'
Minns, In an interview exclusive to Record Mirror,
asked the Bowie why he'd picked up the lour - eyed
-

one's labbo new waxing, Bowie, replying with his usual
far - reaching significance, said "I liked the sleeve "
Bowie was also seen with a Larry Wilson (9) record,
whoever Larry Wilson (9) might be It is believed he

IAT
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L

EALING

RICHMOND 2 The Seuare 940 0514
1

also liked the sleeve of this one Bowie's current plans
are undecided at the moment, though he might be
advised to find the new Distractions LP, since that's
got a good sleeve too
BOWIE is over here to chat about his sleeve design for
his new album but still found time to go on the razz
a fairly low rent razz for him if you ask mot
He's seen here al the Roches gig at The Venue with
Robert Fripp and a few nights earlier he also risked life
and limb by visiting a den of iniquity to see Iggy Pop,
who spent most of his time trying to find out Hazel
O'Conner's telephone numero.
Blondes have more fun, didn't you know.
Picture by JUSTIN THOMAS
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KINGSTON 52 Eden Street 5495871
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BIA NIQ U EI T
FULHAM 346 North End Road 385 8153
PUTNEY 24 D,sraeb Road 7880986

STEVE BAI%ETT

Qirisehool Demolition Bronze BRONX2513201
Dtaffo The D,srvx eaeirg Boy Pik PUK213 651 ¡
Steve Hackett Defector Crwuma CDS4018I3851
Quarto Count Dracula b Other Love Songs Lugo M000400712 991
Pete Stride b John Piam Laugh At Me 45 Bayprs8.e/wei BEG41160p1
Commodores Heroes Motown STMA8034) 4 401
peter Gabriel Pere. Gate/ Chiny,u CDS401913i851
Pete St rude b John Plain Pihrw Guitars In Town Berne, &Hotel BEGAT? 13,651
Karel Faatka Stoll Life Brws.. r BLUP5003I2 991
South side Johnny Love Is A Sae, lone Mt ru r y 911108113 951
JohnnyG GBeat Betave' Banquet BEGA1613.65
Se, Pistol. The Great Rock& Roll Swindle Fdni Soundtrack Virgil 9216813 501
Diana Rot. Than,, Mduwn STMAB03314 401
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Commodores
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Steve Hackett

Heroes

L7elecrdr

Joletny G Nrghr Alter Mohr 45 Buggies Ba semet BEG40I90p) The Beat IJust Cant Stop It GoFeet BEATI 13.651 Average White Band Shine RCA 8113123 3 75
The Vapors New Cine' Days United Artists UAG3030013.751 Grace Slick Dreams RCA P11354413.951 G Force GForce Jet JETLP29913.951 Elvis Costello NewAmsterdarriEP F Bat 885E15091
Tangerine DreamTargram Virgo, V21471 3 45 Paul McCartney McCartney 2 EMI PC25814.301 Human League Travelogue Virgin V216013201 Roy Musk Flesh& Blood Pmsd,e POI HO0214.45
Devo Freedom Ol Choice Votin V2162 3.45 Joan Armatreding Me Myse/l I APM AM1H64809 3.65 Loo Reed Growing Up In Public Ansia SPART1131 3.65
1

FORTHCOMING RELEASE FROM
Duero

1

r

motorbikes from the Japanese bike
company Yamaha and can now all
be seen, blonde hair flying, around
London Stuart even turned up al
the Roller Disco on his which at
least ensured he was able to beat a
hasty reatreat if the floor gave way

WEEK ENDING JUNE

Merton Parkas

1
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PAULA XXX
PS The Police and their wives and
members of their road crew have all
been given lovely new shiny

EARLS COURT 8 Hog.irth Road 373 2987
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PHIL OAKEY, lead singer of the
Human League, has apparently got
keen interest in tribal body
mutilation so no doubt he would
dribble over my tattoo even if noone else does He's now had his
nipples pierced and I'm hoping to
show you the evidence next week.
He's still a bit shy at the moment.
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TRADE -IN -YOUR UNWANTED ALBUMS Credit to £1.80 on trade-tn-

New and secondhand records
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THE SOUNDTRACK of the American movie 'Roadie'
starring Blondie, Meatloaf
and many others
is released In the UK on June 27 . but there are still no plans for
the film to be shown Over here before Christmas.
'Roadie' features Meatloaf as Trans Red fish, a country boy who Joins the Biondi
travelling 'Rock 'n' Roll Circus' as a 'super roadie' (see above) and eventually meets
Alice Cooper. A strong soundtrack has music by Cheap Trick, Styx, Blondie, Roy Or bison and Joe Ely, and the film opened in America this week to good reviews.
But a spokesman for the UK distributors United Artists told RECORD MIRROR:
"No Plans have been drawn up for the film to open In Britain In the near future. It
hasn't been set for any cinemas In the 'autumn, and no decision has yet been made
about when It will be "

@LEAS
WHITESNaKE release a new EP
enrmd Readr'N IN ng ,Sweet
Sole la Ran' Orr June 20. It's back
Cc web
NI'ghlhawk
vampire
Bliss' and We With You Well
The EP ,tines m a NI colour bag
Bald ng IM same design as the
album ,keel, and rails at the
win» p ice as a single
WILD WILLY BARRETT has formed
h e own record company Red Eye
Records and releases a single en
tined A Simi 01 Red Eye this
wek with the test 10 000 copies
remitting Or 50 ponce An album
lentabvely tilled 'Tile Kelly Kong
album Is due for release on June

LEO SAYER brings out a new single

11

30

JUSTIN HAYWARD releases a solo
album Night
teaturtng 10
(racks i tudmg lour sell penned
composition. this week An edited
rersnn of the title trarA will also be
evadable 051 smote to a lull pRture

not

bag
JUDY TZUKE

releses a new single
this Friday called The Choices
You've Made
ther
DAVID ESSEX releases a
single from the lam Slicer Dream
Rarer on June 20 entmed The
Race

ve You UluleBobby
hanyI Can
Say
The single Is taken from
Sayer
album which Is due for
r
esnow
In
TOM BROWNE'S new album lore
Approach is being rush -released
eBritain prior to vas US ap
earance due to heavy public de
and
MAGNUM release a
w Oren
track single on June n 13 entitled
Clasnsed

Line

Changes

QUARTZ

the Birmingham band
release a new single Sheet
Fighting Lady on June 13, which is
taken Fr m the album Deleted
The Bindle was produced by Black
Sabbath s Tony lomml
THE KINKS first lour albums are to
be re
released s mon
ea
Ibis monthhe rigThe
album, all dating fro
sixties
are Kinks
Kinds Kinks
The
Kinks Kontroversy and Face To

Face
THE MEKONS will be releasing a
new single en ,June called snow
to be followed by an as yet untitled
album on the York based
dent label Red Rhino Records

~pen

THE CIVILIANS release their debut
Single
June 20 entitled In
Search 01 Pleasure The band will
be backing the release with dales
around London scarring al the Mar
quite On June It
THE FEATURES are to release e
revived version of the Moody
Blues ml Go Now
TEMPORARY TITLE ddlner ttteir
first single Ifni week, II s a
workingof the old Billie Davishit
Tell
are Currently
on the rdebut
dates
being hnaltsed for a UK

nf

lour,

AKRYLYK2

the Hun band

who

oed
n
oJuned2,'eeth
release
second
Polydor single JD on June
20

WURDELS are lollowmg up
Hale JR single with eel
their
another Dallas song entitled I Shot
JR on June20
THE

I

FREUNDSCHAFT Et(ehaTN release
their debit( British album Die
Lemen hod Die Bosen (the little
and the evil) on Frldaa June 13 The
album contains material recorded
in Germany and also hoe el Lon
don s Electric Ballroom

THE STRANGLERS go back on the road again In mid -

-

visiting areas where they haven't played for
July
some time.
And they'll be previewing new material from the
upcoming album 'The Menlnbiack', currently near
completion and scheduled for a September release,
on a tour that Is likely to take In Cornwall, Dorset,
Newcastle and Scotland.
As RECORD MIRROR went to press the only
confirmed dele was at the 8000-capacity Deeside

ETAL-BILL

week.

*Hugh Cornwell has lust completed a book, written
In conjunction with former RECORD MIRROR
journalist Barry Cain, based on his experiences in
PentonrBle Prison. Negotiations with a publishing
firm era still taking place, but it's likely to be
available some time in the autumn.

.,

THE BILL for the Motorhead heavy metal extravaganza
at Stafford Btngley Hall on July 26 Is now virtually corn
plele and only one new heavy metal band have to be
added as special guests
Gtrlschool Angelwitch White Spirit, Myrthra and
Vardis have now been confirmed for the day long
festival and tickets are still available,
There have' been Iwo changes in the arrangements
for the coaches departing from London on - all -in
tickets First, the price has risen by 50p and secondly
the coaches will now depart from Kings Cross bus staThIs is simply
tion and not Hyde Park Corner,
because there will be something like 50 Coaches going
up and the police Cobsideted it a traffic hazard said a

spokesman for the promoters

from one

-

apart

oft dates since 1977 this August.
He'll be opening at the London Hammersmith Odeon
on August
and 2 and the tour carries on al Man
chester Apollo August 5 Edinburgh Odeon 6, Newcas
tie Mayfair7and 8, Birmingham Odeon 9.
Tickets for all the concerts are available immediate1

SCOTLANDS
GILROCKTFESTNAL

SOLMSMTICE
CAMERON BEAR PARK

21st and 22nd JUNE 1980

AoeanM ° nbenoruhre

POLICE ARE to top the bill in an all day open . air concert at the Dublin Dalymount Stadium next month.
The concert begins at 2pm on July 27 and ¡wrung
Police on the bill will be Squeeze U2 and Fashion
Tickets for the festival are available now In Dublin
check local press for prices and other details

Since the Police concert is taking place in the
Republic of Ireland it's unlikely that it will affect the
group s tax position

NEW SINGLE
tuary
The single is taken from the chart album 'From A To
B' but does include two new B-side tracks in 'She's A
Magazine', 'Chik Musik' and 'Magazine Musik'.
And the dates are Horsham Capitol Theatre 13, London Music Machine 14, Northampton Nene College 17,

Manchester P&lytechnic 18, Edinburgh Herriot Watt
University 19, York University 20 Penzance Demeizas
Birmingham Digbeth Civic Hall 24. LeedS
23
Warehouse 25, Oxford University 26, Melksham
Assembly Halls 27, Southampton le Saint's College 2&

ly

support has yet been confirmed for the tour, but
promoters Straight Music said this week ' We've approached Judas Priest to see if they would consider
doing it but haven t had any answer back yet ' (This
last humourous it might be added5reference is bebev
ed to be to the "anouncement" that Judas Priest
would be playing at Crystal Palace, supported by Ted
Nugent, an event that was cancelled before the billing
was even discussed' Ed)

MSID-

POLICE GIG

NEW MUSIK- begin a short series of dates this week,
coinciding with the release of their new single 'Sanc-

TED TOUR
TED NUGENT begins his first maior British tour

Leisure Centre on July 16, end tickets for this
concert should be available by the end of next week.
The remaining dates will be'announced within a

SILICONJStJÑ'
described as ' the world s first
teenage electronic group,' release their first self penned single entitled Sun Flight this Friday
A follow - up to their Iwo pievlous covers 'Memphis
Tennessee and Judy In Disguise it's taken from
their first album Music For Parties', due out at the
beginning of July
SILICON TEENS

LIVE BEAR
BIRMINGHAM - BASED Big Bear Records next week
begin an ambitious protect to record 15 new local
bands for a live double album
to be released
within four weeks'
Big Bear will be staging a week of concerts at the
Digbeth Barrel Organ in Birmingham with Iwo bands
each night being recorded on the Buzz Mobile
"We hope the album, which should be out In a month
for around a fiver, will be a good documentary of what's
going in Birmingham this summer, as well as an indication of who's likely to follow bands like UB40 and the
Beat into the charts " said a Big Bear spokesman
The line - up is as follows Dangerous Girls and
Spoonful June 16, Danselt Damage and the Thrillers 17,
Speed Limit and the Lazers 18. Ricky Cool and me
Rialtos and Little Willy 19, The Quads and the Rockers
20, Bright Eyes and Mayday 21, Playthings and Plastic
Idols 22

a,a
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TOURISTS sr fF
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The

E41S
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The Regents
TICKETS AVAILABLE
from the Wowing agents'-
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LEAGUE BACK

'

MiR

vrAu1N RECORDS are making s se. and bid to bang the
League to the attenban of the public-wdha
-.iy ro - release of teal year a single 'Empire State
'

It ite1l be

n the

shots again this week with the first
a
d iutle
pack" with Only After

15-000 c0e . ,n
Da
and Toyota City from the 'T'aeetoque a Lurn,
Piney 'Marianne wit h t At appeared as part of the
k n Ron dautte ps-k, w II sari Le re - released
es a follow up to -Emp-.e State Human' in a month's
t

\

TELEPHONE
Daytime' 01-8361522
Evening 01-836 1429

STAGE GUIDE

t

EDITOR
ALF MARTIN

40,i,40

ASSISTANT
EDITOR

THE MULTI

med-a stage presentation of 'The Hitch
Hiker a Guide To The Gaiety' Is to get a London
season at the Rainbow The sire.
The show based on the book Of the radio series will
have a cast of 20 and five -musicians and has cost
around 900000 to prrsen'. The front of the theatre has
also been redesigned - es an "inter galactic space
par' ' -tor ,he season.
H ten Hike' o Guide' will run for eight weeks from
Ji.ly '6, and seat p.'ces wilt be £5.1.4 and U.
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STEVE HARLEY complete with a new band begins a
short Bra sh tour later this month
his first here-for
,

over two fears
Arid he II be wending Jp with four consecutive nights
at the London Venue running from June 23 until 26 In
elusive tall tickets available now).
The rest of the tour runseas follows' West Bunton
Pavilion June 19 Egham Royal Holloway College 20,
Leicester University 21 Redcar Coatham Bowl 22
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The Blues Band EP' with four tracks (led by Mag
gte's Farm lie now available from June 20.

IN AMERICA

TWO BLUES
THE BLUES Band play two special concerts in London
next month
. to record live material for a follow - up
to the Ohictal Bootleg album.
They If be at the Marquee on July 8 and the Bridge
House on July 9, and the best Of the live tapes will join
studio material on an album scheduled for October

S

NEW YORK
Ira Mayer

HARPER SOLO

LOS ANGELES
Mark Cooper

MANAGING
DIRECTOR
Jack Hutton

CHARLIE HARPER 01 the UK Subs has gone solos
But Harper, who releases his first solo single on
June 27 has no intention of quitting the group Instead
his first stab at writing and producing is ' lust a project

and nothing more
The single is 'Barmy London Army partly a tribute
to Jimmy Pursey according to Harper and It s backed
with Talk Is Cheap pressed in coloured vinyl and
released in a picture bag
The UK Subs complete with Harper play the Lon
don Rainbow on June 30

PUBLISHING
DIRECTOR
Mike Sharman
ADVERTISEMENT
MANAGER
Carole Read
ADVERTISEMENT
REPRESENTATIVE
Geof Todd
Steve Nash

SWINDLE
-

'THE GREAT Rock n Roil Swindle Is about to move in
to the provinces
at the same time as the film is still
standing al number three in the weekly list of the West

ADVERTISEMENT
PRODUCTION
Michael Hitch

End stop films
The first cinema outside the South East to show the
film will be M Great Yarmouth (from June 15) and the
openings continue at- Cardiff Plaza Ipswich Gaumont
Loughborough Curzon Manchester Leicester and

TELEPHONE
SALES MANAGER
Eddie Fitzgerald

Yeovil Classic
Hanley Odeons fall June 22)
Cheltenham Nottingham and Reading Odeons (June
29), Liverpool Odeon (July 6) and Brighton Odeon (July

PUBLICITY/
PROMOTIONS
DIRECTOR
Brian Batchelor

10)

Meanwhile outer London and suburban distribution
will begin at various Rank Granada and Classic
Cinemas from June 29

PROMOTIONS
EXECUTIVE
Angela Fieldhouse

READING
Reading Rock Festiva'
- running over
Bank Holiday weekend of August
- nowthe only
awaits final conlirmalion
THE TOP billing for this year
22 23

and

24

s

and

the headliners, along with ticket prices and details
should be announced this week
But it already looks like being a strong heavy rock
even heavy metal bill for al least two of the days. And
says promoter Jack Barrie the top act "as always will
be a British group
Names already hotly tipped fir the festival include
UFO, Wild Horses and Gary Moore s new band G Force, and It s also rumoured that the Ramones may
be coming over as special guests (and also to play a
British tour) The strong supporting bill is likely to include a large proportion of the new wave of heavy
metal bands
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Hold tight.
Time for Departure.
Journey, one of the

mightiest bands ín the U.S.
are about to take the U.K.
by storm, beginning with
their new album, 'Departure'
It features the single
'

Any Way You Want It:
Departure:
The time ís'right now.

iURN

Journey' Departure'
With the hit single
'Any Way You Want It'
'CBS 84101

on

where they belong.
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STONES DATE

-

THE ROLLING Stones new album has at last got an official release date
With me title now fixed as 'Emotional Rescue , and the final running order
now confirmed the
somewhat different to that suggested In e' review elsewhere
album will be in the shops on June 27
The full running order is as follows Side One 'Dance' Summer Romance', Send
It To Me
Lel Me Go', 'Indian Girl Side Two Where The Boys Go 'Down In The
Hole 'Emotional Rescue -She Is So Cold' All About You

-

USA BOUND?
READ THIS

PHOTOS whose UK tour was announced last
week have added yet more dates They are, Wakefield
Unity Hall June 22, Port Talbot Troubador 26, Birmingham Cedar Ballroom 27 Manchester Factory 28,
Torquay 400 Ballroom July 2, Stroud Marshall Rooms 4
Bath Tiffanies 6 Another London date Is expected to
close the tour, and will be announced shortly

A

-

aspects of American

music Everything from
where to get a good beer
with a bar room pianist in
Arkansas, how to track
down Buddy Holly's old
studio in Texas, or where
to get the best rock night
out in New York or Los
Angeles
All the information is up
- to - date, and with a copy
of 'Honky Tonkin" you
won't have to go far to get
an earful of America
Available from Virgin
Books, most book shops,
or in case of difficulty
send £3 30 (includes p and
p) to 'Honky Tonkin", 21
Melbourne Court, Anerley
book which is- claimed to
Penge, London,

of a
essential reading for anyone vlsitng the states.

THE COVER

SE20

'

I

OTWAY/GARRET
THE PHOTOS

SP LO DG ENESSABOUNDS
SPLODGENESSABOUNDS. whose single 'Simon
Templar' is at the bottom end of the top 100 have lined
up the following dates Swansea Institute of Higher
Education June 18 London Thomas A Beckett Old
Kent Road 19 Warwick University 26, Dudley JB's July
5 Woolwich the Tramshed 6, Folkestone Leas Cliff Hall
19 Woolwich Tramshed 24 August 21

DENNY LAINE

has made some changes to his for,
thcominq UK lour, as the original promoter cancelled
all the dates due to other commitments' The tour will
go ahead but is presently being re -arranged and the
only confirmed dates are London Venue June 20 and'
21_ Provincial dates for June and July will be announc
ed'next week A Denny Laine solo album is scheduled
for October.
DENNY LAINE

tion and

Knebworlh

House will be available
throughout the day of the
Knebworth Festival on
June 21 The flat fare for a
one - way journey will be
30p, and exact fares only
will be accepted
JOHNNY 'GUITAR' WAT SON has cancelled his
upcoming UK date, due
to his lather's terminal illness At present there
are no plans to re schedule the gig
TOYAH WILCOX plays

the

Wolverhampton

Lafayette on June 18, and
the entire concert will, be
filmed by ATV for a for-

thcoming documentary
on the artist
IAN MATHEWS releases
a

new album. 'Spot Of In-

terference', and a new
single, 'She May Call You
Up Tonight', on June 27
Mathews follows a European tour with only one
British date
at the
London Venue on June
30

SNIPS makes one of his
rare concert appearances
at the London Venue on
June 17, supported bya
six - piece band The

'Even

Dwarves

Start

Small' revue (tickets £3)
will be compered by Alex'
Seyle from the Comedy
Store

Playbarn Centre
Cumberland Street

Glasgow
PRODUCER Eddy Of ford
is back working with Yes.
Olford who has produced six previous Yes
albums will be at the controls for the new Yes /
Buggies album schedul-

ed

for September

release

PAIRS of Elvis
Presley's trousers and a
classical guitar belonging
to Alex Lifeson of Rush
are among the recently
donated Items for the
Rockabilia Charity Auction at London Hammersmith Petals on June
22. Many other items. are
still being received, and
the event will be conducted by a professional
auctioneer

THE BOYS

BOYS- play two London dates at the Music
Machine on June 13 and the Marquee on the 22
THE

ROCK'S 25
-

RADIO 1 turns back the clock and delves Into the archives of Pathe News
among others
for a major
new series which starts next week
For '25 Years or Rock', which will run for 25 consecutive weeks from June 22, is a unique documentary
compilation of both rock and major world events from
1955 onwards The major records of each year will be
linked with newsreel soundtracks, radio and TV broadcasts and newspaper clippings
starting with Bill
Haley's 'Rock Around The Clock' and Anthony Eden's
famous speech during the Suez crisis'

-

-

VARDIS will be supporting Budgie on their UK tour
which started'on, June 10 and finishes at the London
Lyceum on June 29 they also play the London Music
Machine on June 30 supporting Girlschool

DAN -I
DAN -I. the funk and soul artist is to appear al the Lon.
doh West Hampstead Moonlight on June 14, marking
the start of a series of further London dates yet to be

announced

SLADE; play three London dates this month, suµ
ported`by Broken Home They are Music Machine
June 20 and 21 Marquee 23

THE KIDZ NEXT DOOR
THE

-

SHAKIN STREET

-

SHAKIN STREET return to the UK thismonth for fur
ther dates, and release a single 'Solid As A Rock on
June 27 They play, St Austell New Cornish Riviera
June 24, Southampon Gaumont 25 Brighton Con-

The only Authorised

KIDZ NEXT DOOR will be supporting the
Cockney Rejects on all dates of their tour commencing
on June 17 at the Cardiff Top Rank

RICHARD DIGANCE

RICHARD DIGANCE has been Invited tq compere the
Knebworth 80 Festival featuring the Beach Boys ant
Santana He will also perform a set of his humorous
songs Other June dates on his itinerary include Suitor
Red Lion 19, Egham Royal College 20, Friem Barnet
Orange Tree 22, Workington Carnegie Theatre 27.

JO JO ZEP

JO JO ZEP AND THE FALCONS. make their debut visa
to the UK, playing the Hammersmith Clarendon on Jul)

Band the Venue on July 17

PRIVATE LIFE

-

OFFICIAL

:

BoóK
Gift
Blondie
.

---

-

Subsequent programmes will cover everything from
Kennedy 5 assassination, the Profumo affair. the war
In Vietnam, the first moon landing and the rise and fall
of the mini - skirt to the career of the Sex Pistols
The first programme can be heard al 7pm on June 22,
and each will be repeated the following Thursday
at the
same time
CAPITAL RADIO DJ Adrian Love has quit the station
to join Radio 1.
35 - year - old Love steps in to HII the gap left
by the
departure of Kid Jensen for America.
He will present a
new series of 'Talkabout' from
September.

Stonehouse 13 Bristol Granary 14 Taunton Youth and
Community Centre 15 Reading Cherry's 17, Weymouth
Cellar Vino 18, Bournemouth Pinecliff Bar 19. Salisbury
Kings Head 20 Reading Target 21, London West Hampstead Moonlight 24 London Windsor Castle 25, Birm
Ingham North Worcestershire College 27, London
Southall Hambrough Tavern 28

SLADE

VARDIS

-.

WESTERN HYSTERIA, play the following dates Bristol

-

PAIRS will be playing the following dates London
Rock Garden June 11, Keele University 13, London
University 14 London Alexandra Palace 15, Newcastle
Finnegan's Warehouse 19 London Albany Empire 23
Hull Wellington Club 26 Bermingham Moseley Festival

THREE

WESTERN HYSTERIA

DELEGATION are to undertake a series of one.
night ers and residencies They are Watford Baileys
June 16
21, Workington Rendezvous Club 26-28,
Helensbrough Trident Club July 2, Rosyth Lion Club, 3,
Norwich Tudor Hall 10 Coventry City Centre Club 17.
Barrow-in-Furness Champers 18
Blackpool The
Showboat 19, Isle of Man Palace Lido 20 To coincide
with the dates a single 'Put A Little Love On Me' Is
released on June 20

MINK DE VILLE will be playing two shows at the London Venue on June 27 Tickets for the shows (at 8.30pm
and 11 30pm) are priced at f3 50 and will be his first
here since June 1978

AU

ANOTHER PRETTY Face,
TV21 and the Elite appear
at the Gorbais Fair free
Rock Day this Saturday
(June 14) The event
begins at 12 pm at the

JOHN OTWAY 8 WILD WILLY BARRET; add dates to
their present tour al Bristol Trinity Hall Community
Centre June 24, Scarborough Taboo July 18 Entry, as
to all the gigs, is a copy of their current single 'DK
50180', which MUST be bought in advances

DELEGATION

MINK DEVILLE

28

SHUTTLE service between Stevenage BR sta-

stead Moonlight June 13, Huddersfield Cleopatra's 14,
Dumfries Stagecoach 15, Paisley Bungalow 16,
Grangemouth International Hotel 19, Edinbrugh
Niteklub 20, Scarborough Taboo 21, London Nashville
are yet
27. London Half Moon Herne Hill 28 More dates
to be added

AU PAIRS

DD
A

DENIZENS. Have lined up gigs at* London West Hampstead Moonlight June 24, Coventry Dog and Trumpet
Nuneaton 77 Club
26, Birmingham Holy City Zoo July 1.
6, Birmingham Cannon Hill 19, Dudley JB's 25.
Bishop's Stortford Triad 31

THE VIBRATORS commence their first actual tour in
two years, although they have been playing the odd gig
here and there The tour starts at London west Hamp-

f

Travel Guide To American
Music', now lavishly updated and repackaged by
Travelaid and available for
i2 95, pretty much an
essential buy for any rock
fan visiting the States
The book, by Richard
Wootton, gives you the
low down on the high life
as well as the highlights
of the low - life
in all

-

DENIZENS

e

to Sir Freddie
Laker and his push for
cheap air fares more than
one million Britons are expected to cross the Atlantic this year
, and it's a
lair bet that plenty of
them will be in search of
some good rock music
while they're there.
All of which makes

Tonkin"

27. London

THE VIBRATORS

THANKS

'Honky

ference Centre 26, London Music Machine
Marquee 28, London Lyceum 29

THE PHOTOS

THE

Send

i

P,O.

w.

20+P
'",.Contains
dozens of
previously
unpublished
Colour photos

or cheque for £2.15

to Blondie Gift Book,
P.O. Box 63, London W2 3BZ

-
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GABRIEL: FROM GENESIS ...
TO RE-EVALUATION
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THE evening before

I met Peter Gabriel I sat home and
thought about something a friend had'said, he envisaged
GabrteLsitting right at the centre of a great onion,
safeguarded by layers of tough skin office doors,
schedbles, publicists, corporations
with me having to slice
the onion, or peel it slowly, if wanted to get at the centre

- -

I

;tl..

'":f',r,

M

They gave me an hour for an Interview I might have to slice the onion, I
thought
Let s assume out glass onion is like Peter Gabriel the third solo album is
alive with ideas scrambling to get out hints and suggestions evocation Peer
inside these things are blocked locked and huddled together in
schizophrenic union Slice it and you learn nothing. peeling it slowly takes more
time than I ve got to spare
sat hóme and hoped the onion would fall open of its own accord

V2155

-

.

I

THE day met Peter Gabriel I realised the onion did exist a
second floor
office In the city of guilt (Soho) where sex is sold to the insecure like
I

sickly candy to starving kiddies
A second floor office with Jean Michelle Jarre
silver
and framed
Genesis posters on the walls a tight-lipped PR with listsdiscs
of official
interview schedules My number was number two following
heels
on
of a
the
paid -by -the-word lush from Sounds I drank tea and
sweated and wailed for my
hour to start
Of course this is all very showbiz
new album a front cover an interview,
everything neatly in place cleanly folded
but Peter Gabriel is actually worthy.
That s what I ve lust decided
Of course this Is how it all looks
Peter Gabriel as an obiect on the conveyor
belt, shrink wrapped though he s all too aware of those implications
He's
now prepared to use the mechanics around him for his
purposes, and he's
not the only one Think of Peter Hammitt Kevin Coyne own
Peter Gabriel' is Gabriel s third album It s his best Paul Weller
Unlike its predecessors
humble ventures into Genesis aftermath
it suggests that
character
and personality trying to escape to clamber out from it all and there's
talk to people.
that there S a person beginning to explore his own resources and
finally put
them to some effective use

-a

-

-

-

t

-

-

close, Peter Gabriel isn t Itke PETER GABRIEL He s not what I'd
expect He doesn't even look like himself He s nervy, edgy, perhaps
conscious of me being conscious that he s PETER GABRIEL, the
'star the ex -Genesis singer, the T-shirt
We re both nervous Perhaps there s mutual disrespect for a
procedure we both understand well enough Here s me, peeping at one
flour of at person's life again, trying to locus Perhaps I'm supposed to draw
conclusionsfl
SO what sit going to be then, eh5 What have you got fo say, Peter?
"I think there's a lot more of me on this album than the first two -1 think I've
got more confidence to be a bit bolder about things, perhaps. In some ways it
feels like a first album, I tried to rethink the way I wrote music, the approach was
different
"The rhythm was the key to all the tracks
1'd been Introduced to tisis
then
cheap little programmable drum box
I put rhythms onto the machine,
if you change it, the body
wrote around them I see rhythm as a spine
around It changes.
"This album Just does a lot more with less: think it's been a kind of mini
confidence - building process."
With an all-star cast. Kate Bush, Dave Gregory, Paul Weller, Robert Fripp.
Phil Collins . .
UP
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By CHRIS WESTWOOD. Pix: ANDY PHILLIPS

keen to get me to make it sound like the
Doobte Brothers It hardly has much bearing
on mainstream American music "
You don't feel at all pressured, men, to
succumb to their wants and produce things
that are more commercially acceptable'
"No, I've always taken the attitude that I
should make the music I want, then try as
hard as I can to sell it
after it's finished
not beforehand "
I've got to mention Genesis at this point do
you think that what you're doing now is
gaining gradual acceptance because of that

ti.

past because you're PETER GABRIEL
There are still a lot of people who dismiss
me anything they listen to because of my
history as a clothes -prop with Genesis So
it s been quite hard to establish myself as
someone who's serious about what they're
doing musically
What are your feelings about the business
you re working within and without" Do you
feel withdrawn outside it all'
Oh like to keep in touch I don t feel that
I'm buried away in senile retirement in a
but I think the business
country cottage
machinery can be very frustrating, even
though anyone who gets Into the business of
making records
is in a business To deny
that, or pretend it doesn t exist is rubbish
"Over the last few years I ve been trying to
. I enjoy it a lot
throw myself open a bit
more now I'd still lend to shy away from
exposure as much in a personal sense
as any business sense "
with friends
I think its good to reach outwards to
people as opposed to inwards
But an in period is also useful, though
For instance wouldn t have taken the time
to re-evaluate the way I wrote stuff otherwise
the music wouldn t have been as strong if
hadn I gone right back to that internal
operation
It s dead easy to get cut off, and perhaps
become impotent and irrelevant as a result
How important is it to you to communicate
thoughts and feelings to other people" Do
you feel you ve achieved that'
Ahm think i1 s communicating, but with
different people on different levels The sort
of think like the best's something which II
activate my body and get my head working
as well
very few people do that for me
Otis Redding was one Springsteen
try and make sure that I m committed in
my input so I have the power to hit people
on as many levels as possible I ve been
criticised for the lyrics not being specific or
direct enough, but I'd sh11 argue the case for
more vague things where you can put across
images
the dream world is still an undervalued Influence on the way we live We all
spend a lot of time in dream activity and
there are images that can be hit
and
plugged directly to the unconscious
but
can perhaps get overlooked in an atmosphere
of street credibility
My favourite area is that where things
appear to be normal but are actually askew
and are perhaps guile disturbing as a result '
These imbalances are vital Apart from
clarity rock and roll s most necessary forces
are the forces of evocation of mystery
I

-tc

-

1

1

I

I

I

,

apart It s almost the same force drawing
them together that keeps them apart
And Games Without Frontiers' and Family
Snapshot 9 Both about childhood fantasies
the reality and unreality of warfare, the

would ve been perfectly
happy to avoid giving anyone credits except
they would've fell hard done by I know I m
bored by superstar albums where you get
to an outsider s eye It s
lists of names
quite easy to assume the names are Just
there to appeal to as wide a spectrum of the

"To tell the truth

I

record buying market as possible That
wasn't the case
"Paul was working in the studio next door.
I'd tried to gel some French schoolgirls to
sing 'Jeux Sans Frontiers', though it didn't
Kate had the sort of pure voice I
come otl
wanted David Rhodes was chosen for his.
guitar playing, not his marketability
"And I do feel the album is biggecand-'
stronger than any of the personalileIS
involved, myself included "
People have remarked about the pollitO
nature of some oÑ'he songs,
"Well, 'Bike', I suppose, is att'oberous
political lyric, but I don't think of myyself in
terms of being a political prqyagahUiistln any
sense I just see myself as (rnusicla,llayho's
thinking about things, trying'lÓ4i'iiggeger'OILL
Ideas and reactions in other fier e: you
really want to get into something, books are a
much better source for political ideas than
rock music
'And Through The Wire' really reminded rile
of a Northern Ireland situation: perhaps ilia -'s
my hang-up . .
'I was thinking of that more in terms of a
relationship There was an Image on the one
hand, where people communicated through
the wire; it's like a telephone that brings
people together, or a fence that keeps them

7

l

instinctive
i

'For me. Famdy Snapshot' was triggered
off reading a Beak called An Assassin s
Diary by Arthur Brown who tried to take a
shot at Nixon initially It just set me thinking
I wrote the song from the assassin s point of
view, rather than the outsider's think it's
very dangerous the way mass media portrays
-social fashion
people whd behave in an anti
while other
as subhuman monsters
peop e console themselves by thinking
they' e different to that
"In leanly I don't think they are think
they're just lqe fringe of the rest of us, rather
than separate from, We have those
capabilities within each of us
"With 'Games: it's like getting titles and
phrases from everyday things and putting
I

I

them In different situations, getting different
undertones coming through And was
thinking of adults tie having as kids, or
perhaps the way;nti'ttions behave towards one
another- it's pretty disgusting in some
which can also be seen as childish,
cases
and fully acceptable as such Yet adults as
individuals are not supposed to behave in
I

-

step

a

way

"I think some people believe the only
things I've written with political references
are on this album, even though 'Animal
Magic' on the last one was much more that
where I'd seen this TV film glorifying war

heroism and the recruitment ad came up
right after Its thought that was pretty sick
were you at all affected by the
Changes
life the new wave brought,'
Yeah, I think I ve been influenced by
everything that I've heard really the same
sort of cycles occured in the sixties too
where bands came thfough with energy,
rebelliousness But that isn t something you
can build a career on Some bands found
they could explore the sounds and ideas after
that initial burst of energy cracked the old
that s what I'flnd exciting
establishment
about the new cycle "
And the new Peter Gabriel cycle' Your
change of approach'
"This happened because this war the most
interesting area to work in, rather than j
guaranteeing another few years ot;recorre
sales I knew it was a risk "
The direct result of which is that the album

-

I

--

isn't gaining Stateside release'
"Atlantic Records dropped It, anff dropped
me as an artist II It's not going to sell

a

hundred thousand, they don;Fwant,to know.
Which'll ultimately cause their own
destruction, I think, as independents grow'
as happened over
and people hopefully
here
by-pass all the big labels, and, wel4if
.
they won t take the risks there are stilt
people who know what good music is, and
will take the risks.
"So, I don't know I think it's related to
that, but there was one A&R guy who came
over to hear what I was doing. was pretty
horrified, but wanted 'And Through The Wire'
as a possible American single. He was very

-

-

And this is why Peter Gabriel appears to be
entering his most
his first'
truly
substantial era the exterior of Peter Gabriel
is far more promising the sounds coming in
at tangents spontaneous, combustible The
Interior is not what you might expect It s
certainly far removed from the coffee table or
the potted plant I just hope a isn't consumed
by hipsters searching to till a gap and
impress their l0ends at the same time
Instead of taking his place with the cheap sell image-builders (still living on your
laurels, Bryan Ferry! Shame on you) Gabriel
is seemingly more concerned with looking to
the present. and forward from there self pride first'The future now',
My hQurq; glimpse of Peter Gabriel s world
Iran out11l was pleased with what I saw I saw
wnatdtfldn't éxpect to see; I saw fight, I saw
concern, saw resilience. I didn't see anyone
copping but, didn't see the "star" I thought
I was listening to In the days of
Nursery
Cryme;. I think saw someone worth serious
attention again
A. Phillip(' (brazen turkey photographer)
explained to Gabriel how he d shaved part of
Ms hair away In 1971: It was to fit in with the
Genesis haircut of the time Gabriel smiled
nervously, a mature of amusement and de e vu surprise_ Ah wMMII he ate his peanut butter
sandwich and didn't worry too much

-

I

e

I

I

THE evening after

I met Peter Gabriel
I
thought about something the friend
had said; I thought about the onion,
and wished I'd had more lime to peel

II

What was encouraging, (hough, was the
idea that Gabriel might actually be peeling
the onion himself. From the inside.
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IT WASN'T easy to concentrate

boring in-store
appearance at a Greenwich Village record
shop While all the autographing of specially
priced albums and inane smiling was going
en, I hed a word with Neol Davies, the
group's 28-year -old taciturn songwriter,

In

mein Phenomenally

Hurrah Not because Selecter
were oft -form. Nor on account of
the heat. It wasn't even a case of
too much pressure, particularly In a
club full of failed fashion plates on
the swanky, uptown side of New
York City.

outNtH

,

None of you appear to be enloying
yourselves very much. Don't you
like America, or Is 11 more the

No, rate of attention was due more to
immediate company. It Seemed a good idea
to vaaLai from the raised DJ podium A bird's
ere view or the stage and all that But
accsetxng Ina age-old adage of great minds
h eking alike who should lake up the Other
sowre-fact of standing room but one Mtchaei
Jagger, formerly of Dartford Escorted
commie d'habhtude, by Jerry Hall who
happens to beinave the hottest figure in
American modelling.

here,"

people?
"It's the people - particularly

V

I

What's wrong with them',
"They re just a bunch of idiots. Posers
They're not Interested in out music, they lust
think they ought to be here. In fact they don't
even think, that's the main problem."
I mumble something about if that's how the
scene operates here, they should make the

RANCH

CHARLEY

THE
WEST AS
WON

O

SELECTER were the conquerers

but it took a lot of bloody
hard work. MIKE NICHOLLS
watched from the sidelines and
spoke to the band in mid -battle

NJr*.
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tat and as long as they keep selling
tickets and albums, they might as well accept
t
"We don't have to accept anything," he
retorts,
Musing that'for someone in a band whose
Í v~
self -avowed primary purpose is to getpeople
dancing he is taking everying, including
himself, too seriously, I speak to Desmond.
Brown
Like six-sevenths of Selecter, the keyboard
player Is black, which makes his Midlands
accent all the more engaging He also gripes
about the New World though quite
reasonably That morning, for example, he
had gone to see a doctor about a rash on his
arm, but spent hours hanging around whilst,
he reckons, a considerable number of white
patients overtook him in the queue.
IS
r
Pausing only to raise his spirits with a few
shots of duty free, we went for a stroll round
the East Village, wandering In and out of
tacky boutiques which were the mirror image
e
of the trashy emporiums Mal infest certain
I
parts of London
Feeling at home amidst the racks of twotone sweat shirts and Tonik suits, Desmond
related a typically daft anecdote:
"I tell you, when we got into town I asked
this guy where there was a park to go and
walk around. So he directed me to a oar park,
the foolish bastard."
Other attention -attracting incidents Included
looking on amazed as a couple of cops
chatted up two scantily -clad female tourists
ear
e
and noting how a whole street of junk -food
stalls was broken up only by a General Health
Nutrition
New
8
supermarket New York,
York, so good they named It twice, eh?
New York for Charley Anderson meant
seeing' his father for the first time In 14 years.
An Evangelist minister, Mr Anderson Snr
j
disapproves el his son's livelihood as much
as his dreadlocks and unlike his aunt, was
afraid to be seen at the gig that night.
Had he appeared, he might have been a
little put out by Pauline's attitude towards her
"fans". Looking as half -crazed and halfstarved as ever, she rounded on the audience
with choice remarks like "Are there any
factories in New York or does everyone lust
think of having a good time here?" and
PAULINE and ARTHUR
..
r ;n lth.3.iv
11.1agIAA eta 1tlíL'iasa
best

Being of a sociable, not to say garrulous,
disposition, our Mick saw fit to converse and
make the occasional observation about the
band. That night Pauline Black went to bed a
happy woman. Some hours earlier she had
expressed the hope that her rather more than
three minute hero would attend, just as he
had turned up to the recent Specials gig in
the same place. Arid not only was he there,
he was actually dancing and to all intents and
purposes enjoying himself!
Earlier still Pauline hadn't appeared happy.
Nor had the rest of Selector. Five -and -a-half
gruelling weeks on the road down, across
and up and down and finally across America
had taken their toll Young guitarist Compton
Amanor's description of the trip sounded
more like the dream of a bus tyre salesman
than that of a new band on its first Stateside
outing.
The tour began in Vancouver lthat's In
Canada, top left-hand corner - geographical
Ed) and progressed a couple of thousand
miles south to El Paso on the Mexican
border. From there, it was a sharp turn Inland
towards Texas where dates included the
place named alter everybody's favourite TV
programme.
Out of Ewing country and down to New
Orleans before changing direction yet again
and going all the way to Memphis This leg of
the Marathon was characterised by the airconditioning breaking down Since this great
boon of our technological age precludes the
possibility of such hopelessly obsolete
objects as windows that open, the doors of
the emergency exit had to be torced ajar,
with many a roll of gaffe tape.
Hardly surprising, therefore, that the band
hit Now York In a somewhat jaded slate My
own presence at the notorious Gramercy Park
"rock 'n' roll hotel" did little to alleviate their
misery "Oh Not" exclaimed Charley the bassist,
freezing long enough in the lift for his
dreadlocks to get caught in the door.
"Who let you in?" demanded Pauline.
"I was about to say you're the spitting
image o1 someone we know at home,"
said
another, "but now realise the awful truth!"
Be all that as it may, this didn't
them horn hustling me into a taxi prevent
to wilnesa
.
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I bear a petite tar wren in England
't -tatty assume there's been an
dent But here cite chances are there's
Murtterfl as the rntroduct,on to
,g of that name

1

nnecessanty aggressive by my
book but It being something like
four in the morning by the time the
gig finished New Yorkers find it
Outstandingly Clever to stay out all
M pa.tktent questions would have to

rot

week or so, as It happened, when I
-411t up with Me group in unusually Cloudy
is Earlier in the tour, two of their
dt'Oet LA's Whisky had been blown out
en Chatty injured his back. During the
rim miff-relent tickets had been sold to
rarysnt a fvrtner eight dates
a

to stations ants its an peyote ever hear Its
not their fault, but they're victims of it all the
same "
There are a lot of bands playing In all the

VI43

45 z p,rn

bars, though, for people prefering INe
entertainment.
"Yeah, but most of them just play rop 40
stuff, funkier Indoctrinating the kids with what
they hear on the radio. The bars aren't
really any different to the working met; s
Clubs in England where alt the over.JO'a can
meet and reminisce about uld music "
Still, you all seem a lot happier here than
you were the other week Even Neel
threatened to smile a bit earlier whilst 'H' and
Gaps seem to have attracted a couple of er,
admirers, Are you having a better time?
"I don't think that it's any better or worse,
actually," she opines combing out thick
shocks of hair which will later be revealed to
a roomful) of living Los Angeleans on the
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.ROCK SIDE

NIGHT STARVATI O N
WHEN I'M DANCIN I AIN'T FIGHTIN
I'M A ROCKA

r

L_

AUL I NE

How come you're not playing

one or two

oses at a major venue instead of eight at
e end of an already strenuous tour I asked
u1Me as she was getting dressed for the
i

t.
"Cos we prefer small places," she replies,

1glcally enough.
What, even when there's only room for the
tiacord biz liggers, I haft-smiled? bound to
That's behind us, now. You're big towns,
t them at the very first gig In thenow.
New
in they're all real people coming
as you probably
o k was the worst for that,
great
were
Texas
like
places
But
t cad
played most places before
c.o Specialsin had
that state The people st111
- but not
to see us,"
t rued out in force
occur
/Why do you think that was able to or
word-of-mouth
through
Probably
It definitely
ailing the papers Whatever,
being
mee more of a case of people
rather than It being the thing to
i *rested
were a little premature
Don't you think you
the New York audience?
I your opinion aofsocial
point of view: No, I
' What. from
valid for them. I
ought it was particularly
dance music, but
playing
be
eat, we might
- and that didn't stop
O were the Stones
Man', ft's quite
Fighting
'Sheet
m wilting
going on around
I to write about what's
Moak?"
don't you
jn New
lot
of
poverty
a
ah, but there's
take a walk down
k, too, You only have to
e Bowery to ,
But as a
§tare, and there's Harlem too.
somewhere like
sole, New York wasn't like have
been laid
4
guys
troll wherecara million
factories as no one wants to
from the
knew
kids
Those
more.
.

v

i

.

Gadillacs any
They were as
t we were talkinginabout.
Newcastle or
y as the people
`ewhere and those are the kind of kids I'm

in."

that want
¡wrested
But what about those
eminent purely as a means of escape?

she
rt ey've got 'Saturday Night Fever',"
-'d sharply,
no
there's
a passionate disco-despiser,
I can really disagree
she
continues,'
here,"
And it's ridiculous
with
's a 24 hour propaganda machine

La

-

.'i:ie 9:ilTt-Tí71 .7iik7irmSr'

removal of the more familiar pork pie hat
"remember this is the seventh week of our
test American -tour and we've been on the
road almost continuously since last
September I didn't even give my day job up
until then "
Perhaps what she's trying to say is that
there's an element of loo much too soon
about the band which has had something of a
numbing effect on the senses I Only have to
recall my own sorties with Selecter to
appreciate theme tremendous progress and the
pace at which they have worked It was only
last autumn that I saw them prop up the
Specials and Madness as openers on the 2,
Tone tonic tour
Forst In sleepy Bournemouth and then In
the quiet college town of Exeter Then as
recently as March it was Leeds and
Birmingham when they were already
headlining their own impressive package
Now It's New York and LA - when only a year
ago Pauline was on holiday with her mother
in Llandudno
How have you been able to adjust?
"With difficulty," she admits, while politely
posing for ageing LA photographer Arnoff,
"you have to do it on a day-to-day basis,
there's no other way. I'd never been on athe
scene before except loi getting 10 quid
night as a folk singer round- some ol the pubs
in Coventry. Not that that's a bad thing
because it means you've got the choice of
either sinking of swimming.
"It's a shame for all those acts that lake
-live years to get off the ground because after
years of failing you start trying out new
images and things and it becomes a lot less
honest. I learnt an awful lot in a short time
but I needed to."
Well if that's not the definitive excuse for
. but
not spending ages paying your dues
seriously, Selecter were taking a big chance
pushing such a rate of progress, though it's
one which has not only paid oft but which is
already paying high dividends.
In their short time together Selecter have
made considerable inroads into the American
charts as well as those over heré and are
successfully,Communicating with a potentially
even bigger audience. And Mick Jagger.

J
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BACK SIDE
DON'T WASTE YOUR TIME
THE WHEELS AIN'T COMING DOWN

9T0 5

SLADE TOUR
12th
13th
14th
15th
18th
19th
20th
21st
23rd

JUNE'80

CEDAR CLUB, BIRMINGHAM.
LEEDS UNIVERSITY.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.
WEBBINGTON COUNTRY CLUB.
NORBREACK CASTLE HOTEL.
WINTER GARDENS, CLEETHORPES.
MUSIC MACHINE, LONDON.
MUSIC MACHINE, LONDON.
MARQUEE CLUB, LONDON.
24th ROCK GARDEN, MIDDLESBROUGH.
26th MINERS WELFARE CLUB, HUCKNALL.
27th SWANSEA UNIVERSITY.
28th _WEST RUNTON, PAVILLION.
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LARK
ENT
ORNER

TIL THE GREAT rock

f/k

n' roll mystery
continues. Who
is this man they
call Klark Kent',
What has he got
to hide',

On hearing that Klark Kent has
lust released his debut album your
Intrepid reporter was determined to
find out the answers to these
questions. After a senes of phone
calls I was given a time and place to
meet.
Cassette recorde in hand I arrived

a nondescript terraced house in
Shepherds Bush. The door was
opened by a masked man In a cloak
and I was led into a silent normal
looking room, From behind a curtain
a tall blond figure appeared ready to
face the reponer s verbal onslaught
The figure was Instantly
recognisable as Stewart Copeland,
drummer with a band they call
Police
So Stewart what are your
connections with Klark Kent?
'Oh he s just a long standing
acquaintance
Klark's first single Don't Care got
lain', high in the s.harts, how did you
feel about than
It was great for me when that
happened 'cos we d been struggling
around for a long time and It was like
our first sniff of success. Then
Police took off straight atter that so
didn't have much contact with Klark
for a while
So tar so good.
Klark Kent s commitments to the
Church of Kinetic Ritual the Kent
Foundation and so on takes up a lot
of his time that s why It took such a
long time for these tracks to come
It'll take even longer for any more
tracks to come out
Can you tell me a bit more about
this Church of Kinetic Ritual?
Kinetic Ritual Is something have
to go into the metaphysical to talk
about. And er, t II do that for you.
It's all about how to get the artistic
moment and how to generate It
through kinetic ritual, And Klark
Kent as an anthropology student at
the Universty of Beirut has made a
study of this whole thing and has
managed to Intensify his artistic
expression through kinetic ritual
Uuh excuse me but-what does
kinetic actually mean?.
It s the opposite of potential
Gasoline Is potential energy,and an
engine turning over is kinetic
energy
Long silence as a bewildered
reporter vainly tried to think of how
to follow this intellectual diversion
Before I have the chance to scream
Bullshit Stewart continues.
Klark Kent is an Iraqi by birth
and was a drama student in the
American Unrverstly of Beirut and
that's where his involvement with
the movie industry began His first

Where does Klark get his

songwriting inspiration from?
From the plots of some of the
Palestinian adventure movies he's
made
Klark sounds like he's got

at

am

Will Klark be doing any live wort
That could be a problem You
see a lot of Klark's work on biochemistry and the artistic moment
have led him to certain problems
Now the body

iryn+'¢

ihas

very

andot Kohn

f
done a
studying trying to
R/
find out why
sometimes you're
inspired and
sometimes you're
not
When you re angry the adrenalin
flows and a dog can smell tear.
There are very profound chemical
changes which happen in the body
in response to different emotional
things- Now an brings out a very
intense bio-chemical change and Irs
a very potent force Unfortunately
when it's unnaturally accentuated,
as Klark has learnt to do it
produces certain side effects such
as a very pronounced odour which
accompanies Klark s artistic
moment This is one of the reasons
why he doesn't work live as dogs
can smell fear other musicians can
smell Kent
Is the song on the album, 'Old
School'
I was at the mercy of my
so called friends. You never saw a
joke like me
autobiographical'
I wouldn't know.
Were you pushed around al
school?
That s none of your business
But don you ever wish that when
you were pushed around as a kid
you knew what you know now. How
did let them get away with all
that" (Stewart raises his voice and
gets quite uptight) 'Why did !lei
them do that to me? I was a pretty
weedy youth and I dídn t grow up
until really late I was never any
good at ball games cos I was
dyslexic which meant my spelling
was terrible and I could never
remember numbers
it's all to do
with visual co-ordination I was In
the school swimming team though
lmportant

r

Will the real Stewart 'Copeland

-

please stand up
in the

scene

Eygptiamentertalnment

LIFE

jOrl e3

1

r?

experience.
When first heard the lyrics on
Don't Care
'You know m
fooling with my fake ID so you don t
have to check my history
f
definitely thought there was
something strange going on.
A long pause from Stewart. Then,a
casual reply "Yeah there s a lot of
strange things going on all over the

diplomatic service so I lived for 15
years in Cairo Damascus and
Beirut though,; was actually born in
Virginia '
And yet again before Stewart can
allow himself to be penned down on
his own personal history he goes off
into a lecture about the influence of
'the Tigres and the Euphrates on
Western civilization
place
So have you been back to the
An even longer pause from me
Middle East recently?
and then an embarassed laugh
Yeah
played there on Police's
Huh you've certainly got me
world tour It was really crazy as we
stumped now Stewart
went down very well in all those
Wellt'll be frarík
weird places we played We learnt
with you As I
that rock transcends all cultural
explained, the more
boundaries Like in India the kids
lit delve into myself
had heard of rock 'n' roll and when I
IF 11 trying to unravel the - asked some of them
their favourtie
mysteries of Klark
groups they d say, "Ah yes, rock 'n
;,
Kent the more
roll the Bee Gees, Abba John
confusing the picture
Travolta," That's the only contact
gets."
they've had with the West In the old
So who plays on
days it was religion which crossed
the Klark Kent album? alien boundaries now it seems to be
'Oh it s all just one person, Klark
rock n' roll which can be
Kent plays all the instruments The
understood and appreciated by
only other person involved was
anyone "
Nigel Gray, Police's producer "
What sort of feelings do you think
Before have time to follow up
people will get when they play the
this answer Stewart goes off on a
new Klark Kent album?
ridiculous tangent about
For the first time during the
communication with binary code
interview Stewart appears stuck for
Alter two and half hours of further
an answer "I really don't know," he
scientific waffle Stewart comes over
eventually answers, "I've been
to my chair and wakes me up Time
sitting here for hours biting my nails
for the next question What kind of
wondering about that "
musical influences has Klark had, as
Do you think people who like
there seems to be a jot of different
Police will like the.Klark Kent
ones coming through on the album?
album?
"Klark's into The Virginian The
Not necessarily I mean, the
FBI's signature tune, BBC World
album doesn't have one thing which
Service, and The Voice Of America,
Police have which is the perfect
which had one hour of jazz every
gilded tones on the vocals Klark's
week "
musical abilities are somewhat
Where did ou meet Klark?
erratic and abrasive Rhythmic
"In Beirut."
relationship definitely take
What did your parents do?
precedence over harmonic
"My father was in the US
relationships on the album."

-

I

The lyrics on Klark s album all
seem to be very lighthearted
that's because the identity
' Yeah
he has of himself, which is what
he's singing about is based on
third-rate down market American TV
which is where all the inspiration for
the Egyptian film industry comes
from And the second hand western
culture on Eygptlan TV which is
mostly The Virginian in Arabic has
led to a unique adolescent
_
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PHILIP
HALL

gets
behind
the
guise.
Or
does
he?

f
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Do you mind dóing
all these Interviews

I
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chemistry is

r
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application of kinetic ritual was to
acting and he s worked with some of
the great Egyptian movie directors.
Over there the actors sometimes
work on four different movies a day
It's an incredibly Intense industry
and Klark's a really powerful figure

a

sense of humour?
Yeah except that I find that I
don t laugh at his jokes until a few
days after he's told them His
humour is based around the libidc
and is therefore quite earthy I've
had to eliminate most of that kindu
humour from his public
appearances which is one of the
reasons why I m doing most of thy
talking for him this lime round.
When Don't Care came out Klar$
went on a promo tour and did 'Tog
Of The Pops He always wore a
mask and lectured people the wit
time not letting them get a word n
edgeways, It was disastrous
However as a musician I fouiip
that all the slanderous talk
connecting me with Klark Kent way
not nearly as damaging to me astk,
same kind of talk connecting Klan
with various political and religious
figures As you can appreciate some
of them are a lot more upset than;

for Klark?

"God no It

makes

change from being
asked why we're
called Police and
where we get our
reggae Influences
from "
If Police hadn't taken off do you
think you'd have been more closely
involved with Klark?
"No because I'd been involved
with other successful projects like
Eberhard Schooner, who was very
big in Germany, and that was a
temptation for us And like Sting

I

Ya

f

was offered a job with Billy Ocean
for 90 notes a week. But all of us all
had a basic faith in Police and we
knew we could do well together.'
Why does Klark wear a mask?
' Well, as he says, the mask
reveals the true identity, But I'll De

frank with you. I lust think It's a OP
as
out He's got the same paranoia
any famous person."
Klarx
that
So would you just say
Kent Is a part of your Inner self?
"I think you're absolutely right
there. Klark Kent Is a Part of the
inner self of all of us.'

loom
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HAVE A GO AT OUR COMPETITION
£100 OF RECORD TOKENS TO BE
WON EACH WEEK
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If you think you know what's going to make it in the charts next
week this competition is for you. But, be warned' This is no ordinary
competition We've got together with Virgin Records to produce this
very special test for all you chartwatchers out there and we intend to
reward your deductive powers by sending the first two correct
entries a MO Virgin record token (see the list below for your nearest
Virgin Record store). If no-one gets it completely right we'll send a
CZ record token, as a consolation prize, to the person who comes
closest to it and on top of that you will have the added glory of
having your name published in Record Mirror next week!
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WHAT YOU HAVE TO DO

is carefully study this week s TOP TEN as fisted below and
deckle where they re going to feature in the chars NEXT WEEK E G d you think that
this weeks No 1 is going to be next week's No 2, put a No tin the adiacent box then fill in
the simple tiebreaker and send n to us at Record MirrorChan
watch PO Boo 16, Harlow
Chewatch
Essex CM 17 0HE

N.B

Because the new charts are out each Tuesday, the deadline for your entry is
NEXT MONDAY, that s 16th June
COUPON
aTHEME FROM MASH The Mash
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CRYING Don McLean

3

l

FUNKY TOWN hype Inc

(4

NO DOUBT ABOUT IT Hot Chocolate

OVER YOU

C5

Rory Music

(6

BACK TOGETHER AGAIN Roberta Flack/Donny Hathaway
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Chartwatch No 6 winner was
of Orpington, Kent
THE VIRGIN MEGASTORE
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SINGLES OF THE WEEK
ANGEL WITCH 'Sweet Danger'
IEM;) Sensational meaty

metallurgists Angel Witch Confound
then critics by pushing out a
commercially catchy number that
nonetheless still stakes out with all
the force and accuracy Of a Sevvy
Banasteros tee - drive The B-side is
pretty marry too with the 12 Inch
version containing two tracks
'Hades Paradise (about drug abuse)
and 'Flight 19 (which deals with the
first ever disappearance inside the
Bermuda Triangle) both of which
reoetlne the demarcations for over the top qualification the seven lecher Is bereft of the former cut
WHITE SPIRIT 'Back To The Grind'
(Neat- Excellent debut single
offering from one of the country s
most accomplished set of hard
rockers and another success for
North - Eastern Indic Neat An
organ fuelled number with a
thumping beat that has much in
common with Deep Purple and proof
positive of White Spirit s outstanding
ability to marry together firepower
and sensitivity In its own way as
devastating as the Fist single

'

CLOSE SECONDS
PARALEX 'White Lightning'
(Reddrngton's Rare) A three - track
12 inches, pressed on green vinyl
from a new Nottingham HM quintet
and rather impressive It is, too If
you can imagine a baste British
brutal rhythm (as exemplified by
Judas Priest) topped off wi(n some

°

,

°

decidedly Schenker - influenced
lead guitar breaks, then you'll get
the idea of where Paralex are
Coming from One number, 'Black
Widow is especially leveeing with a
motorised nil that induces an all out fit of headbanging frenzy
Definitely one band to watch out for
FASHION: 'Silver Blades' (Fashion
Music) The acceptable side of
electronic experimentation Fashion
have crafted here a pleasantly warm

number that actually makes you feel
good whilst still retaining a
seamless foothold in the outskirts of
the abstract However the fact that
they do hold the middle ground will
mean they lace the possibility of
being hammered for being
commercially naive or being treated
as pseudo art students by
mainstream devotees. Such Is the
fate of straddling two genres at the
same time
XDREAMYSTS 'Stay The Way You
Are' (Potydor) Hardened and
mature pop number horn an Irish
band who started on the same label
as The Undertones before moving
on to bigger things This offering
hints at Dire Straits Eric Clapton
and The Shadows yet has sufficient
homespun qualities of Its own to
make it more than lust another dead
end coov
SPIDER: 'Children Of The Street'
(Alíen). Young London band
following in the 12 -bar bash 'n
boogie steps of Quo and they do it
here superbly Produced by Hot
Rodder Graeme Douglas, this mows
spits and sweeps along at a
cracking pace that's almost worthy
of the Paper Plane' manufacturers
themselves
LEE

DORSEY.'Triple Dynamite'

(Chanty). A Chanty Records R&B
reissue the EP contains 'Working In
The Coalmine', 'Holy Cow' and Can
You Hear Me' With someone like

the great Dorsey, merely listing the
available numbers Is
recommendation enough Listen to
this and find out how much bands
like The Jam have got to learn about
dynamics and balance
MYRTHRA: `Death & Destiny EP'
(Guardian). Yet another bunch of
north - eastern heavy metal
protagonists (will the flow ever
end?) Myrthra are a quintet with a
sound that owes much to the
apocalyptic predilections Judas
Priest, Saxon and Iron Maiden, yet
all four numbers on the EP have
enough raw energy and youthful
potential to make them stand out as
a band who could
develop into a
very fine outfit indeed
Hopefully,
any major record company
which
pets involved with Myrthra
them with more sensitivity will treat
and
understanding than Phonogram
have
thus tar shown to Del
Leppard-

BEST OF THE REST
MAHOGANY RUSH, MOLLY

BTP FOLDERS

'Radio' (Future
Earth). I've no idea why this five piece chose such a nonsensical
(Epic). Both these EPs have a sound
name but at least musically they're
a bright and breezy bunch
quality to be admired which is both
good and bad. For MR, the
Basically 'Radio' has a lot in
Improvement in pressing only
common with The Clash s 'Protex
serves to enhance the power and ,
Blue' from their first (and best)
larger - than - life drive that
album, the major difference being
that The Folders' number is a rather
dominates their quartet of sin - bin
sensations What you get is You
superficial pop tune which makes no
Got Livin' from the most recent
pretence at saying something
release 'What's Next Purple Haze
significant in the way of social and I
from 'Mahogany Rush Live plus the or political statements Doubtless,
title tracks from World Anthem' and
this lot are setlair to travel down
the road into oblivion but they've
'Tales Of The Unexpected' Molly
got nothing to be ashamed of with
Hatchet conversely, are made to
this effort
look decidedly Thin in the power
stakes here and certainly don t
LINDA JARDIM:'Energy In
stand up to their reputation as the
Northampton' (EMI) Pleasant
logical successors to Lynyrd
orchestrally sweet number with Miss
Skynyrd s Southern boogie crown of Jardim's high - pitched vocals
thorns Both their albums to date
(rather akin to those of Kate Bush
have a couple of cuts on the EP,
after a TCP mouthwash) narrating
with 'Bounty Hunter' and 'Big Apple' the story of a UFO, lost In space
Coming from the first and Boogie
eventually finding sanctuary in that
No More' (the best track here) and
most hallowed of ethereal places
'Flirtln' With Disaster' taken from
Northamptoni Is she having us on I
the second one As samplers to the
wonder's Somehow by doing It all
work of the two bands Mahogany
with a straight face, U makes the
Rush's comes off fairly well but the
whole thing Into an absurd hake,
Molly Hatchet one is a
which it's meant to be anyway, isn't
disappointment
it's But, waft a minute the whole
THE TREND' 'I Don't Anymore'
thing has been conceived by the
(MCA). This has similarities to ay Northampton Development
purpose peppier end of the Costello
Corporation as a publicity eye scale, having a harsh tonal edge
catcher, so maybe
that's smoothed over lust a touch
MIKE IcGEAR:'All The Whales In
via a soft - centred production Not
The Ocean' (Carters). Not linked, as
an absolute knock - out, I must
was Yes's 'Save The Whale' to any
admit
lund - raising campaign on behalf of
RICHARD AND THE TAXMEN; 'Now
the beleagured giant mammal, this
We're Through' (Future Earth). Er,
is an old - style halide ballad that
well, this is, would you believe, a
extols the virtues of nature's
modern - age Adam Faith backed by
wonders; a modern version of 'All
three musicians who probably get
Things Bright And Beautiful' almost.
wrecked every night to the sounds
Despite Its cloyingly sentimental
of Billy J Kramer & The Dakotas.
subject matter, not a bad record
But, surpnse, surprise, this number
EYELESS IN GAZA: 'Kodak Ghosts
is far from the dead dodo is should
Run Amok' (Ambivalent). This has
be and if nothing else provides
got to be one of the year's wlerdest
about three and a half minutes of
recordings
to date, being a number
trash - time sixties fun. Troy
even The Residents would stand
Tempest lives!
back and applaud. Basically. the

HATCHET''Fourth Degree Burns'

-

laze duo (that's right there are only
two of the little creatures) have
taken a typically Middle Eastern
beat and then distorted it into a
bizarre soap opera In fact the lads
do stay firmly on the sane side of

the extraordinary which only goes to
prove that hinting at the unusual is
far more effective than totally baring
your soul The effect this has on you
is equivalent to encountering a Dali

cartoon fuming cartwheels in
public lavatory

a

MIKEY DREAD. 'Rockers Delight'
(Dread Al The Controls) Obviously,
the mauling that Mikey received at

the hands-of certain bird , brained
sections of Clash followers a few
months back hasn't affected or

diminished his considerable talents
in the slightest Now don't
misunderstand me this number ain't
his best toasting rap by a long way,
but nonetheless, he does prove
vhere just why he is held in such
high esteem as an all - round
performer and producer
JOHNNY 'GUITAR' WATSON'.
'Booty Doty' (DJM). The grand master of the funk guitar strikes
again and shows how it is possible
to cut a single that can remain
outside of the disco trap whilst still
sounding very commercial
Alongside Parliament and its
ollshoots, Watson seems lo be the
only artiste capable of pounding out
Convincing hard funk these days
38 SPECIAL: 'Stone Cold Believer'
(ABM). Live version of a cut that first
appeared on the band's excellent
last album 'Rockin Into The Night',
Although not an Inspiring rendition
of the number, this still provides a
respectable example of the band's
Skynyrd - style "bad boy boogie".
Contrast this with the previously mentioned Molly Hatchet etfon and
it's rapidly obvious which of the two
is the more convincing.
QUARTZ: 'Satan Serenade' (Logo).
So Quartz. who have been criminally
ignored for so long, have at last
managed to secure the interest

again of a major label This is the
first release by the band for Logo
and Is a three- track, t2 -Inch red
vinyl effort that provides ouite a
good vehicle for the band's blend of
bludgeOn riftola and Zep-style hard
blues 'Satan's Serenade' and
'Bloody Fool' really move along with
deadly venom and should earn the
band considerable airplay at HM
discos. The B-side, however, is a
disaster containing a seven minute
guitar solo, performed by Mick
Hopkins and an excerpt from a five
recording of Roll Over Beethoven'
Probably in the setting of a gig with
the right visuals, this goes down a
storm, but here N quickly becomes
boring and self . Indulgent.
PETE TOWNSHEND.'Let My Lore
Open The Door' (Atco). The man
may now see himself as the Jean Paul Sartre of the rock 'n' roll
scene but despite this handicap,
he still manages to turn out a strong
number when he puts his mind to 1t.
This is the sort of love song that
McCartney seems to have forgotten
how to write; having the right
measure of sentimentality whilst
retaining an essence of hard - rock
basics.lf Townshend ever does get
into Madam Tussaud's it will be on
the strength of his abilities as a
songsmith I performer not because
of any philosophical tendencies he
may have,
DOLLAR: 'The Girls Are Out To Get
Ya' (WEA) You've got to admire
Dollar; they may be almost
universally despised by the press,
but the duo keep on succeeding by
their own criteria This is another
sugary pop number that has an
Instant hook - line and is openly
aimed at the teeny - bop market. If
this were The Pretenders, doubtless
everyone would be screaming its
praises but as it is most "hip"
people will regard this with
considerable disdain- Such is life,
but Dollar should worry, the fans
still love 'em
MARCIA HINES, 'Save The Last
Dance For Me' (Logo). This little
lady comes on like Tammy Wynette
in a skirt and stockings and her
country version of this old Drillers'
goodie has the makings of a minor
hit if it gets on to the radio with any
degree of frequency
GILLAN:"Sleeping On The Job'
(Virgin). Glllan may now be a virgin.
but he I they have still retained.
(hank goodness their old rockln'
habits Ian admittedly hasn't quite
got the range of yore but aided by a
tanked - up frontal instrumental
assault from the back, he copes
here quite well, methinks I wonder,
though, how much life there is left
In the old screamer? The future for
the band isn't as secure as that of
Rainbow and Whitesnake
UNINSPIRED FODDER

SNIPS 'You're A Wonderful One'
(EMI). An old Holland -Dozier
Holland song given a rather blank
and undistinguished treatment by
a man who looks like an anaemic
Eddie Cochran desperately
seeking some undeserved chic
TAG MEMICS. 'Chimneys' (Index).
Several Tagmemicers used to be
with Art Attacks and 'Chimneys' is
the sort of record John Peel will
probably play to death and turn into
a three . minute cult seller Me. I've
always been inclined to think that
chimneys should be cleaned and not
heard and the thought of a piece of
vinyl obscurity that groans lines
such as "Thank You For The
Chimneys / The Lungs In The Sky
Farewell To The Ozone I Let's
Cough One Goodbye" has me
reaching for my central heating
handbook and banishing the open e for elernity.
CRUSH: 'He's A Rebel' (Carteret.
Gene Pitney will probably earn a few
extra pence In royalties from this
version of one of his self - penned
efforts, but he won't approve of the
way that Crush have rearranged the
song. Structurally, this is about as
solid as a snowball roasting itself in
hell and equally as wet.
ASTRONAUTS. 'Pranksters In
Revolt' (Bugle). A four - track affair
1

that should be played al LP speed
but sounds much more likefun
45
when the rpm count Is upped
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NORMAN GRANT `Miss World'
(Virgin). Westernised reggae that
Veers a little too tar over into the
realms of 'white man's pop' for my
ethnic tastes The best Jamaican
songs are always those that don't
try messing about too much with the
Old, traditional formulae and Mr
Grant ruins a fairly resonable
composition by doing exactly that
EL. SEVEN: 'Radio Tokyo' (Pop
Records International). Trying to
Create the perfect pop number Is
one of the most difficult tasks any
performer can set themselves
especially if you attempt to
encapsulate everything into lust 180
seconds of playing time. Needless
to say El Seven have come a
cropper on this mealy - mouthed
effort,
THE CADILLACS- 'The Cadillac
walk' (Redeye) Having a ready
made anthem waiting for you is
almost a dream particularly when
the author of said ditty is as talented
as Moon Martin. Which lust goes to
show that even the best of songs
Can sound awful when put into the
paws of a bunch of brainless idiots.
One for the nearest scrap - yard
CARDBOARD BRAINS 'I Want To
Be A Yank' (Brainco)
Silly nonsense from a team of
Canadians who obviously want to be
thought of m the same breath as
Deco Pere Ubu and Chrome but in
the end make even The Wombles
sound and look esoteric If there is
still any semblance of pnde left
inside The States then they II take
the title as an insult and launch the
marines againgst the Brain Ones
DIRTY LOOKS. 'Let Go' (Stilt) '
When I heard the opening bars of
this one I honestly expected the
band to launch Into a version of
Girlschool s Take It All Away
Sadly this never materialised and all
Dirty Looks offer is a post - mod
rocker that has all the appeal of
Ronald Reagan in The White House.
Not one of Stilt s most inspired
moments
RINGO,'Oui Est Grand Corbeau
Noire' (Carrere). Just what the world
needed a French version fo that
monster Pre Yes Buggies hit
Video Killed The Radio Star
Faithful to the original in most
respects and I Cant think of a more
damning comment to make about it

SAMSON, 'Vice

Versa'/'Hammerhead' (Gem). Double
A -side that was originally due to
appear on EMI, but because of certain
problems too involved for detail here
finally drops In from the Gem
catalogue as the first offering from
their long-term alliance with the band,
and a fine start It is loo
'Hammerhead' comes busting forth
from Samson s heavy rock "Cannon"
exploding in a hail of super -speed
instrumental intensity that's sure to
gel dyed -In -the -wool HM fans up on
their feet 'Vice Versa' (a more
commercial number) has a less
aggressive stance and allows the
quartet to display their oft -underrated
musical maturity.
THE VAPORS: 'News At Ten' (United
Artists). Re -mixed extract from the
band's very enjoyable debut album
and a fine, bouncy number which has
a lot In common with The Boomtown
Rats The Vapors are one of the most
original talents to have emerged in
the past couple'of years, the real
question now is can they go on
writing such instantly dynamic pop
ditties''
OTWAY & BARRETT.'DK 50/80'
(Potydor) Any release from the Pinky
and Perky of rock 'n' roll is bound to
bring a manic smile to the lips, but
this time the Dubious Duo haven't
gone far enough, coming up with
something that sounds like the
consequence of going on a lengthy
Weetablx trip
WILD HORSES. 'Flyaway' (EMI). As a
singles shot, must admit to
preferring its predecessor 'Face
Down' But this latest offering from
the Stallions of the Freeway ain't at
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complementing the slow, balladic
instrumental Iones fairly well Most
definitely one for the Top 40
MICROBES; 'Computer' (DJM)
Sadly not the fatal ones, but a bunch
of transistorised Paraplegics who
plough a furrow of infertile
technocracy. Put it Into the next
Cape Canaveral launch capsules and
expose some unsuspecting aliens to
the theory that we are descended
from the ape- who needs Darwin to
provide evidence for such an idea
when The Microbes are living
examples of ape s intellectual
similarity to man
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BEAST: 'Empire' (Thrill). The pie
sleeve that comes with this one,
depicts a slum factory being torn
apart slowly by a rod of lightning In
front of this less than Imposing heep
stands a brick - faced maze
populated by facially - sullen alien
characters, who look like refugees
from a 1950's Dan Dare story Pity
the music doesn't match the
surrealism of the cover
EAGLES: 'The Sade Cafe' (Asylum).
My, Oh, My a paean to our own Sad
Cafe from the professors of laid back wimpography'r well, no this Is
a painful extract from that
interminable bore 'The Long Run'
(unfortunately not off a short pier,
though) Joe Walsh why did you
ever exchange the rocky mountain
wayr for the sun - kissed company of
LA's "beautiful dreamers ')
FLIX.'Hllch' (Hurricane) OK, so

this electronics outfit do seem to

possess a sense of humour
something that can't be said for
Gary Neuter but this lust strikes me
as being an inept attempt at Droving
that XTC aren't alone in putting out
good quirky and bouncy digital
music The problem here is that Rix
don't have the talent to go with their
intentions
POLITBURO. 'Radio' (Avatar)
Sounds like this bunch have been
listening to Esther and Abi Ofarim
Jonathon King and various other
sixties semi - humourists The result
is an instantly disposable item which
will send Tony Blackburn into
ecstatic spasms and very few
others
TONY DIAL AND SILHOUETTE
THEATRE 'You Keep Coming
Round' (Abe) Laughingly intense
shot In the dark at cerebral music
Doubtless Dial and his 'shadows'
switched off their collective
cerebella after 'Heroes' and think
John Foxx is a glacier mint
wholesaler with a degree in
Spoonerism Dial M for mediocrity
QUEEN 'Play The Game' (EMI)
Usual fodder which Queen fans will
love and buy Into the charts while
the rest of us are left wondering
what all the fuss is about The most
interesting thing about 'Play The
Game' is the group photo on the
back which looks like Freddie
Mercury has changed his image to
that of a Latin American barrow
boy on the wrong sort of hormones

ow I got filthy rich and learned

to love Dave LeeTravis.

My amazing secret revealed.

So there I was, lying in bed, picking
feathers out of the hole in the pillow, flicking
them at the cat and listening to DLT
rabbitting away on Radio 1.
I weighed up my position.I'd just left
school. There were only two things stopping
me becoming the world's greatest rock star.
1. I couldn't sing. 2.1 couldn't play anything.
Then it hit me.
If I was going' to grow filthy rich and
ride a gold-plated, 18,000cc Harley
Davidson, I'd have to get... wait for it...

a job.
It was a horrible thought but it had to be
done. I lay there wondering how. The cat
held its breath.
But hark, what was this? Suddenly
DLT was burbling about a special booklet
that would tell all us school-leavers how
to land our first job. Said he'd teach us all
the secrets of writing letters to bosses,
stunning them at interviews, stuff like that.
Promised us loads of fact sheets about
different jobs we could do.
Would this man lie, I asked myself.

The cat said nothing.
I grabbed a pencil, noted the address
and fell back exhausted. I wasn't used to
manual labour.
Folks, that booklet really worked. And
now, so do I. In a warehouse as a matter
of fact, loading lorries. Already I earn three
week's dole in one. And if I'm a good boy and
wash behind my ears, they'll teach me to
drive the forklift.
Now my amazing secret can be yours.
Summon all your strength and rip off
the coupon below for your totally free copy
of DLTs' 18 page step-by-step thingummy.
Compliments of Radio 1.

Astonish your friends. Make your
parents faint. Astound your cat
Post it now.
11

¡¡

rpm hi
Deal

DLT, MSC PO Box 101 Landon El 9NE
DLT you send me your free booklet straight away dye° heir,

Name

Addrea
RI

L

Rip us off.
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RUSH

BUM'S RUSH

Reeling under a million bad puns, ROBIN "BURGER KING" SMITH
gives RUSH what for.
IN THE coke snorting, pill

popping, dope polluted
eighties, Rush are as
clean and wholesome as
Mom's apple pie
When the Rush circus hits the
roads it burns rubber for nine
and the band
months or more
have to build up the stamina of

-

Olympic athletes,keeping their
brains unclouded
The strange thing is that they
don't need to work that hard
anymore After a series of mega
platinum albums, they could well
afford to go down with a severe
attack of Zeppehnitus and stay off
the road for a year or more
But Rush are fanatical workaholics
and almost every year brings a lull
scale British tour with absolutely no
signs of wear and tear This time
they might come away with a little
profit, even though they've lust
forked out 20,000 dollars in air
freighting charges before putting a
tool on stage.
Rush are the true intellectuals of
heavy metal, Yes meeting
Motorhead down a dark and windy
alley Lots of crash,bang and dry ice
to be sure, but just listen to those
themes and lyrics
It God had wanted a soundtrack
when he gave Moses the Ten
Commandments then he would have
commissioned Rush to do it Heroic
themes stoked and fried by the
constant pulse of life and the forces
of nature
Your average Rush fan turns up in
a slightly less faded brand of denim
than his mates
and although he
may bang his head with the best
of 'em his ears are alert to the
words and he'll stand lovingly In
homage to the longer songs.
Tonight the Hammersmith
is transformed from four cdldOdeon
walls

-

into a sauna bath with 3,000
customers
Actually, I think it must be said
that Rush do go on a bit .Sometimes
labouring a point 10 times when five
would do But just when you're
nodding off Geddy Lee hits all the
right notes, sending tongues of fire
leaping from your toes to the tops of
your legs
There are drum solos and drum
solos Neil Peart mixes his with
some weird synth combination and
the noise is not unlike a selection 01
chirpy chipmunks being wacked
over the head Not a skin Is left
unflayed as he twists and turns on
the stool, veins bulging in his neck
with the effort of it all
EVERYBODY gets to be a star
in the great Rush show
Banks of white light
illuminate the crowds as

they play phantom guitars
a universal epic
especially 2112' with its tale of high
priests trying to stamp out music
until one day somebody finds a
guitar What a film idea, sell it to
somebody quick
Naturally Rush play Spirit Of The
Radio', pure cosmic surf music An
open road of sun and fresh air that
latches quickly into your
consciousness
Their isn't a laser in sight In the
Rush lighting arsenal, but who really
cares" The lighting guy has
lightning fingers flicking on spots
with every changing note For me,
the best moment is 'La Villa
Strangiata' where Alex Welton gets
down to some senous melody in a
criss cross purple haze
The show ends with a nuclear
explosion of white light down front,
before our heroes depart with
a
wave and a smile
Every song is

Backstage the visitors include the

Batman and Robin of heavy metal
Brian Robertson and Jimmy Bain,
Brian's wife Dee Harrington in hot
pants, and several members of
Motorhead not in hot pants
A rather bizarre mixture of friends
for Rush to have surely There's
Jimmy drunkenly telling everyone
how he's been gardening all day
and Brian locking himself in the
toilet and coming out 20 minutes

later sweating profusely with a
happy dazed look in his eyes
'Oh don't know," says Alex
' We stay up pretty late have a few
drinks and enjoy ourselves We're
private people but with close friends
we do let ourselves go Brian's an
old friend from Lizzy days The two
bands almost grew up together it
started happening for us at the
same time
"Rush work all the time because
that's our tradition Maybe we could
afford to take things easy, but we
lust enjoy the power that an
audience gives off For us, it's
always gratifying playing Britain,
because we've always been
influenced by British bands "
What about the Yes and
Motorhead analogy
"Yeah I suppose we're something
of a crossover band It's music
people can dance to but we've
never written songs that just go
'C'mon baby rock me all night long'
We tend to go for more cultural
phrases.
I

' '

days though
we're getting a little
more direct
HESE

'Hemispheres' was
period. It's gratifying

to loosen up as did on 'Permanent

Waves'."
'Spirit Of The Radio' just one step
away in Britain from becoming a

monster hit was inspired by a
Toronto radio station, While other
stations have gone into for massive
programming, even playing certain
songs at Certain appointed times,
the station remains independent and
Rush decided to pay tribute to it
SUCH stations were the life
blood of Rush in their early

end," continues Alex "Such

surroundings give us peace of mind
we can do an album in five weeks.
'Jacob's Ladder' on the 'Permanent
Waves album was inspired by that
time of quiet after a storm, when
shafts of light start coming through
the clouds
"When take a break from
recording, I'll go out and fly my
radio controlled model aircraft. I
crashed it into a field of cows. They
didn't seem to mind, they're such
dumb beasts "
It's getting to that early morning
silly time when the band begin to
reveal their innermost thoughts and
feelings. Geddy Lee's wearing a
fascinating T-shirt emblazoned with
a fat cat singing 'Love them little
mouses, mousies that Hove to eat,
bite they little heads off, nibble on
they tiny feet'
"1'm a cat fetishist," he says. "I
love the little beasts. I've got a
Himalayan cat, it's a very rare
1

days Rush also owe a hell
of a lot to the lowering of
the drinking age in Canada
"They lowered the age of buying
a drink from 21 to 18 says Alex
This
meant that lots of new bars were
opened for kids and we could go
and play them "
From then on it was just a matter
of time before America and Europe
tell The next step is the conquest
of Japan
"Put it down to energy," says
Alex "We were always a band thathad positive ideas We have to do
things to a schedule because it's
the only way to get things done "
breed An the cats come roundcos a
Day in day out Rush follow the same
my place saying, 'Hey guys, this
routine They get up at three in the
cool place, let'$ hang out here.'
afternoon after a late night Then
Where live we have quite a
they go to the sound check to lake a
problem with catknappers. They
kidnap your Cat and hold It to
break and play the concert, which is
ransom People who do that must be
always precisely the same length
failed bank robbers or something
The organisation is as smooth
running as a digital watch and they
"I thought one Of ours had beenit
keep a permanent road crew where
kidnapped once, but it turned out
everyone Is a specialist.
one
locked
down the
I
houses.got i was
When the Rush boys decide to
road one day and I saw it up in the
record an album they head for the
wow'.
country vibes Not for them a sweaty window going 'wa000,
studio in a grimy city They used to
"I really miss them when I'm do
use Rockford studios on the Welsh
the road. Every time I Come back
and they're waiting at the door for
border but now they've moved back
me, saying 'Welcome back. Hey dad
to their home territory and a little
what have you got us for
place in the Laurentian foothills
dinner'."
"The studio is situated at the end
Damn, I forgot to ask what the
can
of a lake and every day you
s,gniticance of Rush's music
other
cross to it from a house at the
I
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WILL
ROCK".
CRADLE
"Women
from
Their new

and Children First;'

the album

single

ON TOUR
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS LUCIFER'S FRIEND
June 17th
June 18th
June 19th

City Hall, Newcastle
Apollo, Glasgow
Apollo, Manchester
June 24th

June 20th De Montfort, Leicester
June 22nd Odeon, Birmingham
June 23rd Rainbow, London
London Rainbow

(

N
K52203

VAN HALEN Also available on cassette

Their new album "Sneak Me In"
including the single"Star Dancer"
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'When Does Love Turn
Out Right' is wet through
in the sixties' slipstream

THE ORCHIDS: 'The
Orchids' (MCA MCF
SINCE The Crystals, the

Ronettes and the
Vendettas

hung up their
frocks for simply ceased
to have hits) there's been
a crying need for a gold
star female vocal group
The Orchids are bidding
for the place, and they
have the added advantage
of playing and writing their
material
something the
less liberated/motivated
women of the sixties
never had But will they do
it?
I'm not sure
Their
songs aren't had, and the
album, under the dlrechon
Of Kim Fawley, could be a
chart contender But
wonder Just how much

-

I

Fowlea's

'direction

helped the band'] I d like
to think they d have done
It on their own I gel an uncomfortable feeling about
Fowley (I wouldn't like to
give him the satisfaction of
calling him a Svengali) and
his motives
The songs are all hot on
the vocals, though a bit
reedy sometimes
and
owe more than a passing
nod to the Crystals and

Phil
Spector
Nonetheless the poach

Is

I
suppose as the
originals aren t using the
tricks anymore 'Girls' Is
lop class stuff in an album
that doesn t throw in too
many lows It does gel a
bit soggy now and then

valid

-

poppler

towards the passive, but
the production is more aggressive
'Daughters Of Babylon'
toughens up the act a little, giving some tire and
menace to the sound,
though they could have
taken et further
get the
feeling they could be
sharper and pushier If
they stopped playing the
siren and got on with the
show
ROSALIND
RUSSELL
1

BLUP 5004)

-

roll thrown In
The results of his efforts
are very Interesting even if
they are a little eccentric
What rapidly becomes
obvious with Gabor Is that
there s nothing obvious If
you re listening to almost
straight hard rockers
such as 'Underground
and 'Ooh Mama' then the
man will suddenly slip in a
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think they re neat short stories.
I loved 'Hearts In Her Eyes' the
minute I heard it and that.* how I feel
about most of their material. Live, they
don't Came over as well as theydo on
vinyl, so It's probably no mistake they
celled themselves the Records. they
get Over all they need to on record
without going in for pyrotechnics.
acrobatics, or other visual distractions.
.
Some of the songs were lightweight I
m places, and so I don't Think this
album carries it off as well as their
last, but then they're not offering you
e thesis on life. Ita mostly girl / boy
and nobody said you had to be
stuff
(Mound to be good. I find myself
taking a detensive position with the
Records, possibly because they're not
a very fashionable band to like, But
Who cares? I enjoy them. + + +
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GABOR: 'BB
Gabor' (Blueprint

BB

pass He's a Canadian
with a highly individual approach to modern music
rather akin tb a hybrid of
Zappa
pre-Yes/Buggies
and Max Webster with a
hlnl of The Residents
fish -eyed view of rock 'n

spin + + She

a

21
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DESPITE any rumours to
the Contrary BB Gabor
isn't a distant relative of
Zsa Zsa trying to find a
short route to lame, fortune and a backstage

+ + + One It

11

album) " 11 Is a low budget
venture Into the jingly
tangly three minute pop
under the stylus (for In- song world
stance'Melropolttan Life',
This album cost E120 to
'Consumer' and 'Laser make and It shows The
Love'), you'll notice that lack of production means
there are no real hook - that the sound Is tinny and
lines or choruses, lust illu- flat, though the quality of
sions in that direction the songs still manages to
pumped lull of weird, yet shine through
There Is an abundance
quiet, keyboards But, undoubtedly the track which of well -Constructed
works best of all is choruses here which de'Moscow Drug Club', with mand continuous listenIts traditional Russian folk ing
'The Feeling Has
tune lapping gently Gone', 'The Lamps Are
against surrealistic lyrics, Going Out All Over"?
dealing with an illicit spot Europe', end 'Never Been
in Moscow where subver- In Love' are all well con- é
sives gather
to listen to trolled potential hit songs L3 tHE RECORDS: purveyors of pure
with touchingly strained:
jazz'
Overall, I can't say that harmony work
Though this is an ad- o
BB Gabor has come up
with a flawless and totally mirable pop song album It
successful debut but his has a rather desperate and 4 sound is only In the em- sad feel about it Songs
bryonic stages of Its like the auto -biographical
development and he does 'Waiting Game' (' when
'Crashes'
THE
RECORDS:
nobody wants our pop
deserve to be heard
(Virgin V 2155)
songs and we seem to be
+ + + MALCOLM DOME
going nowhere") contain
an air of sorrowful
AS FURVEYORSro1 pure pop, the
DIRECT HITS: 'Colli- pleading about them
Records are distinctive In their field,
sions At Teen Junc- 'Why Do People Have To .Only occasionally do they slip 'from
Fight' shows the band at
their perch. And It's not a slide Into
their most naive and their
bad music even then, Just Into dull
Records BOOT 004)
most loveable
lyrics.
If this album does suc'The Same Mistakes' end 'Spent A
AN ALBUM to warm your ceed In establishing Direct
Weekend With You Last Night are
cockles and make you feel Hits wonder if they will
,mediocre songs which are not to be
then lose a lot of their 'taken as,a guide to the band's usual
sad at the same time
Direct Hits are another rather pathetic charm On
ability. The Records seem to hit the
Northern pop band full of the other hand 'Collisions Isixtles' style of pop without ever
naive ideas and wonderful At Teen Junction does
sounding banal or dated. I think It's the
not deserve to be ignored
tunes
nasal vocals that makes them sound $
In the letter accompany- It Is a classic youth club
bit like the Beatles at limes. That and,
ing this album the band pop group album Today
the compact, all purpose songs like
claim that this is 'the first Lancashire, tomorrow the ''Man With A Girl Proof Heart', While
+ + + + PHILIP
titles like that can be called glib,. I
classic independent pop world
album (A singles HALL

quick piece
break -down

Lyrically, they lean

3067)

1
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*impish that

I woul
have recognised h as q.
same band
This album has so Intl

GIRLS TALK
GIRLSCHOOL:
(Bronze BRON 525)

THERE anyone who doesn't
believe that girls can play heavy
metal? If so, may I prescribe a strong,
IS

V

ti

daily dose of 'Demolition'?
Olrlschool have long since proven
themselves to be real force, but with
their first 331/2 rpm offering, Kim
MacAuliffe, Kelly Johnson, Denise
Dufort and Enid Williams establish
themselves beyond any doubt as the
best all -girl band EVER and right up
there among the leading hard rockers
of any gender (Groan! - Ed),This album
never shouts when it can ROARI
From the moment the powerful
motorised riff of the opening number
'Demolition Boys' leaps out, the girls
blast out through the bottom. This
first track depicts a futuristic era,
when HM gigs are used to decimate
unwanted buildings. Aptly dedicated
to Motorhead, It Instantly creates the
right atmosphere of loud destruction.

\

:
.14

GIRLSCHOOL: among the leading hard rockers (says "critic")

NE

sounds

depressing Take song.
like 'It's A Long Wa
'Red Shoes,
On this platter they're flat
two dimensional I fee
There' and

rt and It
This Is only the start
gloriously followed by the like* of
the sole cover
Devil',
The
'Race With
live
here and a rousing one too. Achugging
rendering of 'Baby Doll'; the
and
Al(
Away'
It
and rhythmic 'Take

'Demolition'

v -'-

Character It's trul

To Lose',
their latest single 'Nothinghappily
the
are all here. Oh yes and,
classically supreme 'Emergency
put
hit
when
20
Top
a
wasn't
Why this
I
out as a single earlier in the year,
who
you
of
all
now
but
explain
can't
denied it such deserved statusbyhave
an opportunity to do penance
snapping up 'Demolition' '
Immediately.
Finally, Just a quick word of praise
at
for producer VIC Mailer The manbreak
the controls Can often make oreach of
has
given
an album and Malle
the 10 numbers here such a
sympathetic and tight treatment that
I'm sure he can now puttn for
honorary membership of the band.You
So, can girls play heavy metal?

also

that

the orchestra

distracts from their w
crafted harmonies.
Not worth saying any
more, realty If you want to
investigate the Little River
Band this offering Is a no
no Wait for their next LP

'

later this year . . it pip
muses to be far more in

viting

+ +

DANIELLA

SOAVE

FRANKRODNEY
LIN: 'You'll Never
Know' (CBS 83812)

I

CONFIRMATION was
needed of lust how deep
the feeling goes for jazz funk in Britain, then it was
surely given by Rodney
betchaf+++++MALCOLM DOME
Franklin the other week
RADIO
when 'The Groove' cruised nonchalantly into the
It doesn't often happen top 10
RAY PARKER JR this way; but this third
With a catchy hook and
the much danceability 'The
AND RAYDIO: 'Two Raydio wave is strong
than on Groove' could hardly fail,
better
reception's
Places At The Same
second ++++PAUL Jeez the ultimate accepTime' (Arista SPART the
tance I even heard Auntie
SEXTON
1121)
Beeb using it as link music
the other day
AMONG THOSE who say
RIVER
But the nearest thing to
they can t cope with disco
'Backstage 'The Groove' here is a
Raydio have generally BAND.
called. 'Parkay Man',
track
Their
well
quite
SWBK
done
Pass' (Capitol
surely the next single, on
particular style of disco - 12061)
the strength of Its
soul born out of Ray
funkiness strong piano
Parker Jr's great playing
and writing experience
FOR A band not well motifs and soulful vocals,
has never been`panned as known in this country it from Franklin himself and
much as their count seems to be a strange Audrey Franklin and
erparts Now Parker gets move to bring out a live Phyllis St James
Elsewhere though,
Especially one
top billing and this third album
notable which neither sounds live you II need much more
is
a
album
on- their or gives a true description time to really appreciate
improvement
tunes like 'Return', with
second
of the band's character
saw the Little Rodney s acoustic piano
Here there are more
Until
textured love songs such River Band live a couple of linking in and out, and the
as, the title track and weeks ago
wasn't very similarly designed
Soprano saxsingle perhaps lust a little familiar with their material 'Journey
too unspectacular for our While their songs. are very ophonist Mel Martin is the
charts and 'Can't Keep West Coast -ash, they're real star of 'The Watcher',
From Cryin', But they still pretty entertaining live as the sax curls, twists
came to dance and that
a lot funkier than they
and small -talks its way
they sure do on'Itis'Time appear on record But this through an intricate piece,
To Party Now'
which live album is a queer kettle with Franklin's keyboards
ought to sound bland but of fish First of all they're well to the back
somehow stays fresh
backed by the Adelaide
The gist, then, is that
Still the hottest track Is Symphony Orchestra Se- this is a good album, bel
the one where Parker says cond it doesn't even Probably not the son of
nothing 'For Those Who sound live bar the polite good album you were
Like To Groove' a disco - applause from the au- waiting for + + + + PAUL
rock instrumental
dience And it sounds so SEXTON
IF

LITTLE

BOOK OF THE

I

I

-

.
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Shades of Pink
PINK MILITARY: 'Do Animals
Believe In God?' (Eric's

Records 004)

GEOGRAPHICALLY SPEAKING, Pink
Military belong in Liverpool with The
Teardrop Explodes, Echo & The Bunnymen, Nightmares In Wax, Orchestral
Manoeuvres, etcetera
Thankfully, none of these people
have relied too heavily on the security
of a self -built clique scene or a
mythical "Liverpool sound" to usher
themselves into full public view. In the
case of Teardrop and Echo, the sheer
excellence of their respective pop has
sulficled In turning a few heads
In the case of Pink Military, there's
less to grasp hold of, less of a young
look -at -me arrogance; less "fun",
perhaps?
'Do Animals Believe In God"' is as
curious and searching as its own title

"t
I

A"

y

;
A

v

o

suggests

'

Oddly, the album splits into two
distinct sections, side one melodic,
patient pop, uncluttered and (mostly)
warm
side two harsh and grim,
characterised by a series of repetitive
tribal chants, "Been living in the
Jungle", "Is this heaven, Is this hell?"

v

.

.

and so on.

'

'Degenerated Man' opens the thing;
overdrawn and sub - Siouxsle - like, it
leaves less taste than it should,
though It makes way for better things.
'I Cry' and 'Did You See Her' are
both reflective poptones with cur-

COMPILED BY TONY MITCHELL

£1.50/$4.00
-

. -

a

t

.

, .
.1

vaceous melodies and words that
evoke rather than specify, And 'Wild
West' follows. It's magnificent, eerie
and perplexing, held together by a
savage disco thump; sounds fly
around, bounce off walls, Jut in and
out, Jane's voice falling and rising
from the muse of a Patti Smith to the
gasping snap of a Pauline Murray.
,

ti- '.

-1

r

This first side is elegant, strongly
directed and precious; its pop is the
best sort of pop
mystical, clueless.
effortlessly evocative, lull of both
warmth and warning.
The other side's 'Heaven/Hell'
(which starts on a sort of Beatles
'Revolution 9' tape amalgam) and 'Living In The Jungle' are altogether more
stern, threatening gasps of sound, at
times like the darker side of PIL, fractured and sound -warped, rattling and
crashing along. Dub, chants, random
sounds
the entire album suddenly
sweeps off in some desperate new
direction, voices in and out of focus,
instruments colliding.
If there's a self, indulge it: in this,
Pink Military's' case, side two indulgence represents more a means to
get at something than It does of
masturbating the ego. II craves an
understanding
Clues and hints are spread around
like butter ("They nailed him to a Cross
They thought his cause was lost /
They didn't think it had Just begun

-

.

/

And as the clock went round

/

/

/

He

started gaining ground And no one
thought he might be lying") but
there's never a final, terminal proof of
what Pink Military are prodding away
at.

That's the secret of 'Do Animals
Believe In God?' Its mystique is its
lure is its success. At times
surrealistic at times alluring and
cuddly, at times lust simply daunting.
'Animals' is irrefutably built to last.
In a world that still prefers tits with
gimmicks or gimmicks with tits) Pink
Military's loving light may yet leave
them standing atone.
I know this: I've spent a weekend
with il, and still It draws me back and
in. I shouldn't expect more than that.
+ + + + + CHRIS WESTWOOD
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BOOK REVIEW

GRACE JONES:
'Warm Leatherette'

ESSENTIAL!

WHAT WE In the trade call
novelty record You
a
don 1 expect coclatite butterflies of Grace Jones s
infamy to be able to sing
as well But she does and

(Island ILPS 9592)

it quite
well too.
a
sported
has
Ms Jones
penchant for the stage in

SOUNDS BOOK OF THE ELECTIC
GUITAR
Compiled by Tony Mitchell
Published by Spotlight Publications

surprlsirgly does

THE

song until you can feel,
rather than hear the
music
Generally covers are a
risk because the original
is usually so much better
with few exceptions apart
from
recently at least
Jane Aire's Breaking
Down The Walls Of Heartache' or the Tourists '1
Only Wanna Be With You'.
To her credit Jones carries It off with dare I say It,
great panache Tom Pet-

ty s Breakdown' Is given
fair pasting on side two,
which staggers as a whole
of some
formatIve years in a under the weight
sporadic flirtation with the rather more turgid disco
tinsel and stardust etc fodder
For pure cheek and Inetc. What credibility this
essentially disco albeit teresting - sounding
+O+Yí
to
lends
tweetings
record
surreal
the old boiler with pointy SIMON LUDGATE
ears and astounding feline

general since early
her

childhood

lust scraped up a pile of hard earned
sweat drenched pound notes with the view of dashing
down to the local guitar vendor to purchase the guitar
of your dreams I advise you to listen to a little
nightmare I seep basing.
II invol+rs the afore,mentioned Impatient rush to the
guitar shop where the guitars Osten nvihngiy on the
wa,1. Where the salesman flashes a v,LIconu In 'so -s
and leads you fret, string and tail -stop into buying a
real plank. Co'rv'nced that you are now the answer to
Eric Clayton you zoom home to find he io.,t tuneful
asoect of your new Instrument is the creaking machine
IF YOU have

a

spending

to JUDY COLLINS:
looks is blown you
smithereens when
For My
St 'Running
Yves
like
learn things
Laurent ' improvised' a Life' (Elektra K52205)
new costume for her when
fans mobbed her in a Paris
show.
Nobody's perfect and,

1-aes-

section dean.lg with the gaining of further information
and an Interview from the much -criticised guitar seller,
lust to redress the balance.
Accessories, customisirq and the guitars motor ac
complice, the Queer amp also have chapters to
themselves It holds enough information to enable you
to decide, firstly the type of guitar you want and
secondly, the standard It should reach when you test
it.
The second half of the book is devoted to a fairly
comprehensive list of guitar reviews culled and updated from Sounds Itself. These give a very workable
guide to the brand of guitar you should be looking lox.
as well as the once range.
As a guide to guitars and especially guitar buying
this book fills a void Into which many less -informed
guitarists have fallen At E1.50 it is lively to pay for itself
and a lot more before you even to.,h the strings In Watch out for this cover
save you a lofta dough
other words buy it first. GRAHAM STD, His

THE thing about Judy Col-

lins Is that she always
does exactly what she
lurking underneath the wants
nature
Success seems a long
.
throwaway
flighty
of the platter is an In way away from Judy Colteresting exercise in how lins now, but she s still got
to extract one aspect of a voice and a hall Runnyour own and other's ing For My Life itself is
songs and subquently pro- the most modern number,
duce music with a per- with 'I Could Really Show
You Around' close behind
sonality of its own
For Ms Grace definitely Elsewhere though her
has no qualms about lif- love of show and film
songs comes through.
ting other people s songs
the whole of side one con There's 'Anyone Would
sists of the Normal s Love You from 'Destry
Warm Leatherette' (as Rides Again , two Stephen
obscure a choice as any) Sondheim songs from
She
the Pretender s 'Private Sweeney Todd
Life', 'Rolling Stone' and even makes a go fo the
Rainbow ConnecRosy Music s 'Love Is The twee
Drug A heavy cocktail In- tion' (American hit verdeed.
sion: the Muppets) and
The one aspect men- sounds very sad on Lany
tioned above which is con- Gatlin's I ve Done Enough
centrated.on is the song's Dyin' Today .
beat the essence of any
Running for her life is
good rock tune Grace lust what Judy Collins isn't
cranks up that thud thud doing + + + PAUL SEXbeat In the guts of each TON

Now that you are saNkien_Iy worried let me unveil
me solution to this problem. It lies In Tory Mitchell
guitar tester for Sounds, who In an attempt to help
avo.d the traps of buying a guitar, has produced a book
crammed full of veal information on eiectric guitars.
it begins with an update on the guitar market aimed
at ciarifying any misconceptions you might have held
over the worth of any particular guitars nationality.
This is follow -d by a full description of how the guitar
should look, feel and sound and how you should ap
',roach the critical testing of the Instrument. There Is a

the bookstall, it could

+
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GRAHAM PARKER'
THE UP ESCALATOR.
"THE MUSIC COMES FROM THE

GUT, TRAVELS ALONG THE 'SPINE,'
VIA THE HEART AND HITS YOU STRAIGHT BETWEEN THE EYES"

Niall Stokes: Hot press
"MY TURNTABLE'S BOOKED FOR THE NEXT MONTH, RESERVED
FOR MR. PARKER."
Giovanni Dadomo: New Music News
"TRULY CHOICE MOMENTS TO BE SAVOURED"
Simon Ludgate: Record Mirror.

"THIS IS ONE -OF THE BEST ALBUMS I'VE EVER HEARD. IT'S
SO GOOD

I

HAD TO WRITE PARKER A FAN -LETTER."

.

Phil Sutcliffe: Sounds.

OUT NOW STIFF RÉCORDS
-LSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE (ZSEEZ 23)
ecorded on super Stereo Chrome Tape BASF OP
Includes extra track "WOMEN IN CHARGE")
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IT'S not like the old days when debuts
were little more than jokey amateur
affairs All that has changed After
little more than a year together, having
played in outfits from punk to heavy metal (Satan's Rats), the Photos have
come up with a sound that is
distinctive Although not immediately

appealing, things improving with
repeated listening, and it's possible
they will become a permanent fixture
eventually' powerpop rules'
From Evesham, near Birmingham
(not Manchester as I kept insisting to
them in an earlier Interview), this
quartet are Dave Sparrow on bass,
011ie Harrison on drums, Steve Eagles
on guitar and Wendy Wu on vocals.
Live, the Photos produce that blend
of pure pop and post -punk aggression
that has made the Undertones and
Costello what they are. While the
Photos don't profess a revolution
musically, they are firmly plugged into
the main artery of pop
Wendy's voice provides the key to
their originality, and she'll curse me for
singling her out from the others
because they are anxious to maintain a
group identity, but it is her voice which
will tilt them out of obscurity Wendy is
possessed of a powerful set of vocal
chords which drive the songs along,
aided by the meaty triangular rhythm
section Despite the basis of solid
musicianship, this album Is not without
its contradictions.
Produced by the usually excellent
Roger Bechirian (I'll try to spell it
correctly this time), who wears the
scalps of Costello, the Undertones,
Rockpite and Lene Lovich on his belt

BROKEN HOME:
'Broken Home' (WEA
K 58148)

AFTER A few years in the

wilderness, Dicken has
finally managed to get his
songs out again
the
vehicle this time being

-

Broken Home. The
demise of his previous
band, Mr Big, was barely
noticed by a public that
even now might be pushed to remember the hit
'Sayings shown arc off the recommended retail prices. Available at these
special offer prices until July 5th, from
Boots Record Ueparunen s subject to
stock availsbiliry,

.

Wu, Steve Eagles.
THE PHOTOS: 011ie Harrison, Dave Sparrow, Wendy
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Value with
the Special Touch

way new CreditCardThesimple
way to budgetannbatd
buy Boots
Details available from all branches
of Boots Access Barclaycard and
Truslcard welcome

from past liaisons, the album is a
strange mixture of hard -edged 1-2-3-4
near headbangers and sounds which
have the consistency of marshmallow.
On the one hand you have
'Barbarella's',and 'All I Want' which
demonstrate some of the tremendous
energy of their Ilve sets, and on the
other you have 'Now That You Tell Me
That We're Through', 'Loss Of
Contact' and the Dusty Springfield
classic 'I Just Don't Know What To Do
With Myself' which stagger under the
addition of some corny strings mixed
on to the tracks, presumably to flesh
them out And there was me thinking
that they could produce enough noise
by

themselves.
Apart from that, a lengthy exposure
to the recording studio has made them
sound like they're on downers, taking
the edge off even the liveliest tracks.
That's a pity, when I know what a
dynamic band they are.
Unfortunately Bechirian's sometimes
over -enthusiastic production hasn't
done the band many favours: witness
the enclosed 'Blackmail Tapes', an
extra eight track album offered as a
limited addition. Recorded in March '19
in a garage (how's that for credibility),
the additional LP Includes 'Evelyn'
which resurfaces on the LP proper In a
subdued form 'The Blackmail Tapes'
gives a far more accurate indication of
the Photos' relevant abilities, even if it
was recorded on a two -track and not a
swanky 32 -track studio console. Of
course, it's a lot rougher but for my
money that's where the Photos'
attraction lies, rather than the more
sentimental moments of the slightly
self-conscious main course.
Despite a few errors of judgement,
the Photos are worth forking out hardwon cash for and as a debut, it's still
impressive. +++Yr SIMON LUDGATE

ty, 'No Chance' has every lions, but lacks
the guts of
chance, employing as It the British
equivalent.
does several good Ideas
Only
one
stands
track
to a compelling result The up to the
best of British
production of this album is HM and is worthy
of
being
faultless, polishing the played
at full volume
songs to a warm glow and Line
which
Of
Fire',
allowing the vocals and shoots
out of the speakers
guitar to develop without a and
hits the ears with all
struggle for supremacy,
the
force
of an SAS
The doomy 'Death Of Gog'
was a curious choice for assault
Instead
four
there're
the single, when you contedious
sof-

sider the punch attack of
'Run Away From Home',
but as a taster for a fine
single 'Romeo' But album It serves its puralthough Dicken doesn't pose. ++++ ROSALIND
have the onstage persona RUSSELL
of someone like B Geldol,
he does write exceedingly JOURNEY:
'Depargood songs (thank you Mr ture' (CBS84101)
Kipling).
Joined by ex -Mr Big IT'S APT that this band
bassman Peter Crowther, should be Called Journey,
drummer Pete Barnacle, since all are experienced
and guitarist Rory Willson, Journeymen. Courtesy of
this is a debut album of In- my Rock Record I see that
terest, if not consuming they've played Individually
passion. But talking of with Santana and Steve
passion, Dicken does give Miller among others.
'Departure' Is their sixth
It all he's got on
'Jerusalem', easily my album and Is currently
ravourite track, and an im- massive in the States and
it's easy to define why.
pr essive showcase
cocal talent, and 'China In The band play typical
Your Heart' which runsforhisa American style heavy
metal that Is acceptable to
Close second.
In terms of commerclali- the American radio sta-

orchestrated

ties, the distinctly

unevocative title track and
one track apiece ripped ell
from Gerry Rafferty, the
Motors and Genesis. That
leaves the single 'Anyway

You Want It', an ingenious
piece of metal pop and
(saving the best for last)

'Precious Time'.

That track goes some
way to compensating for
the other tunes. There're

some lovely acoustic
guitar riffs, phasing and

some euphoric harmonica
from Greg Rollie.
A lot more guts and a lot

less plagiarism

and
a good
band Instead of a secondrate Toto, but since they
make pots of money
lly
don't think they
worry about that. +++
FRANK PLOwRIGHT

Journey would be
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From the new album their new single
"Laugh at me"
Limited edition at only 600
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Chris Westwood,
combating the crisis
of middle age with
arty, to the point of
nonsensical reviews
(the world doesn't
lust consist of Doll
By Doll and The Fall,
Chris), Malcolm
Dome discovering a
new Canadian heavy
metal trio every time
your back's turned,
Robin Smith using
similes as If they
were symbols of
virility, lousy
reviews, and the

obligatory 'gals',
Ros Russell battling
for feminine
supremacy in your

pages as it you
were Spare Rib, and
Paula Yates tryng to
live down the fact
that her Dad's a
priest with some
derivative chit - chat
which takes up two
whole sides of print'
God so whati At least
en(oy Record Mirror and
t stoD getting it

1 wouldn

I

lust because Westwood
does another boring and
unfathomable lecture on

Cousins, Broadstalrs,
Kent
Sorry Robin Smith ran
oft whit the money

hte

Corporal Tipsy, the
Thermostaie
(LP Winner)

OUT OF
HIS LIFE

COCKY

THE SOONER she gets

BLEEDER

principles
therefore claim my
free trip to Afghanistan,
to light the Russian
forces, (Although a
record token to the value
of £5 will do just as well)
Yours cleverly, Stephen
1

__.._

Michael Jackson on 'Top
Of The Pops' trying to
produce vibrato? He
looked like one of those
poodles you see on the
back of cars with necks
made of coiled spring
Geoff Btake, Bromley,
Kent

i

back into Michael
Jackson s life the better
It might save us the
agony of hearing that
creep trying to bring
HOW WONDERFUL it is
some feeling into a song
to see the sun, the
as commerial as
flowers to see Roxy
American Television
Music once more get torn
can Imagine the ,
to shreds by your trashy
little journalists Yes, you
songwriters (for there
must have been a team of can tell It's Spring
them) silting down to
How strange it is for
create a million selling - memories to always stay
disc that should bring
clear in our minds once
them lots of nice dollars
more a new Roxy album
Let's have a classical
graces your pages, once
willowy beginning
more the reviewers
plenty of muted violins A disgrace Themselves
nice quiet tune with soft
Yes Over You is for that we
effects
doing well isn t it? I m
need a flutey harpy
sure that either makes
sounding synthesizer
you very happy or very
The singer must use lots
ill Isn't life fun? What
of vibrato and when he s
will oe next wonder?
singing it (for it musn t be
Another rumour about
a 'she'
we don t want
Bryan Ferry s paranoia
any controversy stopping
finally interfering with his
the cash - flow) he must
schizoprenia? Or
be sitting down and have something more subtle a
onions nearby We need
feud between Ferry and
trendy clever words that Mackay? Ferry
men wish they could use
interesting shall await
with their girls, but can
your next Rosy uttering
with bated boredom
remember how to spell.
Brenday Donna,
Guaranteed success'.
But did you see
Stalybridge, Cheshire

1<
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1

THIS IS your last chance, I have written to you sox times now and you haven't
printed my letter And you print all that crap about. Ronnie Our, and stupid letters
people send in like Mike The Psyche last week What is he', Some sort of cretin'
If you don't print me a picture of Moss SJ from the Bodysnalchers I will stop
buying Record Mirror'

I

-

Roger, Oxney, Herts

'Sixth time lucky Here's the whole gang of 'em She's In there somewhere

I

UNFINSHED
LETTERS
AM writing in the hope
that this letter will be
printed to publicise the
work of my Society
namely the Guild of
Unfinished Letter Writers.
Does the general public
really know of the
increasing number of
people laced with the
inability to finish
correspondence? belive
that with help and
consideration we can sort
things out and .
Anon, Ipswich

something worth writing
about Well he has his
new album 21 At 33. Mr
Robin Smith said it s a
good album so you d

better write an article
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GURR'S
GRAFFITI
Re' G - Force album
review June 7 1980
Someone somewhere
once said, rather profoundly I think that the
important words aren t
the ones you say they re
the ones you don t say
Ronnie Gurr the bad
smelling point of Record
Mirror should take note
We all know that Gurr is
a great great idiot so
why he should feel the
need to plaster this
review with journalistic in
competence that is pure
bloated bollocks is
beyond anyone Some of
the suggestions here
Such as

copping licks from
Lizzy
b) tau undercurrent (eh?)
c) quasi punk (who s he?
Johnny Rotten with a
hunchback?)
d) hard heavy metal (have
Ir
you ever heard soft heavy
metal?) Is past the point
of being funny they're
MICHAEL JACKSON
soon or 111 get my Daddy just so much jerking off
which I m sure Mr Gurr is
to buy your rag and lit
obviously an authority on
make you write articles
in order for him to write
about Elton John for the
RECENTLY A fellow
about it
rest of your life
reader wrote in asking
When Gurr gets over
Adrian
Noble, Lingtield,
you to print an article
the problem of letting his
about Elton John, but you Surrey
brain
(?) control his
'Tell
Elton.
We've asked
said not until he did
flighty digits on the
and we're still waiting
typewriter and buckles
under to write something
that makes sense, and
when he gets an editor to
assure him he's better
than Paula Yates, then
gives him a swift kick in
the balls he'll be adequate Gurr, to give you a
real pointer, reads like reNOW THAT skinheads are back will this mean the
death of some of the other groups? There's so many cent graffiti on the walls
of
the toilet at the Music
of them around now. The mod revival Is almost over
Machine A few great
and probably soon, they will be going into hiding,
comparisons
here though
waiting for the next. The punks are lust hanging do
(The Doobie Brothers
in there probably, I fear, fading for good unlike
with David Coverdale
teddy boys who have been around since the
singing and John
beginning of time never getting as big as in the
fifties but there's always a few around. The rockers Williams on guitar) HELP!
HELP!
I'LL TALK, I'LL
lust change labels from greasers, to bikers and it .
TALK
you add headbangers there is always thousands of
Mr
Gurr
should stick to
them. I've seen one or two gimpys and hippies but I
writing about something
haven't seen a really 100% authentic flower Child
he
- such
comprehends
type hippy complete with daffodils and bells for
as lerking off after all, the
years. Can you send me one to complete my set?
penis is mightier than the
D. Smith, Goddwyns, Dorking.
sword.
*We'd send you John Shearlaw but we need him in
Signed Leas Of Gun
the office.
South London.

VE HAD three letters
printed in Record Mirror
will this effect my macho
man image?
John Connolly, New
Barnet
Even before the first
one was printed
I
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answers to your Id 'a quiz
suggested by Robin
Smith (issue dated March
29) In his review of 'God
Save The Queen by
Robert Fripp
Solipsism is the
teaching that self knowledge is the only
reality Euphemism is the
substitution of a mild
term of a blunt one
Pessimism is when
someone always sees the
worst side of something
Pointillism (with two 'I's')
is the building up of a
picture with small dots of
paint Flagellism is the
whipping of oneself in
religious penance And
nihilism is the refection of
all relgious and moral

'

'3R

IT'S SPRING

AM writing to you In
order to give you the
I

.

,

Long Acre. London, WC2

`;

SUSSED US

WHAT A funny
you arel There's

.

50

SEND ME
A HIPPY

a)
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JOAN JETT. the perspiration behind the Runaways

RONNIE GURR has a nibble with JOAN JETT, The talk is of sparrows and boys.

A

head and stares
fixedly at the food
that is no more than

PAIR of

mischievous
sparrows
flutter down
on to a pool -side
bamboo chair One,
seeing that two
people are picking
at their food, flies
off to scavenge
elsewhere The
other cocks its

sparrow hops

an arm's length

away Joan Jett gets
all touched by the

little fellow's cheek
and charm

trough

'

Hello, ' she squeaks
then turns to me
'

Wouldn't )a lust love to
p He is lust so

pick him

cute." Hearing this the

MinoR
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With this special Record Mirror offer you :an buy a good quality, black and white
photo (10' by 8'1 of your favourite pin-up. Each week we'll be featuring someone
different
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To get this week 9 photo just send en 1.10: this includes postage and packaging), Postal
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Harlow Essex. CM17 OHE,
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degrees scowls back
over his shoulder cocks
up his tail feathers and
proceeds to crap all over
the plush Holiday Inn
furniture- A kindred spirit
to Ms Jett'l muse
The unkindest
disservice one could do
to the girl would be to
describe her as "cute"
As she relates over our
lunchtime get together
all her time with The
Runaways was spent

I

trying to get over such
girl band what is this'' By
cloying adjectives Sure It the time we -got going no
must have been hard
one realised lust how
coping with the media
serious we were All we
explosion that thrust The thought about was the
Runaways to the tore as
music
the kind of girl that you
"I read a review last
lust couldn't take home
week of The Go Gos and
to meet mom
it was hall hail hail It
The blatant sexual
said 'Kim Fowley eat your
selling point of Cherie
heart out it you've got
Currie obviously led to
one and that really pissed
ego problems but it
me off When we were
should be remembered
around no one would take
that never before had the us seriously I'm really
Male dominated bastion
into the Go Gos they re
of thrusting rock been
,friends of mine and even
shaken by a concerted
though people don't
live fronted female attack really accept it we were
before and full credit to
definitely an inspiration
Fowley who knows his
Obviously we put ideas
cookies for the image
into a lot of minds
presentation Without it
because now there re
none o) the gels would
plent of girls playing and
have the foot in the door
before us with the
that they now have
exception of Fanny Isis
Or perhaps Jett would
and Birtha there were no
Such a forceful character real girl bands
as she would have to get
'The Runaways were
there eventually, though 'very special to me I feel
one feels that the initial
o defensive when
assertation has waned
;people unjustly say bad
slightly with her signing
things That was such an
of her solo contract
important part in my life I
Whereas with The
had so much tun We all
Runaways she was
did, but I don't think I
always the perspiration
could ever play in an all behind the Lycra and
girl band again "
suspenders and as such
was under pressure lo
write now she comes up
with covers and is helped
along with her
'
THIS implies
composition by producers
problems The
Kenny Laguna and
whole attempted
Ritchie Cordell
suicide schticks
and general girlie
Only one solo venture
under pressure neurosis
surfaces on 'Joan Jett',
must have led to
her first Anola album
problems Jett counters
'Don't Abuse Me', which
this by stating that in
twilight Runaways Still
truth it was something the album gets better by
created by the media and
the play and it her
advisors don't swamp but that Jackie Fox's attempt
to slash her wrists was
rather help, then she'll
merely an attempt to gain
keep her head above
attention
water Back by the pool
After the split, which
Why do you reckon The took place around
Runaways weren't a more February -'79, JetI came to
England and laid down
successful band"
' Well we always sold
three tracks with bloated
recluse rock stars Cook
enough records to pay
and Jones
the company's advances
Then came a film, which
back Probably because
the lady describes as "a
our record company
B -type thing." The band
wasn't really into us. I
think we were maybe just were supposed to star In
the film but after the
too ahead of our time.
parting of the ways Joan
Everyone thought an all
'

starred with a peck -up
band of actresses who
posed as the band
Basically what happens
is we're on tour and we
get stranded in Texas
cos our manager rips Olt
OW money and takes our

HAT do your
Mom and Paw

think of their
little ex .
Runaway"
They were very
sceptical and very scared
but they saw the Intent
look on my face
said
'Look you ve got to let
me do,this or will run
away' So they said 'Do
it Just make damn sure
you do it good

transportation So we're
stuck and we ve got this

1

gig at the Whiskey A Go.

I

Go in 10 days which is to
make us rich and famous,

so we have to figure out
way to get there So

a

Do you never have an
urge to wear a dress and
all other things typically

these two guys hear our

conversation and decide
to manage us and they
steal cars and all sorts of
stuff to get us to Los
Angeles and we play the
Whiskey and we become

feminine"

I

stars'

When is it released"
I really don I
know
Personally I hope it isn t
Even though I don t look
an idiot or anything
did
my part well y know it s
lust, like a dumb movie
It could have been good
but It wasn t done right '
Joan moved on to
produce an album by LA
punk band The Germs
According to the gel the
album received rave
reviews which presented
it as the Yank equivalent
to Never Mind The
Bollocks Then came the
band The Black Hearts
and the teaming up with
Gary Ryan (bass) Eric
Amble (guitar) and Danny
O Brian (drums)
As vet the band are still
shaky and In a Cab to
an Ariola paid for knees
up at posh persons
watering hole Legends
there is an atmosphere of
unrest Apparently Kenny
Laguna is in some doubt
about the band, though
Jett sticks to her guns
eventually exploding and
shouting "Eat shill" at
Laguna Later she
confides that of Ken Is
the salt of the earth
Anyhow as she stated in
the interview she picked
the Black Hearts because
they were unknown "I
didn't want studio
musicians, I wanted guys
who would say what they
wanted to say and do
what they wanted to do!'

No never
m a
tomboy I love sport and
physical things I m a
very physical person
that s why I sweat so
much on stage I figure if
this career fails I m gonna
try out -for my favourite
baseball team The
Baltimore Orioles and if
that fails 111 try for the
roller derby
No longing to be a wife
or a mother then"
My mother asks if
she s ever gonna have
any grandchildren and I
say Don't look at me
mom look at my sister
No I m not into that
Finally howsabout
steady relationships?
"That's really hard
'cos you're always
moving I ve been with a
lot of people I ve really
liked, no I won't say a
lot' because that makes
me sound like a slut It's
always like the man has
to be the breadwinner
and lots of 'em can I
handle a girl like me I
just have to Say to them
Look my career is the
most important thing to

I

-

me Are you gonna keep
me alive for the rest of
my We Are you gonna
pay the rent buy me food
when I m starving" I feel
bad it people have to buy
me things. I don't like It
when people open doors
for me don't smoke but

III

I

did I wouldn't like
guys to light cigarettes
for me just because I'm
a girl. I like to do things
and I don't want to be
pampered."

Record Mirror, June 11, 1980

STAGE
the first
thing you

ON

notice about
heavy rockers White

Spirit is their mature
and tight
musicianship, the
second Is the
unassuming
friendliness of all
the individual
members For have
no doubts, this
North eastern
quintet have both a
remarkable talent
and the

commonsense to
apply it in the best
possible way
you are dubious
about either of these
peal I.es, just take a
Wen to the toyous
strafes of 'High Upon
t

Spirit s
contnbdtion to the EMI
album Cut Loud Or for
Mal matter hunt down
Red Skies on the same
lames recently issued
hM cemoitation EP
There's also Back To
Tr Grind' the band s
single for Neat
Records. All three of
,hose originals are strong
rid typical examples of
lypye Spirit s Classy
ie each to the heavy
m+a. medium
The band were formed
m e9 5 although the
current line up of Bruce
Nailer vocals), Janick
Ge S ,guitar) Mal
Pearson (keyboards) Phil
lady (bass) and Graeme
Cru lee (drums) has only
been on the gig circuit for
soave 18 months In the
early days Spirit got
exposure at local northeastern clubs playing,
vxpained Gers ' as
H- h

'

many pies as possible
and introducing Into our
set as much heavy *tuft
as we dared

immodesty
Spirit have also played
with a whole host of big
names, such as Girl, Iron
Maiden, Metro and
Budgie So, given this
sort of impressive
pedigree, why is it that
the name White Spirit is
only now ust beginning
to get noticed further
south, "We suffer from
the same problem as
most of the north-eastern
bands which is that ft
takes a lot of money to

r
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WHITESPiRIT

!

I

TOP OF
THE TURPS

-

Interview by MALCOLM DOME

good groups as the rest
of the UK, nobody from
the press or the major
record companies really
bothers to come up here
and find out what's going
on

"

be able to travel back and

forth regularly throughout
the country simply
because of our
geographical position
Then there's the other
side of the coin in that,
although, this part of the
country has as many

Just how successful
this combination can be
in the right hands really
1111 home for me when I
saw the band play
storming sets on two
separate occasions at the
beginning of this year at
London's Music Machine
(their first ever capital
dates)
Each time, despite
being placed bottom of
the bill firstly to Angel
Witch and then to Preying
Mantis (two bands very
well known In the London
area), they more than
held their own
Indeed since the turn of
the year, the outlook has
suddenly become much
brighter for Spirit Aside
from starting to move
slowly out of their northeastern citadel, earning a
number of critical plaudits
In the process, they now
nave a track on an album
in the aforementioned
'Cut Loud', which will
gain them national
exposure and possibly
even radio airplay plus a
deal with independent
label Neat already
responsible for helping to
launch one north-eastern
heavy metal mob into the
big time
the Tygers of
Pan Tang
Yet, despite the
exciting opportunities
now at last within their
grasp alter five long
years of obscurity White
Spirit aren't the sort to
get carried away by any
delusions of grandeur
"Ali we want to do is
make a comfortable living
from our music and get a

1

The reason for this
almost surreptitious
introduction of metal
material Is almpie-the
club owners in general,
didn't approve of such
heavy goings-on, under
their roofs But the fans,
it seems, most certainly
did, because Spirit soon
earned themselves a
eiTeabie regional
reputation which, to put It
Into a modern
perspective, has gained
them a hard-core
following even bigger
than that currently
enjoyed by the much vaunted Tygers of Pan
Tang
"We recently played
gig at a large venue In a
Sunderland and packed
the place out. But when
the Tygers appeared at
the same place a few
nights later, they didn't
draw anywhere near the
size of crowd we had,"
said Crallen, more with a
sense of pride than

THE LACK of ready
cash Is also
proving a problem
for the band when
it comes to
presenting a live show
"We try and make our act
as exciting as we

Have you

possibly can, but the
trouble is we can't find
the funds to put a lot of
our ideas Into practice,"
explained Gers "The
annoying thing about this
is that people often don't
understand such
difficulties and insist an
comparing us directly
with the likes of
Whltesnake who
obviously can afford far
better equipment than we
can it's a bit like
expecting a Mini to match
a Rolls-Royce In

performance, despite the
vast difference in coati'
On the musical front
producing, as Gers so
accurately put it,
"classical music in the
vein of rock,' White Spirit
are often compared to
Rush, 'particularly in view
of the fact that the band
have as one of the
highlights of their live

repertoire an excellent
version of 'Xanadu'
Do Spiral, therefore,
acknowledge a definite

33

conscious influence on
their music from the
Canadian maestros', "Not
really," answered Gers.
"Naturally we have a
good.deal of respect for
Rush but, neither they
nor any other major band
currently playing have
had any distinct influence ,little recognition for it
We have no ridiculous
on the White Spirit
ambitions to become as
sound What we are
big as someone like Led
trying to do is produce
Zeppelin," said Crallen
our own brand of heavy
rock which has both
Like I said, this lot
aggression and also
:exude commonsense ail
along the line
some class "

This Feelin'

feeling that's
currently shooting
up the charts on
It's the

This Feelin'

b/w I Wanna Know Your Name
by Frank Hooker and
Positive People
available on a
7" or 12" single.

both sides of
the Atlantic.

Get it now!

-r

This Fedth! by. Frank Hooker.and Positive People.
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I do go out to clubs and
Anyone who wants info
socialise and t do have on music places with
friends lo go out with oc facilities for the disabled,
caslonally, but I'm always wants a lift to an event or
the odd man out with them has transport available
as they're all engaged, from time to time ring
married or whatever
'Help' on 01.836 1147, We II
I've put advertisements try.
In newspapers to no avail
and feel I'm In a situation
which has no obvious PAIN
weeks now,
solution By the way, I'm FOR A few
I've had a lot of pain and
19 and this has been going
I ve
on for three years now I discomfort when
I AM adopted and have necessarily be any instant
adopted parents think that s
peed Someone told me
enough
recently become in- rapport or emotional link, your
best
that
this
Is a sign of VD
Andrew, Trowbridge
terested In finding out mal you may not share
Even tl your adopted
and I'm worried sick as I
about my real parents As I the same views or even
*You're already coping did
are unwilling to
have sex with a girl I d
don -t want to cause any like each other Analyse parents
alp In the search, once with the biggest social never seen before al a parhurdle which all people ty
upset for my mother or your basic motives you're 18 and
a few weeks ago What
have
reachmy real mother I'm writing carefully alid accept
with
that ed the legal age of majori- face physical disabilities
can do" I'm scared of gofor some advice on the while your
prejudice not so
may ty, there is nothing to slop
and not so simple ing to see the doctor
best way of going about It. hare done a mother
lot of soul- you from researching your pure
And you're coping well Dave, Manchester
You'll probably tell me to searching at the time of
background in your own Setbacks so far haven't You certainly, have an inforget this, but I'm deter- your adoption, your
sudright.
If
your
parents
have
mined to find out more den appearance
deterred you from conti- fection of some kind. It
about in) real mother than revive unwelcome may lost the adoption order nuing to go out You've could be a minor bladder
and which carries details of had the courage to
Infection, easily cleared
just her name.
face
hurtful memories of the your mother at least or
Sally, Birmingham
up to your' handicap" up with a brief visit to the
past. Tread with caution
doc
Be realistic
The
are unwilling to produce and are ready and
First try to come to terms
willing
Before
with your own reasons for move to making any It, or they have no copy of to live to the fullest, If discomfort you're going
your your original full birth cer- other people are willing to through greatly outweighs
wanting to know who and parents, It'strace
why. Be prepared to shed talking things well worth tificate, you can ask your accept you on the same any fears about making an
to see your
any fantasies you may your adopted over with local Social Services, terms If they don't
well appointment
GP
pointment
have about your origins, any case. Be mother in (number In the phone lough
open,
and
to
when
book),
help
and
Pain
Most
soreness
are
to accept Ihatyour mother, stress your
time you go out
realisation willing to do a lot of crucial andEvery
(and father). simply may that she's
establish a new rela- you urinate may also be a
honest legwork for you, If you do tionship,
sign
of
one
gonorrhoea,
not want to know, having with you, andbeen
even on the level
when you've have your mother's name of
of venereal disease
established e new life and discovered your reasons
friendship, you're strik- form
and place of birth, with ing a.
It's extremely common in
a new family who may be
for
blow
personal
why, be prepared for research, you can buy a
the UK and about a thoufreedom and
unaware of the past, to equal honesty. Some copy of your
original birth consciousness. changing
contract it
lace the prospect that adopted parents will find
Keep on sand people
week If you also
your mother may be dead, your need to track down certificate from St doing it You're mobile, every
have
Catherine's
a
(the
House,
yellowish
you're determined and
could have moved abroad your origins hard to ac- Register Of
Births, Mar- eventually
you're bound discharge from the
well out of reach and that, cept, believing blood ties riages And Deaths)
(tube in the
In Lon- 'to click with someone uretha,
despite all your efforts to be ultimately mrich
don, or from the Depart- else
you MUST contact
When you do,you'll penis),
you may not be able to stronger than their own ment Of
And Social know that she genuinely your nearest special
either trace her or meet relationship with you. Security Health
(St Catherine's
clinic, based at Manher
Others will support you in House, 10 Kingsway, Lon- likes you foris yourself chester Royal Infirmary,
Your position not so difIf you do ever meet, you your search and give you don WC2B,
Tel 01-242 ferent from that of any Oxford' Road, Manchester
should also bear in mind all the information and 0262, charges £8 00 for a
guy, trying to make 13- (Tel 061-273 3300
that there won't help they can. You know copy of a birth certificate other
Initial contact with girls, clinics for men, Monday
and £3 50 for a copy of a and when it
Wednesday 2 00
comes down and
marriage certificate) If to finding someone
6 30) You don't need an
you're 18 or over and want we can really relate who
appointment to go along
to,
to personally find a copy well,
Clap is easily cured by a
of the original adoption counterseveryone en- short course of penicillin
and and
order, write, with reasons, stumbling rejections,
your visit will be
blocks and treated
to General Register Of- false leads along
in complete con`!
the way
fice, PO Box 7, Register
Freé leaflets,
Have you ever stopped fidence
Division, Segisworth to think that everyone, detailing the symptoms
Road,
treatment of VD are
however they may appear and
Fareham, Hampshire on the surface is equally available from 'Help', free
Onceyou have your at a disadvantage, cif charge
parents name(s) you can it only on the level of goplough t rough telephone ing
irrational STRETCH
directories electoral fears,through
self-doubt and HAD an abortion six monregisters -and many other hang-ups'
It's all part of ths ago and afterwards
sources for further in- being human and my breasts
swelled and
formation
vulnerable We're all in it produced a little milk but
For practical informa- together
returned to normal size
tion and constructive adHow can you extend
a few days. However
vice on tracing drop a line yqur social contacts' after'
they shit have stretch
to Doreen Peacock at Gigs, evening
classes, marks on them. What can I
Contact, 93, Rudston films, anything
and do about this, Also.' one of
Avenue, Wolviston Court everything you fancy
my breasts is slightly
Estate, Bitlingham,
You realise the need to larger than the other Is
Cleveland Contact offers avoid being trapped in the. this normal"
a free factsheet,on how to
."disabled'
Stay Jane, Southport
do it as well as a leaflet out. There'sghetto
no easy
Stretch marks, a network
covering the personal and answer
you'll find your of Ilny scars created when
e emotional Issues involv- own.
the
skin is not growing at
ed, to anyone (under'18's
What's available for the
too), for the price of a young, disabled and not the same rate as the
1
,
tissue
underneath, either
stamped addressed so mobile? Not a lot In pregnancy
or when soULTRAVOX (as it was before John Foss, left, envelope
There's The Phab Club meone gains a lot of
the
you
want
to
from
If
be
replaced
Midge
Ure
added
by
departed to be
42,
Devonshire Street, weight quickly, do lade
to their constantly up- London W1 Tel 01.637 with
Rich Kids.
time They tend to be
dated register of 1475,
for details of local
at first, but in
adoptees and parents who groups). The Outsiders noticeable
most cases will tone down
are,
in
turn,
to
trying
conDIANA LEE of Manchester keep your eyes dratted to this
Club, Box 4ZB, London to a far less visible nettact children, you must be WIA 42B. A social contact work of
space cos here s some info on John Font and Ullravox
fine lines.
18 or over' In the past, group,
release* for you Before John Foss tell Ullravox In March 1979
"with an interest in Although some private
(to be replaced by Midge Ure of Rich Kids' fame), the band was
Contact has been able to sea
cosmetic
clinics
do offer
sigqned to Island label
nd released the following albums. link -up people who've
Information on sex and various kinds of treatment
Uluavos' ALPS 94x91 25 February 1977 Ha Ha Ha fILPS 9505),
given sufficient informa- disability? SPOD, (Sexual for stretch
14 October 5977, with which a free single 'Dunks I Modern
marks, our
tion Subscription to the Problems Of The Disabl- medical advisor
Love , was given away (no longer available) Systems 01
Romance tlLPS 95551 11 September 1978 51111 available. All the register costs £2.00 a year. ed, do Radar, 25 Mortimer that the outcome stresses
of their
following singles are deleted except for the EP Dangerous
If you've started research Street, London W1. (Tel claims is
RhythmiMy Sex IWIP 63751
a
and (Ind yourself stuck, 01-637 5400). SPOD positive. not particularly
February 1977 Young
Unfortunately,
Savagelslipaway (WIP 6392) 28 May 1977 Rock Wrok I
Doreen Peacock, lublishes a series of free all you can do is live with
Hiroshima Mon Arrow (WIP 6404), 14 October 1977 Slow Mo
(adopted herself), will give eaflets on sex, a reading them and
honlDislocabon IWIP 6454) 4 Augusi 1978 released in 12 inch
wall for time to
you some ideas on how to list, and details of films do
white vinyl Guist Man Cross Spade IWIP 6459), 20 October
its work.
get things moving again.
1978 released in 12 inch mute vinyl and the EP Retro a live
for hire, free of charge, as
Breast size' Every
recording containing these I asks The Man Who Dies Every
well as offering advice female has one breas
DayylYoung Savage/The Wlld The Beautiful and the Dam
Meanwhile The Liberation which is larger (o
DISABLED
edlMy Sex ,IEP 81 10 February 1978 So Uhravox and John Foxx
Front For People With smaller), than the Other
ant their separate ways the former to Chrysalis the latter I HAVE one big problem
terming h a own label, Metal Bead distributed by Virgin Since Besides being physically Disabilities (c/o Help), is or which points in a slight
me beginning of this year John has released one album
disabled, I am unable to currently campaigning for ly different direction. This
IMeramatc V21461 released in January and two singles
find a girlfriend And I have live music events which is usual and nothing to
Underpass VS318) released In January and Noose
worry about
Driving
tried
believe me But don't discriminate.
(VS138) released In March.
every girl I have asked out
Don t forget to look out
for Unravel: s new single Sleepwalk
released on Chrysalis
has said no, and this is
this
month
and
a
COMPILATION album after
Three Into One
weeks of chatting up,
oteis 96141 on Island In June
PROBLEMS? Write to Susanne Garrett, Help, Record
As for John Foss,
his single Burning Cars
I'm not bad looking It S
Minor, 40 Long Acre, London WC2. Please enclose a
will be released on June 27
(Metal Bead)
lust when they see I'm
Should you need anymore
stamped addressed envelope to ensure a personal
Ultravos
into
disabled,
contact Uluavoslo m
9
they decide
reply as Its' impossible to answer more than a small
London Swill and John Foss fax there's no
from B811(1 Basiinoa
gSi Londdon WI
chance and
number of the letters which arrive each week In the
bluntly tell me to get lost
1'
column.
r.

FINDING.
MY ROOT

POPAGRAM
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4

I

-
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WIN AN LP
REMEMBER, you have to complete the Popagram and the
Xword to be eligible for the prize First Correct one out of the
hat wins
the
Solve the nine cryptic clues and write the answers across
puzzle so that the starred down column will spell our the name
of a man in the middle. Remember the clues aren t In the
of the puzzle You have to decide what me correct orderis..,der
6)
Are they more Indian or lust HM?
(4 provide a 17 second album
Just part of the truce he wins will
(3 41

The contused, sly amp gels an LP for Prier 15 Si
Do they need cards to gel into 1990' 17)
Apparently they're flesh and blood like us (a 51
Be careful, The vinegar may become a Motown mast (6 a)
Just as Sid vexed us, so you should bind a man with a motor
bike hit (5.51
She drives a sports car like a rocker (5 51
On one sly mixture they find a gun for baby 14.41
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FEEDBACK
I

Nommii'

a.

XWORD
1

i
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Titchfield,
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.
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ti,
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1

8
9

10
13
14

15
16
18

20
21

22
1

2

3
4
5

ACROSS
Recent Rush LP (9 51
The Cure Where Killing An.
(4)
614 Across The Beatles lust Apple
single (3,4)
The speed of Eric Clayton
deceives the eye 14,41
Reversable Steely Dan LP (3)
See9 Across
Foot Loose and Fancy Free singer
(31
Group managed by Malcolm McLaren
who gave us Too
Much Too Soon (3 4 SI
You might have found him Ultra
On The Dock Of The Bay
4
Hot Chocolate hit 141
P
L.s box (5)
She had her first hit in 1976 with
Answer Me 17 7)
DOWN
Reunited duo 1734)
American singer songwriter who
had a hit with Just When I
Needed You Most 5 9)
1980 Bowte hit (7 4)
Lives (Anag 51
I

Hostile group 131
One of earliest new wave groups
Still going though
without much success 19)
7 Low Bowie 64(5 3 6)
11
He 5 Growing Up In Public (3)
12
Helen
Steel IS)
14 Free's brother (4)
17 Joni Mitchell had a big yellow
one 141
19 Had 1971 No 1 with Hey Girl
Don I Bother Me (4)
Last week's solution to -word Across
1 Against The Wind 6
All Mod Cons 7 Chas 8 Anita ward 10
Ronson 11 Hdlage 14 Hat
15 tan 17 Korgrs 19 Onions 20 Gloria
21 Starr 22 X -Ray Sped
Down I A Day At The Races 2 All Night
Long
3Toccata 41s This
Love 5 Days In Europa 9 Dreaming 12
Look Hear 13 GI 16 Brand
X18 Ross
Last week's solution to Popagrkw
Modern World Motorhead Scorpions Hn order of the puzzle)
Undertones Rude Boys
Status Ouo Madness Sun Ouarro Smokle
Kate Bush
DOWN COLUMN WHITESNAKE
Last week's winner N HIII, SO' Wharncl lte Road,
6

(---_--)Of

6JL
Name and Address

Lopon,
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MERLIN'S
O PT I M YST I C
BY PAUL SEXTON

MYSTIC
MERLIN:

putting
slant on
OU GO along for

a

straightforward
interview with a pop
band, and you end up

<

your wrists chained
together by three magicians
An essential part of one's
journalistic education and
wit

Mystic Merlin were the
teachers The white beards
and the capes might have
been missing, but I got the
message
It's several months now since
people first started laughing at
their name and dancing to their
record_ 'Just Can't Give You
Up' was one hot import that was

,11

never going to get away once it
was granted UK issue Then, of
course, you didn't know about
the magic, but not only is that
an extra point in MM's
commercial favour, it's the chief
attraction of their stage show
"Mulik" is the name of this
game
Once you know about their
alter egos, the music seems distinctly secondary But we
must needs give you some
details MM are a seven -piece,
coming out of New York, who
began to take shape about
three years ago. Now we come
to the part where you musn't
laugh Keith Gonzales, lead
vocalist and visual trickster of
the realm, claims that at this
point. "We were visited
telephatically by 'Merlin the

Magician." Sly Randolph,
Merlin's drummer, told me the
same story "We are the sons
of Merlin, we were ut on this
earth to do his

will.''

You don't think they were
trying to make me feel silly, do

you'

So there they were, doing the

old Merlin Jiggerpokery, when
along came Charles Kipps, a
stalwart of sessions with Aretha
Franklin, David Ruffin, Gladys
Knight, those kind of people
lie heard some of their demos,
and before you could say
abracadabra (even before you
could say "Jeez, what a cliche")
songs like 'Just Can't dive You
Up', the pounding 'Burned To
Learn' and the ballad 'Dark
Side' were right there on vinyl
But the magic was never far
away
We try not to do "Shake
your this'', "Push push"
"Boogie down", says guitarist
Jerry Anderson (you wondered
what happened to him after

Thunderbirds, didn't you'). "We
want to be able to have a family
show, without blood and guts
and sex, which mothers and
fathers can take their seven or
eight year olds to, and have
them say: "I like Mystic Merlin."
Now if you don't happen to
like their music, you're probably
roaring your head off now But
there's something in this
'entertainment" theory
Anderson again. "Prices are
always going up, you should
give an audience something to
see."'And Keith Gonzalez.
"Electricity is magic, sunlight is
'magic. We want to show people
how magical they are."
Some of the visuals from their
stage show do look rather
clever on paper, I'll grant them.
Like the one where Keith
Gonzalez sits singing inside a
piano, the piano gets sawn in
hall, and KG goes on singing
like a good 'un.

a

posture
springing

VAPORS
NEW SINGLE

much
of finding out
how this or any of the
other capers are
pulled. The guys say!"You
must be in the royal order of

T

here's not

o

-

in other
Mystic Merlin
words, you have to be in the
group!' Still, I did get a firsthand demonstration of their
capabilities. Like I said,
Gonzales padlocked this
chain to my wrists and
reqúested me to unshackle
myself. No can do, says I.
So it's off with the padlock,
tie the chain to KG, and with
immense concentration and
one little shake, they're off!
Kapow. And they tried the
psychology number, too:
was shown three coloured
discs, red,'yellow and blue,
and told to choose one,
write down the colour and
show them. Well, I saw red,
but before I wrote it down,
Keith put a little pouch on
the desk with a card inside.
Once I'd shown them the
colour, I opened the pouch (I
knew I should have taken
the money) and
waddyaknow, the card said:
"Because of your
personality, you will choose
red." Not wildly imaginative
perhaps, but a deal'too
mystic for comfort.
So it all made a change;
it's not every day you
Interview a bunch of
magicians for a music paper,
and It's not every day that
you get a chance to see and
hear mujik. When they return
to the land of King Arthur,
go and shake Merlin by the
beard,
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THE VAPORS HEADLINE TOUR
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A BROTHER FIN
Jermaine Jackson doesn't feel naked any
THE STORY of Jermalne Jackson Is

a

crazy twist to the biblical tale of the
Prodigal Son, this time with the
family leaving the son behind and
with a possible happy ending with
the son welcoming the brood back home
to Motown.
The last time Jermalne was in this country for gigs
it was on the first and, up to now, last European tour
of The Jackson 5 where they played the Royal
Variety Show, a stunning gig at Wembley
Empire Pool and created more than enough havoc to
keep the newsmen happy by staying at the Churchill
Hotel at the same time as the Osmonds, both at the
peak of their popularity in this country
The Jackson 5 were the last of the great Motown
hit factory products. The company had lost many
acts to other record companies and their most
successful writing team Holland, Dozier and Holland
had formed their own label, and they were about to
buckle under the pressure of Marvin Gaye and
Stevie Wonder for full artistic freedom away from
the corporate nursery of the Motown conveyor belt
In 1969.

But despite the change in the company, which
included,a move from the motor city of Detroit to
arid Los Angeles and forays Into films and TV, the
hit machine managed to pump out a healthy series
of platinum singles before the chart entries became
a little more sporadic.
"The company weren't into self contained bands
and artists. They supplied you with staff producers
We would go Into the studio and the producers and
writers would have already gotten together and all
we'd have to do is sing, though somelimes'we'd get
to play on It," says Jackson
Then when the hits weren't coming so easily the
family decided to move to the CBS/Epic corporation,
but Jermaine stayed behind
"A lot of people have the idea that I left them
usually say that we all started at Motown and I'm
still there where we first started and they're the
one's that left to go elsewhere
"My reason for staying is that I believe in Motown
I've seen all the success that they've had with other
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will
then when contract time Is up other companies
were able
flash money into their faces and CBS/Epic
the
of
think
didn't
They
my
brothers
to
to do that
little things The major companies who buy their
groups have so many artists it's Impossible to get
special attention
call
"When we had problems in Motown we would
were
Berry Gordy up on the phone and tell him we
unhappy with such and such. Since he was thewas
owner and was very close to us, (Berry Gordy
of the Jackson 5's production team), he could
hart
elp Now if my brothers have a problem there's so
many people they have to go through they can't gel
a definite answer and they get sent through a
circuit
"These were the things I found important and why
I remained with Motown "
How did the split take place's
"I was camping with Barry White and his wife and
when I came back my father told me to come over to
the house without Hazel and I knew something was
wrong I went to his room and on the bed was all the
contracts from CBS/Epic already signed by my
brothers I just said I'm not going. I made my
decision and knew I had to live by it and there was a
lot of emotional strain and stress
"I lust believe that if it was meant for me It would
have happened in a nicer way To have been with
your brothers all these years and lo find out that
they're going elsewhere by looking at contracts with
all their names and see that they are signed
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us and it had
people and the success they had with people."
loyal with other
a lot to do with being
he
only stayed
that
Is
him
al
Another jibe hurled
ol Motown'ser
because he married Hazel, the
t
accusation
an
Gordy,
Berry
president
founder and
which he firmly denies.
during the
"The main reason for staying is that
one record
time we were cooling off and when
start
doesn't become a hit you get nervous and
brothers
thinking, 'What's happened'''. I guess my
during that
felt that Motown was having problems
If
time and decided to leave told them thatstay and
Motown was having any problems I would
problems
those
out
work
help
"Motown build up all these artists and spend all
that time behind them, years working on them and
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...One of the years best albums
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Bow

DS HICLOTHESLS
MIKE GARDNER finds out why

more.

somewhere else for another seven years and your
.
lust had to say no
lather says sign here
able to adjust quickly and he
My father wean
was upset initially but I had given my word A lot of
people told me I had betrayed my family and that I
w asn I going to be successful All this was on my
mind and I became a different person for a while I
felt the whole world was mad at me My brothers
w awa hurt by it but they didn't show any anger
'awards me. They couldn't understand how we'd
peen raised together and I could go one way and
1

1

they the

other.

"A lot of people sent me letters I experienced
situations when I was out with my brothers playing
basaetball In a public park and they would ask for
their autographs and not mine and Say things like
you re the one that left' I lust smiled on the
odtside but it really hurt on the inside "
The brothers see each other regularly "Jackie and
are into basketball, Tito is into fishing and camping
o messing about with can and I go over and see his
collection of old cars, Michael and I wnte a lot and
Marlon and Randy are into clothes When we all get
together we all want to do something different and
we end up lust sitting down and wasting time We
still have brother arguments and stuff but there's no
1

feud.
"Dunng the time that the split happened you need
something to cling on to and there weren't many
people I could talk to Barry White was one He told
me that I had made the right decision and that
things wouldn't happen overnight. Barry said that I'd'
almost have to start again because the group is still
strong and they're going to carry on and I had to pay
some dues "
Jermalne's dues paying took the form of learning
as much as he could about production By this time,
1976,

Motown had made the transition from the hit

factory to a more independent orientation in their
treatment of artists. The fruits of Jermaine's work
took the form of his debut 'My Name Is Jermaine',
thy superbly funky 'Feel The Fire' and 'Frontiers'
"What kept me going is that I knew about Paul
McCartney and how many albums it took for his solo
career to take off. Peter Frampton needed five
albums and many other bands and artists needed a
building period

Did you feel naked without your brothers'
"We all played instruments I've broadened my
scope When I played here last I could only play
bass Now can play piano, harmonica, guitar and
some drums On my next album there will be some
tracks on which I play everything feel I'm in the
business to grow and so I don't feel naked
"ti's a lot better because when you have a record
you have a lot of personalities and no one hears
what you hear and no matter how well you show a
person they will still put In their feelings
"I've learnt a lot from Stevie Wonder, who helped
me produce that album 'Let's Get Serious' He made
me play harmonica. He also brought to my attention
that my voice is at its best at five o'clock In the
morning and that's when we recorded his songs
'Let's Get Serious', 'You're Supposed To Keep
Love For Me' and 'Where Are
Now'
It took three months to actually record his hit
'Let's Get Serious' due to availability of
studios and Steve Wonder's lengthy graft with

J
Sr

1

1

'Secret Life Of Plants'.
Jermaine has already started work on his next
album and he is planning .to bring a show to these
shores next Spring In the meantime a new single
'Burning Hot' will be in the shops by the end of the
month.
Of his next album Jermaine said "I feel I can give
the people a really special part of me and that's soft
songs, seriousness, very strong lyrics, something
that they can relate to because I've been waiting for
this for a long time "
Jermaine's production prowess has also been
seen on the album by Switch, a band who Jermaine
discovered during a trip in.a lift He claims that he
owes a lot to Barry White for his studio experience.
There was even a move for him to work with his
brothers while sitting behind the.mixing desk but
contractual problems with CBS/Epic couldn't be
circumvented. However, with only a year to run on
the CBS/Epic contract Jermaine feels,thal he will get the chance to do some work with his family
"We'll do something I feel that we'll be back
together on Motown Once we do that it'll probably
be the greatest thing ever with all our experience
and individual success "
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The debút album from G Force
(initial quantities include a free 'sew on' patch)
'
includes the single 'Hot Gossip' (initial quantities In full.colour sleeve)
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DON'T MESS
with John
Watts it you
know what's
good for you He's
meaner than a
skinhead on a day
fnp to Brighton
kiot that Fischer Z a
usually quietly spoken
vocalist would nut you as
soon as look at you He's
very discriminating in his
victims and only attacks

concert hecklers
There was a bloke at a
concert in Berlin who was
really getting on our
nerves explains John,
When we started a
number he d start crying
out and making rude
noises. I m a sensitive,
creative artist and his
behaviour upset me so I
jumped off stage and laid
into him.
I was so angry I
banged his head against

a

pillar before adjusting

my suit and going back
on stage. For that
performance we got a

standing ovation but
don t make a habit of
laying into people I only
do it when it s absolutely
necessary.
My show of strength
must have impressed the
guy, by the end of the
concert he was
applauding every song
Fischer Z left quite a
trail of mayhem as they
ploughed their way
across Europe on a
recent tour At one gig
the local police mounted
a opt charge when fans

Z OF

FISCHING
-+ making nasty threats over

got out of hand end In
Spain the promoter hired
a seven -loot bodyguard
named Pedro to protect
the band
The audiences on the
Continent do get a little
excitable says John
'We re real heroes over
there I think the kids are
more discriminating In

IAfghanistan he should
have flown out and stood
on the border and talked
to the Russian tank

crews They would have

seen that he was not
such a bad bloke after all

as

Europe
Only the Police and
Dire Straits initially sold
more albums In Europe
than Fischer Z Not only
that but Fischer Z have
blown a number of
supergroups Ott stage
and Watts claims that one
nasty manager pulled the
plug out on the lads
rather than have them
soaking up too much
applause
Meanwhile they haven t
exactly broken through in
a huge way in Britain

I

I

my

tIno play China, I
would
like theel way tey've got
organised
well
things so
over there An open air
gig by the Great Wall
Think of that "
Ah well, one day
maybe Fischer Z now
seem to have a greater
identity and power since
aristocratic keyboard
player Steve Skolnik left
Ithe band pursuing a
lucrative career as a car
salesman while trying to
form his own band
"Steve's been a good
friend but he can be a bit,
remote " says Watts "If
you had a group of green'haired punks coming into
the dressing room after a
likkneese

despite releasing a
selection of marvellous
singles including ' The
Worker' inspired by
John's father who travels
to the big city by train

I

I

every day

think that originally
we were promoted as a
bunch of high brow
intellectuals," says John
"I was a psychology
student and did some
work in a mental hospital
so maybe people thought
of me as some sort of
grotesque mad scientist
creeping down corridors
at midnight When we
started out we were
probably pretty low on
street credibility and that
atmosphere seems to
have hung over us for a
long time

"The While House
should have booked us
a backing band and It
would have been the gig
of the decade
"It's very trendy to play
India now, but the place
stinks and don't want to
go there I don't fancy
ploughing around up to

'

I

,

rail 211,

FISCHER Z John Wafts, S eve Liddle, Dave Graham

gig he couldn't

I

"Oh our first single
'Remember Russia
people got the wrong end
of the stick They thought it was a warning about
Reds coming across the
frontier when in fact It
was about a,satellde that
crashed accidentally
' Actually I d really like
to play Russia A concert
in the Kremlin for the

KGB would be very

interesting, Sometimes
feel closer to Russia than
I

do to the West People
say they're not free over
there, but look at the
I

subtle pressures applied
to people in the West,
where life Is not really
run by politicians but by
big business

corporations

I'M ALL for

communicate withthem
one of his major interests
is playing golf
"After he left we toured
with a new keyboard
player but his feet were
so smelly that he had to
go as well
'We've developed a
great deal of personality
recently Frankly I think
that the first album was

communications
between East and
West The Olympic
Games boycott was
ridiculous You should
always try and talk to
people, not turn your
back on them like a
spoilt child who hasn't
been given any sweets

"Instead of Carter

loo wimpy. I wanted us to
be much harder. I like to
think of us as being partly
In the same mould as

XTC."

When punk arrived
Fischer Z seemed to be
one step out of fashion,
resurfacing briefly only to
get ducked under with
Two Tone
"True, but we did
alright we mod though,"
replies John "Could you
ever find a better cut suit
that this/ I love the Sex
Pistols, they were a fine
pop band It was in Sid's
destiny that he had to die
though There was no
other way that such a

hero like him could have
gone, with a brief spurt of
glory before heading to
that great concert hall In
the sky He attacked us
at a gig once and had to
be dragged off stage He
was shouting and
moaning God knows
what he was on
"I'm getting a bit fed
up with the Boomtown
Rats Every video I see
on them has Bob looking
exceedingly macho and
brushing back his greasy
hair
"We're nice
wholesome boys who can
play to anybody We did a
gig al the Leeds Fforde
Green where we were
faced by thousands of
hairy heavy metal fans
because no one had told
them the Sledgehammer
gighad been cancelled
'With our exuberance
and immaculate timing we
won them over they were
even headbanging to us
Now that's what I call
talent " ROBIN SMITH
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ELVIS

COSTELLO
You are sending me

tulips, mistaken for

Iflbes
You give me your lip after punching me silly
You turned my head till it rolled down the

Amsterdam
on F Beat Records

1

CHORUS
New Amsterdam, it's become much too much

braindram

I had any sense now,
back again

If

I

wouldn't want it

New Amsterdam, It's become much too much
Till I have the possession of everything she

touches
I step on the brake to get out of her
clutches
Till I speak double Dutch to a real double
Duchess
Till

Down on the mainspring listen to Ih'e tic
tock
Clock all the faces who move in on your
&

little while
Though I look right at home, I still feel like
an exile
Somehow I found myself down at the
dockside
Thinking about the old days of Liverpool and
Rotherhide
The transparent people who live on the other
side
Living a life that is almost like suicide
a

CHORUS

block
Twice shy

Back in London they'll take you to heart alter

-

CHORUS
New Amsterdam, It's become much too much

dog tired because you've been

bitten
Everything you say now sounds like it was
ghost written

`CHgNGkS'
i
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Copyright (c) 1979 for the worlds Plangent
Visions Music Limited 69 New Bond Street
London W1.
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JUDAS PRIEST'
There

I

was completely wasting, out of work and down

All inside it's so frustrating, as
Feel as though nobody cares it
So I might as well begin to put

I

drift from town to town

live or die.
some action in my life.
Breaking the law..
So much for the golden future, I can't even start.
Pre had every promise broken, there's anger in my hear
You don't know what its like.
You don't have a clue.
If you did you'd find yourselves, doing the same
thing too
Breaking the law ..
l

Copyright Warner Bros Music Ltd.
Judas Priest,
c/o Suzie Watkins,
Arnakala Music,
7478 Seymour Place,
London Will 5DB.

1

4

\ on

Breaking
The Law
CBS Records
Contains a specially re -mixed studio
version of `Changes' plus a'live'version
of the same, song and the previously
unreleased track 'Everybody Needs'

l

Magnum albums currently available
tgdbm of Madnéss: JET LP
I

agn mil',

Vlarauder'tive"
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iJET LP2221`7_JJETCA222
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The Specials

Bodysnalchers
BANNOCKBURN, Tae,dhu
Bastille
BARKINGSIDE, Old Maypole
(01 500 21861 The Cruisers
BATH, Pavilion (256281
Madness

BOOMIN,

Jail

Check -Outs
BIRMINGHAM

Club

The

Cedar

Club

Hill

Constitution
2454) Slade
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masse for their first British concerts In more (han
three years, the culmination of their grand world
tour 1980. The seven - dater flying visit kicks off at
Stafford Bingley Hall, (Monday and Tuesday),
followed by the Wembley big five next week.
Meanwhile FRANK ZAPPA zooms over for an even
shorter stay, making his only UK appearances this
year al Wembley Arena (Tuesday and Wednesday).
And VAN HALEN hit the highway once more,
opening their seven dale stint at Newcastle Upon
Tyne City Hall (Tuesday), closely followed by
Glasgow Apollo (Wednesday)
Whal else" DEXY'S MIDNIGHT RUNNERS offer a
lengthy course In 'Intensive Emotion', following the
success of their recent number one chart - breaker
'Geno', continuing this week at Hastings Pier
Pavilion (Thursday), Brighton Top Rank (Friday),
Dunstable Oueensway Hall (Saturday), Sheffield Top

THURSDAY
AYLESBURY.

,

.

BIG MAC Is back, FLEETWOOD MAC return en

information here is
at time of going to
press but may be subject
to change Please check
with the venue concerned.
The

JUNE

Compiled by SUSANNE GARRETT and PHILLIPA LANG
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Rank (Sunday), Doncaster Rollers (Monday
Coventry Tiffany's (Tuesday). and Norwich UniversIty
Of East Anglia (Wednesday). STEVE HACKETT
embarks on his 20 - dale stretch taking him thru' a
Cross section of major venues to early July,

Including Edinburgh Odeon (Friday), Glasgow Apollo
(Saturday), Manchesler Apollo (Monday) and
Sheffield City Hall (Tuesday) coinciding with the
release of a new album on Charisma.
It's goodbye to THE CLASH, playing their last
handful of concerts this lime around at Newcastle
Upon Tyne Mayfair (Thursday), London Hammersmith
Palais (Monday/Tuesday), Stoke On Trent Victoria
Hall (Wednesday). And THIN LIZZY continue their
rescheduled dales al Coventry New Theatre
Faursday), Brighton New Conference Centre
Friday), Southampton Gaumont (Saturday), and
rd(ff Sophia Gardens (Monday) These gigs were
previously cancelled due to Phil Lynolt's recent flu
and laryngitis attack

New Conference
Centre (203131). Joan Az manacling
Echo And The Bun

3

6

6

l
LONDON, Clarendon Hotel,
Hammersmith Broadway
(01-748 1454)
Icarus/Red
Beans And Rice
LONDON, Deptlord Arms
Deptford (01-692 2312)
Outrageous Flesh
LONDON, Dlna alts Camden
leek (01 267 4967) The

Pavilion
1

Coach
Club (20930)

HUDDERSFIELD.

Dance Band
LONDON, Duke of Lancasler
New Barnet 101.449_ 5465),

Wttchlynde / The Baron's
Disco
HULL
Wellington Club
(232621

Spider

Fulham

0526)
Splodgenee5abounds
LONDON. Hall Moon, Heme
Hill (01 274 27331, The Pencils
LONDON, Hall Moon Putney

Caledonian

Hotel 135181) Bad Manners

/

Rude Boys

University

LAMPETER,

WarcMld

(4227521

Greyhound,

LONDON,

Wahl Heat

INVERNESS.

(01 385

(01-7882387) Paz

LEAMINGTON, Crown Inn
(26421) Dangerous GMs /
The Denizens
LEEDS, Fan Club Brannigans

LONDON. Hope and Anchor

Islington

Agents
LONDON,

The Vye
LEICESTER. Fosseway Hotel
16632521

01359

4510))

Club

Oxford

100

Street, (01-636 0933),
Creation Rebel

(61129) Alliance

LONDON. 101 Club, St John s
Hill Clapham 101 223 83091
Ricky Cool And The Rialtos
LONDON, Marquee Wardour
Street (01-437 66031. Neil Ines

LONDON, Maunkberry's Jermyn Slreef (91-499 4623)
Limousine
LONDON, Moonlight Club
Railway Holel West Hampstead (01-624 7611), The 45's
/ Idiot Dancers
LONDON, Music Machine
Camden (01-387 0428)
Proles / The Rent Boys
KensLONDON, Nashville
ington (01-803 6071) The

Dislracllons

LONDON, New Golden Lion
Fulham Road (01-385 3942)
Denny And The Diplomats
LONDON. Old Queens Head,
Stockwell Road Stockwell
(01-274 3829) Kleen Heels
LONDON, Royalty Nilespol,

Southgate (01 886
Crazy Cavan And
Rhythm Rockers

41121,

The

LONDON, Southbank

Wandsworth

Polytechnic

Road Slice (01-261 1525) The
Sinceros / Trimmer And

Jenkins' Suburban Assault
Theatre Royal,
LONDON
Strafford Easl (01-534 0310),
Albion Dance Band

it down/

n

Torrington,

LONDON,
Finchley

(01-445

North

47101,

Morrisey Mullen
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LONDON, Tramshed,
Woolwich (01 055 3371),
Zoots / Geneva

:

It
A side with
side Is the first record by the
THELancaste 'Kid Rock' Band
B

MIN

MISSING LINK
they appeared on
March 31st and RadioBBC TV 'SWAP SHOP' on
'Playground' on May 20)Ir.
The Fan Cfub.. Kid
Rock Records, Mary SI., Lan 1

NOW ON GENERAL
RELEASE
KRI
On Kid Rbck Records
Distribuled by Spartan

-

Brewers,

Clapham (01422 3621). Sad
Among Strangers
LONDON, While Lion Putney

Bridge (01-788 1540),

Greenwich

THE single
MISSING
LINK
'Turn
Down'

-

Two

LONDON.

eJ

'Teenage Rock'

LONDON,

Soulyard

<1441

The new
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DEXY'S MIDNIGHT RUNNERS! Sheffield Top Rank on Sunday

Hall

Dexy s Midnight Runners
ION WYCOMBE, Nags Head
'x17581 Sector 27/El Seven
HU..KNALL, Mlners Welfare
(630313) Sledgehammer

House

WYCOMBE,

Bucks

5pitHigh
(44630),er

Royal

William

Observers

Cock Tavern

Jazz

Sluts
LONDON, College 01 Fur
niture Commercial Road
(01-24719531 The Realists
LONDON. Dingwalls Camden
Lock (01 267 4967) Chicken
Shack / Newtown Neurotics
a

1673141 The Vapors
The Wooden
GUILDFORD
Bridge (72708) The Cavalry
7

HIGH

South

Fulham (01-385 6021)

Club

tis / Colossus
DURHAM, Collingwood College (Wooperlon 227)
Roaring Jelly
GLENROTHES, Rothes Arms
(753701) The Solos

0

ful
HEREFORD, Markel Tavern
Dangerous Girls

LONDON.

t

DUNDEE Carrd Hall (28121)
Iron Maiden / Praying Man-

Pier

Mullon (Chesterfield
850276) Sector 27 / Spoon-

LONDON. Bridge House Can
sing Town X101-476 28861
Jackie Lynloe s HD Band

Namely

4

(55796) Cockney Relecls
HAROSTOFT, Shoulder of

61129) The

New Theatre
(231411. Then Lazy / The
Leok aukes
CROYDON The Cartoon Lon
Road (01 688 4500)
don

(

Hall

LEEDS, Boddinglon Hall
Gonzalez
LEEDS, Horde Green Hotel
(490984) Dad Ringer
LEEDS, Unlversily (390711
Slade / The Vye
LEICESTER, Fooseway Hole!

COVENTRY

HASTINGS,

The Wolllers Band
Community
GRIMSBY

(830247) Dick Smith Band

CLEETHORPES, Winter
Gardens 62925) Parisi

C(vIc

Snapshots

KEELE University (Newcastle
6254111, Au Pairs
KIDDERMINSTER, Town Hall
1(4561) Nine Below Zero
Cuinzie Neuk
KINGHORN,

nymen
BRISTOL Croakers (33793)
Points
BRISTOL Granary (282721
BudgM /Vardis
BRISTOL Tlianl s (340571
Athletko
'80 / Crisis
BURNTwOOD
Troubadour
(2141 Valley Forge
CLACTON Princes Theatre
25501', David Essex

GUILDFORD

(7537011, The

153385E VHF

Polytecnic

Blue Note
Chris Rea

(041

GLOSSOP, Surrey Arms. High
Street West District 13
GOOLE, Station Hotel (3981),

IPSWICH,

BRIGHTON

(125691

Howll

Cleopatra's
Bunnymen

Sector

DERBY

nth

M2Ó

OLENROTHES, Roches Arms

HUDDERSFIELD.
Echo And The

Techniques/V olunt sty

16812861

G3ASGOW1

HORSHAM, Capital Theatre
(60679) New Musik

(5788451 Ded Ringer
BRIGHTON, Concorde Club

BRIGHTON

EGHAM, Shoreditch College
HI -Tension
GLASGOW, Apollo, 041-332
92211, Mon Maiden / Prayin
Mantis

tionCollege
Ed
The Fabs

1021 736

Princeville

BRADFORD.

Y,

A..,t.it
^'Y
ap Yty

1

Backhander

While
(01-691

MANCHESTER,
Salford Jets

Swan.
83311

Pinkies.

MANCHESTER, Portland
Bars, Plcadllly (061-236
Spider
HEATH, Talk 01 The Abbey
(596901. Billy Boy Arnold /
Tommy Tucker / Split Rivlit
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,
City Hall 120007), Ri.sh
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,
Mayfair 123100). The Clash
NEWPORT. Stowaway 1509781,
0-Tips
8414)

NORWICH, Cromwells

en

(6129091,

Tribesman

NORWICH, St Andrews Hall
1284771 Samson / Fish
OXFORD, Cape of Good Hope
(42570) Oxford Blues Band

OXFORD.

New

Theatre

(44544) Saxon / Tygers 01
Pan Tang
PAISLEY, Bungalow Bar (041689 6667), Bite The Pillow
PERTH, Plough Inn (22251)
Restricted Code
POOLE, Brewers Arms (4930),

Turnstyle

PORTSMOUTH, Cumberland
Tavern (7313941 Scissor Fits

PORTSMOUTH,

Locarno

(254911 Matchbox
RICHMOND, The Castle 101948 4244) Jeep
ROCHDALE, Tropical Club
Oldham Road, God's Gilt /
Enigma
SALFORD Prnky's Place Two
-Tone Pinks

SCARBOROUGH.

Taboo

Club Any Trouble
SHEFFIELD, Huggy Bears, A
Sudden Sway

SHEFFIELD,

Limit

(7309403 Pink Military
SOUTHEND - ON - SEA,

Club
Cliffs

Pavilion (351135),
Angelwllch

SOUTHEND, Scamps (40099),
The Youth

SOUTHAMPTON,

Arms 1256121, Lights

Joiners

STEVENAGE, The

Swan

(57184), Spud And The Fabs
STROUD, Marshall Rooms
(3074), The Walt / Blue Ratter

SWANSEA,

Circles

/

Club

Poison Girls
(Alarm newspaper benefit)
SWANSEA, Dublin Arms
(55055). Andy Pandemonium
WATFORD' Barleys 139848),
The Real Thing
WATFORD, Town Hall (26400),
Magnum
WEYMOUTH. Upstairs At The
Gloucester Bars (766404),
Switch
(54131), Crass

WISHAW,

Cambusnethan

Priory, H2O
WITHERNSEA, Grand Pavilion
(2158), The Beat
WORKSOP, Old Ship, Veiled
Threat

FRIDAY
JUNE13
ARBROATH. Condor Club,
Bad Manners/Rude Boys

LONDON, Greyhound,
1

ASHTON-UNDER-LYME,
Spread Eagle (061-330 5732)
Loud 'N' Lazy

BARNSTAPLE,

Chequers

(717941 0-T1 pa

BARROW

IN FURNESS.
Railway Club The Strand;
The Cruisers
BARRY, Memorial Hall (5391),
Crass / Poison Girls (Cardiff

Commbnlly Concern
benelitl

BICESTER,
(3641)

Nowhere
Motley Club

BIRMINGHAM,
(021-472

Ricky Cool
Rialtos / Red

1841)

And The

Club

Unlversily

/ Eclipse /
Nighlwatch / Heliopolis /
George Melly I Pasadena
Roof Orchestra
BLACKPOOL, Norbreck Cas- Ile (52341) Billy Boy Arnold /
Tommy Tucker / Split Rivltt
BOGNOR REGIS, Church
Farm Hall Matchbox
BRADFORD, St George's Hall
Beans And Rice

132513) Samson
BRENTWOOD, Hermit Club
(217084) The Pencils
BRIGHTON, Brighton Centre
(203131), Thin Lizzy / The

Lookalikes

BRIGHTON, Top Rank (25895),
Deay's Midnight Runners
BRISTOL. Crockers (33793),

Points

CANTERBURY, University Of
Kent 647241, Paris 9

CARDIFF,

University

Hall

Andy

Pandemonium )
P
CHATHAM, Central Hall (Medway 402020), Saxon / Tygers
Of Pan Tang
CROYDON, Star, London
Road (01-684 1360), Evil
Weasel
DUNMOW,

(Essen), Foakes
Ha(JI, Johnny
Storm And
Memphis

DUNSTABLE.

Oueensway

Hall (603326) Toyah

DURHAM,

Bede

College

(65929). Roaring Jelly
DURHAM, University (64466),
Lindisfarne / Michael Chap-

man

EDINBURGH.
(031-229 9311),
The Rage

Art College
Flowers / All

EDINBURGH, Odeon (031.667
3805), Sieve Hackett
EDINBURGH, Playhouse Nile
Club 031.6655 2064), Wahl
Neal I Everest The Hard
Way

1

Fulham (01-385 0526) The
Cheaters / The Directions
LONDON, Halt Moon, Herne
Hill (01 274 2733), The
Sinceros
LONDON, Heber Arms East
DulwVipersich (01-693 4598)
The

LONDON, Hope and Anchor,
Islington (01-359 45101 The
Keys
LONDON, Marquee, Wardour
Siret (01-437 6603) The
Step
LONDON, Moonlight, Railway
Holel West Hampstead (01624 76111 The Vibrators /
Device
LONDON, Music Machine
Camden 101-387 0428), The
Boys
LONDON, Nashville Kensington (01-603 6071) Boss /
Screaming Addabs
LONDON, North East London

Polytechnic (01-534 7922),
Terminal Snack Blues Band
LONDON, New Golden Lion
Fulham Road (01 385 3942)
The Dance Band
LONDON, Rock Garden, Convent Garden 101-240 3961)

X-Effects/EMF

LONDON, Royal Albert Hall
101-589 8212) Marvin Gaye /
Edwin Starr
LONDON, Star and Garter,
Putney Pier 101-788 0345),
Isaac Guillory Band

LONDON, Theatre Royal,
Strafford East 101-534 0310),
Richard And Linda Thompson

LONDON, Towers

Westminster Bridge Roars
(01-928 6618), Breathless
LONDON, Two Brewers,
Clapham (01422 3621). Kleen
Heels
LONDON, While Lion, Putney
Bridge (01-788 1540), Johnny
Mars' 7th Sun

LONDON,

While

Greenwich
Moonlier

(01-691

Swan,
8331),

LONDON, White Swan,
Southall, Scarlet O'Hara
MANCHESTER, Apollo, Ard-

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,
City Hall (20007), Rush /
Ouartz
NEWCASTLE - UNDER
LYME, Hempslalhs, Plastic
Idols
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE.
University (29402). Freeman
Hall, Treatment Room / The

Tribe

/

Methodists

NEWPORT, (Gwent), Newport

Siudenis Union.
/ Bluue Roller /
1 / The Nameless
NEWPORT, (Salop) The
Village 18119491 Budgie /
Vardis
College

The Wall

Campe,gn

NOTTINGHAM, University,
Any
Ancaster Hall
dPu bi,cily'
Trouble
OAKHAM, Victoria Hall (0572
4140)The Amber Squad
RD.
T
OXFORD,

/B

T

a
144544 Joan
The
PLYMOUTH, Trafalgar
Check -Outs
PORT TALBOT, Executive

Snowdon Suite

Hotel

(49491 The

Time Flies

RETFORD,

Porterhouse

1704981) Pink

Military

SHEFFIELD.

Hallamshlre

SHEFFIELD.

Polytechnic

/

Hotel Vena Cava
Model Soldiers

New

(738934) The Vapors
SLEAFORD, Nags Head

The

Void

STOCKPORT, College of
Technology (061-480 7331)
The Images
STROUD. Marshall
(3074) The Hilmen

Rooms

SUNDERLAND, Mecca
1575681

Limelight

TORQUAY, Town Hall (26244)
Madness
WAKEFIELD, Unrly Hall (6555)
The Beal
WATFORD, Baileys (39848)
The Real Thing

WEYMOUTH, Civic
(72444)

Noire

Hall

WOBURN, Woburn Hall (481)
UK Decay

WORTHING, Assembly
The
Rooms (2022211
Specials / The Bodysnatchers

SATURDAY
JUNE 14
BALSALL COMMON, Squires
Club Rialtos
BARKINGSIDE, Old Maypole,
Fencepiece Road (01-500
2186) Johnny Storm And
Memphis
BATH, College Of Education,
Saltlord Points
BIRMINGHAM, Bogarts (021
643 0763)
(Alliance)

(lunchtime
BIRMINGHAM, Odeon

(021 643

6101) Marvin Gaye
BIRMINGHAM, Vine Hall Easl
Mosely, Crazy Cavan And
The Rhythm Rockers
BLACKBURN, King Georges
Hall (58424), The Three
Degrees
BLACKPOOL, Norbreck CasIle 1523411, Ded Ringer
BOURNEMOUTH, Stateside
(26636) The Specials / The

Bodysnalchers
BRACKNELL, Bridge House
1253961 Motley Crew
BRADFORD, Bradlord Col-

lege, Queens Hall (392712),
The Squids
BRIGHTON, Alhambra (27874),
Woody And The Splinters /
Bright -Tones
BRIGHTON, Basemen) Club.
Art School, 1681286) Golin ski
Brothers / The Chefs
CAMBRIDGE. Great Northern
CA603401. The Streets

RDIFF, Grasa Roots

(31700), Dangerous

Girl

CHATHAM, Town

Hall

(402020). Flying Saucers
CHORLEY, Imperial Hotel.
Union Street )785111,
Dlelektric
COLCHESTER University of

Essex (863211) VHF

COVENTRY,

Charlerhouse

Hotel (228851, The Jets
COVENTRY, New Theatre
1231411. Joan Anna trading
CROYDON, The Star London
Road

101

Citizens

684

1360),

The

DERBY, AYlanta Club 1329061.

ls

Cabaret

DERBY. Belpeer cHigh School,
Belpr, Roaring Jelly
DUDLEY, JB's (53597), Echo
And The Bunnymen

MANCHESTER, Portland
Bars. Piccadilly (0811-236

Hotel 1210762), The
Cheetahs

wick 1061-273 1112),
W hitesnake

MANCHESTER, Osborne Club
1061.205

Voltaire

1562).

8414), Spider
MARGATE. Winter Gardens
121348). David Essex

MIDDLESBROUGH, Rock
Garden (211995), white
$Dint
NELSON. Railway

,Institute
Accelerators
Banana

/

Workers'

134910),

Chimp Eats

DUNFERMLINE,

Belleville

DUNFERMLINE, Norihelin

Roadhouse

(Whitburn

40347),yrapshot;
DUNSTABLE, Queens* ay
Hall (603326), Deay's Mid-

night Runners

DURHAM, Castle Inn 163887),

Limelight

EDINBURGH, Playhouse Nde
Club 1031 665 20641, The
Sobs / The Stride

Record Mirror, June

wens Had
EDINBURGH
r3 EBB 2xl' Billy Boy Ar
ar Spht
need / Tommy T

DUNDEE, Barracuda (293731
The Vapors

DURHAM,

Rw,11
B and

r

Houndog
I

-it hoer

41.

Ben

LONDON
101

66591

111

LIVERPOOL, Mona Hotel
Breakdown
LONDON, Alexandra Palace,
Wood Green (01 444 7203)
Slits / The Pop Group /
Raincoats / John Cooper Clarke / Essential Logic /
Au Pelts (Morning Star 50th
Anniversary)

Cock Tavern

s4-..r+

Johnny

G

Billy
49671aCamden

267

erloft And The Supremos /
L

LONDON, Brecknock

ast Chance

Camden Road (01 485 30731
The Pencils
LONDON, Charlton House

LONDON, Greyhound
o, urn IT 38o 0526), Lane
Wre

The
Community Centre
Village
Charlton (01 856
3951) Traitors Gale
LONDON, Cock Tavern North

kONDON, Hall Moon, Herne
I
I'., 274 2733), The
H

linen

ONDON, Hope And Anchor
359 4510)
Ise i, tc n
101
:ohnny Mars' 71h Sun
LONDON 01 Club, St John s
H

11,

r

ipham

101

LONDON, School Of
Houghton
Economics
reel
Photos
S

(CI

405

End Road Fulham (01 385
6021) Ritmo Bop
LONDON, Dingwalla Camden
Lock (01 267 4967) Billy Boy
Arnold / Tommy Tucker /
Radical Sheiks
LONDON, Half Moon Herne
Hill(012742733) Talk
LONDON, Hope and Anchor
Islington (01 359 4510) The

293 8309)

The 43 s/Box Pop
LONDON Marquee Wardour
Sr , 1 437 6603) All One
B rid
LONDON Moonlight, Railway
Howl, west Hampstead (01
824 /Fit), Dan 1 / Olah
LONDON, Music Machine
aiden 181 387 0428) New
Musik / Never Never Band
Kens
LONDON Nashville
iota '01 603 6071) Margo
Random And The Space
kirgins
LONDON, New Golden Lion
eu(hert Pnad (01 385 3942)
Jackie Lynton's HD Band
LONDON, Rainbow Theatre
Fmsbiry Perk (01 263 21a0)
Saxon r Tygers Of Pan Tang
LONDON, Rock Garden Co
vent Ce'den (01 240 3961),
The Dance Bend
LONDON, Royal Oak, Ealing

Space Invaders

19771,

The

Crucifixion

LEEDS, Fan Club Brannlgans
(6632521 Pink Military
LEEDS, Haddon Hall (7511151,
Knife Edge
LEEDS, Oueens Hall (31981),
Rush / Quartz

G

And Eye,
815 3066),

185 6021).

Band
LONDON,1Drnp

Big

Hotel

Dick Smith Bend
NIGH WYCOMRE, Town Hall
(26100) Budgie / Vardls
ILFORD Cranbrook 101 554
1320381

5H,
ERnlverslly
101

Trap

Ashlon

OOUROCK,

dM

Ma-k'iey

The

GLOSSOP,
Event

ealaslars

33,
GLASGOW,
oD4,
Steve Hackett
Hal
GRANGE
Bad WenTH ner.// Rude
Boys
w,GH wrcOM BE, Nags 4 Head
The
big, Any Trouble
Chevrons
Bull ter
NOR
?S Spider
LONDON

Snilden

(753701) Mike Moran Band

FOLKESTONE Leas Cliff Had
9. Sector V / The

Adam

Old

Limelight
OLENROTHES, Rothes Arms

FALKIRK, Magp-e, Dick Smith

LEICES

41

14, 1980

FLEETWOOD MAC start at Bing/ey Hall on Monday

LONDON, Towers

Weslminstrer Bridge Road
(01 928 6618), Johnny And
The Jailbirds
LONDON, University College
Union Gower Street
3611) Slade

(01 387

LONDON, University College
Union Maiet Street (01 580
9551) Au Pairs/ Delta
LON DON, The Venue, Victoria
(01

834

Zero

5500),

LONDON,

Nine Below

While

Swan,

Greenwich (01 691 8331)
Nuthln' Fancy
LONDON, Y Studios YMCA
Tottenham Court Road (01
636 7289) Original Mirrors /
The Spectres

LUTON, Royal Hotel (29131)
The Citizens
MANCHESTER, Apollo, Ardwick (061 273 1112)

WhIlesnake

MANCHESTER,
1162)

Polytechnic
Fabulous

MANCHESTER,

Portland

273

(061

Poodles

Piccadilly (061 236
6414). District 13
MANSFIELD, Sherwood Col
'age Club, Strange Days
MIDDLESBROUGH, Rock
Garden (241995), Plnk
Bars

Military
MIDDLESBROUGH,

Town
iron Malden /

Nall
Praying M245432ntlis
NEWCASTLE - UPON - TYNE,

University

(291102)

The

Vapors
NORTHAMPTON, Paddocks
(513071 Psychedelic Furs /
Trance

OXFORD, Oranges and
Lemons (42860), Disco
Students

OXFORD, Polytechnic (88769),

Lindisfarne

PAISLEY, Bungalow (041 889
6667) Wahl Heat
READING, Target (585887)
Moonwalkers

Porterhouse
(704981) Samson/ Fist
REHAMPTON, Digby
RETFORD,

Stewart College Hl Tension
AUSTELL, New Cornish
Riviera 1812725) Madness

ST

SHEFFIELD,

WATFORD, Baileys (39848),
The Real Thing
WEST RUNTON, Pavilion
(203) Toyah
WEYMOUTH, Pavilion (3225),
Rockhouse / Bop Street

Hallamshlre

Hotel Veiled Threat
SOUTHAMPTON, Ashby Corn

mushy

TORQUAY, 400 Club (28103),
0-11 s
WASHINGTON, Whitehouse
Social Club The Cruisers

Stratton
Road Crees / Pelson Girls
SOUTHAMPTON Gaumont
Theatre (29772) Thin Lacy /
Centre

The Lookalikes

SOUTHAMPTON, Joiners
Arms (256121 Bitter Lemmings
STALYBRIDGE, Commercial
Hotel Spider
STONEHENGE, Free Festival
Stonehenge While Bird On
Red ice

SUNDAY
JUNE 15.
ASHINGTON, -Leisure Centre
1813254) Lindisfarne
AYR, Pavilion (65489). The
Vapors

BARNOLDSWICK

(Lance)

Barnoldswick Park

BISHOP STORTFORD, Triad
(56333) Graff X / The KtIngons
BOURNEMOUTH, Stateside
Club 126636) The Specials
The Bodysnalchers
Bradford ColBRADFORD
lege (Vaults Bar) (3927121
Dirty But Nice

Plague

LONDON, 101 Club St John s
Hill, Clapham (01 223 8309)
The Valentines / The
Chealers

The

Strand (01 836 3715) Toy ah
LONDON, Marquee Wardour
Street (DI 417 6603) Merton
Parkas
LONDON Moonlight Railway
Hotel West Hampstead (01

BRIGHTON, Jenkin50ns

(25897) Sector 27
BRISTOL, Locarno (26193)
The Beat
BURNLEY, Bank Hall Miners
Club (26695) Blue Movie
CARDIFF, Sophia Gardens
Thin Lazy / The
(20181)

624 7611)

Delta5

Nashville

Kens
Small
Leví Dexter And
The Rip -Chords (free)
LONDON, New Golden Lion
Fulham Road (01 385 39a2(
LONDON,

inglon

(01 603 6071)

Brothers

Lookalikes
CROYDON, The Star London
Road 101 684 1360) Tennis
Shoes

Notsensibles / Tiger Tails /
Chimp Eats Banana / Scum
(open air gig)

Lyceum

LONDON

Dana

/

Gillespie

CONTINUED OVER PAGE
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LONDON Old Oaten* Head
Btoeawed Road, Slocewet
01 274 3628 Teachers Pet
LONDON ~bore Theatre
Finsbury Para IOt 263 31401,
Meraas Gaye
LONDON Rock

Ro<k'

rden

240 eW66111,,

Orenge Cardigan / Bad Acters / Tereporery Tae
LONDON Torrington North
racier.y (01 445 4716), Noel
McCabe

Trarrtshed

LONDON

Woolwich (01 655 3371), Bob
ken's whoopee Band
LONDON. Whre Lion Putney
Bridge
766 15401 Long
(

While

LONDON

Swan,

Greenwich (01 691 8331),
Palladino Band
MANCHESTER. Apollo Aril.
wick 1061 273 1112) Sam so n
/ Sledgehammer
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE.
City Hatt (200071, Steve
Hackett
NOTTINGHAM, Boat Club

Trentside (6690321,

Sassafras
NOTTINGHAM

Trent Bnidge
Inn Near The Knuckle / The
Void

GAKHAM, Rutland Angler.
Amber Squad / Skeletal

Crew
PAISLEY The Bungalow (041
889 66671

Snapshots

PETERBOROUGH. Foremans
Working Club A Sudden
Sway
PRESTON Guildhall (21721)

Whitesneke
READING, Cherry

a (585686),

Chris

REDHILL, Lakers (61043) The
Citizens

SHEFFIELD.
(21927),

Runners

Top Rank

Midnight

Delay's

Griffin

SOUTHAMPTON,
(772196)Switch

SOUTHAMPTON

Joiners

Arms 125612) Sphere

Shrimpers

SOUTHEND

(355403) Nine Below Zero
STONEHENGE Free Festival

Stonehenge White Bird On
Red Ice

SWANSEA
Dublin Arms
(550441 Dangerous Girls
SWANSEA, University (25678)
Sector 27
THORNABY Conservative
Club The Cruisers
WALLASEY Dale Inn (051 639
98471 Spider
wATFORO, Baileys (39848)
The Real Thing
W

EBBINGTON, Country Club

Slade
WIGAN TAlanys (39717) 'The
Images

JUNE

Juliet

s

643

1021

6698)

Colston Hall

BRISTOL,

1291768) Joan Armatrading
BURNLEY, Cats Whiskers
(26531) The Images
BURNLEY. Inn Place Chimp
Eats Banana (Deeply Vale
benefit)

Market

CARLISLE,

Hall

Lindisfarne

(23411)

CONNAHS

Leisure

QUAY, Deeslde

Centre

Rush/ Quartz

(816731)

LOCA Fall/ Ludo'
3647). )The

LONDON, Kensington
3245)
L

Wimbledon (01 946 6311)
The First Offenders
LONDON, New Golden Lion

Fulham Road 101 385 39421
Kicks
LONDON, Old Queens Head
Stockwell Road Stockwell
(01737 4904) The Athletes
LONDON, Rock Garden, Covent Garden (01240 3961)
Any Troubie/The Rest

LONDON, School of

+oJ

Economics Three Tuns Bar

The
(01 405 19771
Piranhas/Margo Random

And The Space -Virgins
LONDON, Spurs
ottenham
(01 808 4773) Sons Of Cain
LONDON, The Swan Hammersmith Broadway (01 748
1043) Orange Cardigan
LONDON, Upstairs At Rossies, Frith Street (01 439
0747) The Scoop/The Hats
LONDON, Wembley Arena (01
9021234) Frank Zappa
MANCHESTER, Apollo Ard-

Two Brewers,

,.

Wall Swan St (061 832 6625)

District 13

rs1
_

.

MANCHESTER. Cyprus
Tavern (061 236 3786), Trance
/ Mystery Guests

FRANK ZAPPA: Wembley Arena on Tuesday and Wednesday

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, CI-

SALFORD, Duke of
(nylon Salford Jéls

Hall (200071 The Three
Ds rees
Boat Club
NOTTINGHAM,
Trentside (869032)
Dawn
Trader / Radio Nottingham
HM Roadahow
tyy

Well

Genevtve's

SHEFFIELD,

(79657), White Spirit
SLOUGH, Fulcrum Centre
(38669) Marvin Gaye
STAFFORD, Bingley Hall
(58060) Fleetwood Mac
STONEHENGE, Free Festival
Stonehenge White Bird On
Red Ice

Hearty
Bad

PAISLEY, Bungalow (041 889
6667), Bertln Blondes
READING, Cherry s (585686)

SWADLINCOTE,
Newell Labour

Turbo

(Staffs)

Club

The

Cruisers

THORNLEY.
Limelight

Rock

Club,

WAKEFIELD, Unity Hall (6555)
Iron Malden / Praying Mantis

WARRINGTON,

IS A LOT OF BREAD TO PAY

(31527)

PUB,

BUT THIS IS
IS A LOT OF PUB

Britannia

Fireclown

TUESDAY
JUNE 17

BRISTOL,

Colston Hall

(291768), Joan Armatrading
CARDIFF, Tap Rank 26538),
Cockney Relicts

)4

LONDON, Brecknock,
Camden

(01

485

3073)

Electric Voyage
LONDON, Bridge House, Canning Town 101 475 2889).
Tony McPhee's Turbo /
Spare Change
LONDON Dingwalls Camden
Lock (61 267 '4967) The

LONDON

Chateaux

BOURNEMOUTH, Town Hall
122066), Cress/ Poison Girls
BRADFORD, Bradford Col,
lege, Vaults Bar (392712),
Terminal Three
BRADFORD, Splash One,
Mephiato Waltz
BRIGHTON, Basement Club,
Art College (881286), Delta 5

'e

Band

HULL, City Hall (20123), The
Three Degrees
LEICESTER, De Montfort Hall
(27632), Iron Malden / Praying Mantis
LONDON, Albany Empire
Deptford (01 691 4562), OK
Band / Silly Boy Lemon
LONDON, The Beckett Old
Kent Road (01 703 7334),
Wasted Youth / Industrial
Music

BISHOPS STORTFORD, Triad
(56333) Mad

LEICESTER 787025 office hours, or
LEICESTER 890213

GUILDFORD. Wooden Bridge
172708), Jackie Lynlon's HD

Recprds
LONDON, Duke of Lancaster,
New Barnet (01 449 0465)
Sons 01 Cale

BLACKBURN King's
George's Hall (58424),
Budgie / Vardls

REASON FOR SALE PROPRIETOR
KNACKEREO.
Too many punters too soon,
plus night club interests,
Telephone

COVENTRY, Tiffany s (24570), LONDON, Marquee Wardour
Deey'S Midnight Runners
Street 101 437 65031 Little
CROYDON, Cartoon London
Roosters
Road (01 688 4500) Tagus
LONDON, Moonlight Club
OLENROTHES, Rothes Arms
Railway Hotel West Hemp
stead (01 624 7611) '60 Pop /
(753701) Insect Bites

ABERDEEN, Ruffles (29092).
The Vapors
ALSAGER, Crewe and Alsager
College Frenzy
BIRMINGHAM, Barrel Organ
(021 622 1353) Damage / The

Thrillers

Insuh machine, musical lavatory, giant mobile spider
etc Music singing and dancing licence never asked to
be atended beyond normal hours, but guaranteeed
With the right guy E1,000 - 91,000 net return per week
from investment. The pub will be worth K million in 3
Years without the possible budding permission which is
very likely, It you're stuffy
and want to spread h around
and have some fun at
the same dine give us a shout
Situated on the Leicestershire,
Warwickshire, Northants

a

chlynde/More

LONDON. Nelsons

t

Clapham (01 622 3621) The
Flalbackere
MANCHESTER, Apollo Ard
wick (061 273 1112) Steve
Hackett
MANCHESTER. Band on the

...z__ .6a.

75771 Bootleg Beatles
LONDON, Moonlight Railway
Hotel West Hampstead (01
624 7611) Red Beans And
Rice/Melia
LONDON. Music Machine
Camden (01 387 0428)- Wit-

s

01

location.

Mai

(01 954

Economics Three Tuns Bar
(01 405 19771
Blast Furnace's Revenge / The King

REPUTATION FOR BEING CRAZY

3715)

83366

s
LONDON,end
Hefts Country Club

The

Huge music room, restaurant. etc. standing In 3 acres of
landscaped gardens, trout stream, fairy bridge. 2000
rose bushes, kids playground, etc AB set fri a glorious

61

603

chow

250 GRAND
A

Strnd

(01

LONDON, Marquee Wardour
Street (01 4M
86 3) 0-Ti

SWANSEA, University (25678),
Sector 27

FOR

Gardens
Pencils

Russell

LONDON, Nashville Kens
legion (01 603 6071) Martian
Dance / Manufactured
Romance
LONDON, New Golden Lion,
Fulham Road (01 385 39421
Bob Kerr's Whoopee Bend
LONDON, Rock Garden Co
ant Garden (01 240 3961)
The Zoots/ Ware Band

(42257)

359

(01

Curious Slgnals/The Failed
Romantics
LONDON, Hope and Anchor
Islington Soft Boys
LON ON. 01 Club
Clapham (01 223 8109)
The Sinceros
The Mall (01
NDON,

The Pack

Goodfellow
Publicity

Hammersmtlh

Odeon (61 748 4081) Joan
Armatrading
NDON, Hope and Anchor4510)
LOIslington

Hammersmith

NOTTINGHAM,

3856041) Radical

LONShelkaDON

Car

LONDON, School

101

LONDON, Dingwalls CamdenLock
(01 267 4%7) Rocker 88

Clash
LONDON, Marquee Wardour
Street (01 437 6603) Classlx
Nouveaux
LONDON, Moonlight Railway
Hotel West Hampstead (01
992 0863) TV Personalities /
Nightingales
LONDON, Music Machine
Camden (01 387 0428) Nik
Turner's )nner City Unit' /

LONDON,

Money
BRADFORD, College (Vaults
Bar) (5392712) Orel Sax
Basement
Art
BRIGHTON
College (681286) Delta 5

Fulham

LONDON, Maunkberry s Jermyn St (01 499 4623) The
Elgin Marbles
2812)

,

101

'Tavern

LONDON,

And Jenkins'
Suburban Assault
LONDON, Dingwalls Camden
Lock (0t 267 4967) Narrow
Feint / Wheel: / Bantu
LONDON Hope and Anchor
lelington (01 359 4510) Small
Brothers
LONDON 101 Club St John's
Hill Clapham (01 223 8309)

748

Old
Becket703).7334)

The

RNDON.oad

1

(01

of

Japanese Toy/ Sleet Surr iv or
LONDON. Bridge House Canning Town 10t 479 2889) Real
TNO 1/ThGoéak caers

Trimmet

Petals

513'7leo

David Essex

LOKent

din

LONDON,

C1

LONDON, Albany Empire,
Deptford (01 891 4562),
Farrel l° Players

KINGSTON Three Tuns Lon
don Road (549 8601), The
Pencils
LONDON, The Beckett Old
Kent Road (01 855 06161,
Nine Below Zero
LONDON Bridge House Can
nine Town (01 476 2889)
Wasted Youth
LONDON
The Crown, S1
Johns Wood (01 722 6627)

Bees

16

I

Pier Pavilion
Specials I The
Bodysnalchers
HULL Wellington Club
(732621 Pink Military / Ver

/ Cable

332

Technology (041 334 T0901,
The Vapors
GLASGOW, Douse Castle 1041
6a92í451 Bite The Pubes
GUILDFORD, Wooden Bridge
(72708) Dangerous Girls
HALIFAX. Good Mood CI'ub.
Eclipse
IPSV(ICH, Geemonr (536611.

(4388071 The

Lafayette (26285) The Mode

BIRMINGHAM, Barrel Organ
(021 622 1353) Dangerous
Girls/ Spoonful
BIRMINGHAM, Romeo and

tkar
GLASGOW,

HASTINGS,

The Tins

(041

9221i, Van Helen
GLASGOW Burns Howl) Of-

CROYDON. Fier/hid -Hail 101
6889791) David Ease.
DONCASTER Rollers (27481
Dasy's Mktnght Runners
EDINBURGH Tiffany s (031
558 62471 The Vapors
ERDMGTON, New Mothers
Club The Roebuck (021 273
26371 The Rialtos
FALKIRK Magpie (20809)
Schizo Robert
GLENROTNES, Rothes Arms
í7S37011, Fun City / Insect
Bites
GREENOCK. Victorian Carriage (254581, Dick Smith
Band

WOLVERHAMPTON.

MONDAY

Apollo

GLASGOW

FROM PAGE 41

.

Ii1i

LONDON, Greyhound
Fulham Palace Road
0526), The

Odeon

(01 385

Valentines

Hammersmtlh

(61 748

4081),

Joan

Armalrading

LONDON, Hammersmith

Palais (01 748 2812), The
Clash
LONDON, 101 Club, St John's
Hill, Clapham (01 223 8309),
The Mice

LONDON IC
930

6363),

A

The Mall
Wahl Heal

(01

/

Modern Eon
LONDON, Institute of Educa bon, Bedford Way (01 636
1500) Johnny Mars' 7th Sun
LONDON, The Kensington.
Russell Gardens (01 803
3245), The Realists

44jtt1.11'rr 66.te..-
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Locators
LONDON, Music Machine
Camden (01 387 0428),
Lonesome Homers
LONDON, Nashville Kens
ingtón (01 603 6071)
Sinceros
LONDON, New Golden Lion,

Fulham Road (01 385 39421.
The Pencils
LONDON, New Merlins Cave,
Maigery Street (01 837 20971
City Limits
LONDON, Old Queens Head
Stockwell (01 274 3829)
Shrink
LONDON, Rock Garden, Co'vent
Garden (01 240 3961),
Viewers / The Mighty

Stripes

'

LONDON, Upstairs At Ron ales, Frith Street (01 439
0747), The

Athletes

LONDON, School of
Economics, Three Tuns Bar
(01 405 19771 The Step

LONDON,

two

Brewers,

Clapham (01 622 26211 The
Cavalry
LONDON, The Venue Victoria
101 834 5882), Snips
LONDON, Wembley Arena (01
9021234). Frank Zappa
LONDON, White Lion, Putney
Bridge (01 870 3017),
Soulband

White

LONDON,

Swan,

Greenwich (01 691 8331).
Shadowlaa
MANCHESTER. Apollo Ardwick (061 273 1112), Rush /
Quartz
MARGATE.

Winter Gardena
Specials / The

(21!346), Tha

W snatchers

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. Ci-

ty Mall (20007), Van Haley
NORTHAMPTON, Nene College (7143261, New Milani

PAISLEY, Bungalow Bar (041
889 6667) Dick Smith Band

PORTSMOUTH,

Locarno

(25491) The Beat
RAWMARSH, Cricket

(3880)

Limelight

Club

SHEFFIELD, City Hall (22885)
Steve Hackett

SHEFFIELD,

Limit

Club

(730940) Echo And The Bun-

nymen

SHEFFIELD.

Polytechnic

(738934) Spider
SOUTHEND, Cliffs Pavilion
1351135) David Essex
SOUTHEND, Scamps (400991

Loan Affair
STAFFORD, Bingley Hall
1580601, Fleetwood Mac

STONEHENGE. Free Festival,
Stonehenge, White Bird On
Red Ice / And Friends

SUNDERLAND, Empire
(73274)

Lindisfarne

1315271,

Fireclown

WARRINGTON,

Britannia

WEDNESDAY
JUNE 18
BIRMINGHAM, Barrel Organ
1021 822
1353), Speed
LknR/The Lasers
BIRMINGHAM, Boyade (021
643 0763), Money
BIRMINGHAM, College of
Food 1021 235 277a),
Denizens
BLACKPOOL, Norbreck Castle (52341), Slade
BRADFORD, Bradford College, Vaults Bar (392 712),
Night Shift/The Cadillacs
BRIGHTON, New Regent
(27300), McPhee'@ Turbo
BRISTOL Trinity Hall (5515441.
Crasa/Poison Girls (Ashton
Court Free Festival and
Bristol Race Riot Defence
Committee(
CHATHAM, Central Hall (Med-

way 402020),

Iron

Maiden/Praying Mantis

wick

(061

273 11121

Rush/.

Quartz
MANCHESTER, Beach Club,
(Oozits, Newhall Street,

Shudehill,

Dislocation

Dance
MANCHESTER, Duke of Wellington Swinton The images
MANCHESTER,
Polytechnic
(061 273 11621. New Muslk

MIDDLESBROUGH,

Town

Hall (245432) Lindisfarne
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE,

City Hall (20007),
Whit

NEWCASTLE

University

UPON TYNE,
(28402)
Dick

Smith Band
NORWICH, University of East
Anglia (56161), Deay's Midnight Runn ere/Echo And
The Bunnymen
NORWICH, Whites (25536).
Wendy And The Gobstoppera
OXFORD, Scamps (451361,
Beast
'PAISLEY, The Bungalow (041
689 6667), X -0 -due
SHEFFIELD, City Hall (228851,
The Three Degrees
SHEFFIELD, Royal Hotel.
Veiled Threat

SKIPTON,

Yorkshlreman

3205)1, Blue Movie
SOUTHEND, Cliffs Pavilion
(351135), The Specials/The

Boarsnalehers
HATFIELD, "Down
Farms" Youth Club (Potters

SOUTH

Bar 557561 UK DecayY
STOKE HANLEY, Vlctorla,

Hall (2°6411' The

...lash/Dischargee
STOKE-ON-TRENT, Bowler
Hat, Burslem (814911), Doral

STONEHENGE, Free Festival,
Stonehenge, White Bird On
Red Ice
WAKEFIELD, Unity Hell (6565).

Budgie/Vardls
WASHBOURNE,

The Chant Band

Pslookas,
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PERMANENT WAVES
DISC 9100 071
CASSETTE 7142 720
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A FAREWELL TO KINGS

HEMISPHERES
DISC 9100 059

DISC 9100 042
CASSETTE 7142 580

CASSETTE 7142 617
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ALL THE WORLDS
DISC 6672 015 CE

A STAGE

f

RUSH 2112
DISC 9100 039 BD

Also available Archives, Fly by night,
Caress of steel, Rush.
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SAT on his cloud,
Combed his silvery
dreadlocks and smiled on
the sweet soul children,

tJAN

Hey cats, what

venue' Acres of
rolling parkland, weeping willows
and rhododendron bushes, patrolled
by security men armed with walkie
talkies and alsatians Nobody but
nobody tried to gel Over the fence
and squeeze themselves Into the
concert bowl at the front of the
,

a

stage
Peace and Love gentle children
The spirit of Woodstock rode again,
as girls and boys stripped
off
frollicking naked In the brackish
water that passes for a
in
pond
of the sheltered stage, For somefront

perverse reason I imagined tipping
tank full of piranha fish in there for
bit of fun.

11I_1.1I4..

'

a

a

The sun shone, the bees buzzed
and the ducks evacuated
themselves from the pond It was so
civilised compared with Knebworth
or Reading None of that awful
stomach churning smell of rancid
hot dogs and spilt beer frying in the
sun Evén the toilets didn't overflow
and it you wanted to go for a walk
there was plenty of space to breath
and ease your aching limbs
But without further graphic
description let's get on with the
show Wah hey, the 0 -Tips were
faced web the daunting task of

dealing with a crowd tucking into
lunch time egg sandwiches and
crisps At that time in the afternoon
they risked getting as much
attention as a piano player in a
brothel But they shrugged off that
early afternoon lethargy, lining up a
12 bore and pulling the trigger
collectively The Tips aren't your
average bunch of soul imitators,
they feel it from the toes of their
little feet to the top of their

perspiring foreheads.

The brass section crooned

--51.17yílllualaall171llrti+.LIL

.1/'

lkore`N

through 'Some Kinda Wonderful
and blasted through Soul Man as the brsboiihe lakeside revellers
clambered into the pond 'Tears Of
A Clown laid me out all over the
grass handled with the skill of
young artists restoring an old
master It paid dividends by the end
of the set they were wringing out'
applause like water out of a soggy
towel
'
And then-along cameihe Average
White Band With this bunch you
could amble oft Into the hilts, have a
cup of tea and still not miss
anything For the first half hour the
crowd sat stone faced as the lads
and their two girl chorus line ran
sedately through their repertoire
The Whites have -grown old in the
sunshine, turning out aural
wallpaper only equalled In its
dullness by the hapless Spyro Gyra
Yeah, yeah they did 'Pick Up The
Pieces' but even this failed to make
much of a ripple Surprisingly it was
old standards like 'Walk On By'
which got the crowd shuffling 'their
bums. At the end the old dogs
whipped up quite a response as
they at last came out of the super
smooth closet
Meanwhile Joe Jackson was
adjusting his bald patch and took to
the stage looking like a lanky

.

While Joe was on Bob Marley
arrived in a plush coach that
seemed to go on forever disgorging
road crew kids and other personnel
It was like the Pope arriving In
Ireland as fans pressed their noses
ainst the barrier Our man gave
hisup benediction before
disappearing
into a tent at the back of the press
enclosure
Bob came on as the sun set and
the bathers shivered You ve got to
hand it to him he s got this regal
attitude, Prince Philip couldn t have
done a better lob in talking to the
crowd_ I can never understand all
this rasta stuff mesell but all he had
to do was open his mouth, clutch
his head and make a few
benedictions and the crowd went
bananas. Real sermon on the mount
stuff as Bob talked of peace and
working together, oppression from
slavery etc No stone was left
unturned
After weeks of heavy metal gigs
Marley was as refreshing as a
bucket of cold water over the head
The effortlessness of it all rising
and falling with the breeze Greeat!
Out came 'I Shot The Sheriff' with
those pelvic thrusts of rhythm- Into
more sombre tones with 'Zimbabwe'
before the peacock strut of 'Natty
Dread'
But the real killer was inevitably
'No Woman No Cry', sweet
soulful
and a hundred other different
qualities all proudly played This Is
what festivals should be all
Bob broke down inhibitions about as
knocking back 'Lively Up
After two hours It was all Yourself'
over and
Bob and entourage clambered on
the coach for a flight to Switzerland.
And that was It, the crowds tiled
off orderly into the distance while
the security dogs eyed them
hungrily. Not even a beer can was
thrown in anger all day. Peace and
love to you all.

a.a:.1L.sYd

Mohican In a red jacket Underneath
his cool gauche image and heavy
South London accent I m sure there
lurks a shy guy who was kicked
around at school and has never lived
It down I lust can t take Joe seriously he lobks like a Bendy Toy
and writes mechanical songs My
rare JJ rave It s Different For
Girls wasn t featured but they
played Is She Really Going Out
With Him' This was absolutely
immaculate especially with the new
look shoobee doo wah vocal lines
Joe massacred The Harder They

Come' like a butcher hacking into a
piece of meat and he received a lot
of flak from the punters out front
He took it good naturedly at first as
he was showered with bunches of
smelly pond weed But then
somebody threw a dead duck on
stage and he cracked "You
he yelled but he was powerless to
do anything rather than wade into
half a foot of filthy water The
security men stood by powerless
too
Incidentally duck lovers shouldn't
worry about this incident Despite
rumours that the hapless bird had
been pushed under water and
strangled to death before being
thrown, the creature had been dead
for several days and has since been
decently burled
From the duck incident on, old
Joe couldn't seem to gain any
ground and the crowd sat down and
switched off. Maybe the man
shouldn't have ventured out of
concert halls.
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set, but that'll lake up too

mmuh spare.

SECTOR 27

To be honest

Hammersmith
Clarendon, London

UNCEREMONIOUSLY

booted out by EMI, and
turned down by Factory
and Zoo, Torn Robin oa s
Soccer 27 set o it to prose
lust wriy they should be
taken se,loesiy - playing
numbers horn an album
which by rights shou d be
out this month, but Instead
Is condemned to a shelf
somewhere. Hopefully not
'or long.

Gotrg under the

anonymous banner of
Sector 27, it night be
reasonable to ask *Nat IS
Toni Robinson up to? The
lour Ir.embers of Sector 27
certainly provide an in
congruous yek effective
line-up
Stevie

the hail

wasn't full, but those who
were there made up for
this absence. In reply to
the die bards among the

audience, Robinson
Smiles and says;

-

Glad to

be gay was for last year

this year's for Sector 27 .
5o that's what he's up
to. It's time more people

took some notice
PRINGLE

GILL

EVEREST THE HARD
WAY Eric Brown's,
Edinburgh /"FUN CI-

Napier College,
Edinburgh

TY

SOMETHING must be hap
pening round here. The
fact that an outpost such
as Edinburgh, 500 miles

from the hubbahubba of
biz activity can
perfe ' mannequin. music
boast two such potentially
Dressed Immaculately in
white with matching guitar interesting gigs in one
he adds a splash of red to evening is surely worth
his lips and tips of hair, something.
Everest The Hard Way
and staring unswervingly
into the audience, he boast a fine name that is
some excellent the initial hook. A five
piece they are perhaps
?lays
ads
writing the most complete
On drums there s Derek
songs of all the numerous
the Menace. With baseball
new hopefuls currently on
cap ar'l headphones he
blossoming scene In
keeps everything the
Scotland. Opening with
togethe , and on bass ex
Shot In The Head the
Truggs Joe Burt, who also
ground Is drawn
helps out with some middle
nouveau blues bands
smgtng. Then at the from
as
Talking
In
Heads. Co
microphone, there's the vocalist
Pamela Kovachich
man himself.
asserts herself by some
The first thing to notice fine percussive thrashing
ahat Se -tor 27 is that of two pieces of tubular
each sung uses a different scaffolding.
inertia and a different of
Bad Boy immediately
font Marylynn' is a hard highlights the fact that this
rooky number with fast ,rhythm section is
guar and shaking heads something very special.
John Robinson loads the
in the audience. Where
Gan We Go Tonight?' is a music heavily with his
romantic one, but the tem- faultless insistence while
po hardly slows
'Total Mike Peden s bass play
Raimi"s futuristic appeal mg is simply superb
utilising his vibrato techniis ' dad by flashing lights
ould list the whole que to the full and making
B

on guitar is the

time

instrument

another

comes of having a crowd
that's old enough to
behave ilsell. By this
stage, Brian felt able to

accomplished

whilst main vocalist David
Service rips at his six sir
mss suitably indignantly.
ETHW simply are one of
the lightest bands walking
the line between the left
field and commerciality
and that can only be a
good sign for the future.
Fun City meanwhile
haven't made up their
mind as to whether thee
want to be PIL or the Roll
ing Stones. Though the
band are rock solidly tight
the rhythm section of
Stuart and Gary McCor
mick (drums and bass
respectively) showing just
how well two brothers can
read and work with each
other. Guitarist Ronnie
McKinnon, looking dapper
In Peter Gabriel haircut
BEACH BOYS' or is it men?
and Meadowbank Thistle
FC shirt made more than
a few mistakes His play
ing runs the gamut from
being Page Influenced as
on
Swear
where
vocalist Dave Christy
reads from Crowley to
straight ahead Pistolero
nia Girls', a song they
three chord feedback win
must have sung more than
'ling slides, as on Avalan (THE BEACH BOYS
a thousand times before,
che:
Wembley -Arena, and which brought forBest complete all round
cibly to mind the Jan and
song is Turn My Back On London
Dean film shown on TV a
Everything which takes
couple of months ago:
droning guitar and bolts
Mike Love, lead vocalist
along furiously into the SURFING INTO the
other best of the night Wembley Arena on a wave and MC, looked like a
Take It In Your Own of beer that was all head bearded JR in his white
Hands which utilises the and no body, it was ob- suit and matching stetson
and has much the same
insistent archetypal vious that the majority of
the audience had come all dry sense of humour The
Stones guitar riff.
tanked up to enjoy a band Legend, Brian, sat at the
The vital ingredients are that's a legend in their white baby grand,
all here and when perhaps own lunchtime.
enveloped for most of the
Christy decides to sing
As an exercise' to, show in a- cloud of
something which he on restore Brian Wilson's cigarette smoke and lookoccasion hints at and sell confidence it worked ing as If he'd be happier
when a directional supremely well, as a show playing in a pub
strength asserts itself It got off to a quiet start
But they were still
then both bands will clean (They opened with'Califor- brilliant, still as good as
t

display some cheeriness
and stood up to take a
bow.
Reeling from the strong

aroma of dope drifting
over my head, I was able

get lost in 'Cottonlields' and Heroes
to

And Villians', which happen to be among my
favourites. Everyone had
a
their own memories, all

'
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I

I
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BRILLIANT!

I

RONNIE GURR

-

they were when I saw
them a few years ago, one
hot summer's day In the
Wembley Stadium Out of
their vast ocean of classic
songs, they played 22,
plus three for the encore
This Included a few from
the new album 'Lady Linda (written for Al Jardine's
wife) 'Some Of Your
Love' and 'Keepin' The
Summer Alive '
The Beach Men (seems

the more peculiar when
you think of our common
nostalgia for a past that
didn't even belong to us
The Beach Boys are the
closest most of us will
ever get to a surf board,
and Southend isn't much

compensation for Malibu.
Onto 'Help Me Rhonda'
and at last the place was
going nuts, all the way
back to the rear of the
auditorium, from where
the band must have look.
ed like white dots Even
the stewards were singing
'Rock 'n' Roll Music' and
the mass of bodies at the
front danced through 'I
Get Around' and 'Surtin'
USA'.
As the band lined up for
their encore numbers 'Good Vibrations' 'Barbara Ann' and 'Fun Fun
Fun', some of the wives
tned to persuade Brian to
loin them but he stayed
firmly by its piano. It was
an inspiring concert, and a
rare treat for this draughty
and very un-Californian
island And as someone
said to me later - It's the
first time I've been stuck
in a traffic jam coming out
and the
of Wembley .
tube station has been

little silly calling them
Boys) were through
'Sloop John B', 'Dartin', practically
e

'Do, It Again' and several
others before the audience realised they were
allowed to stand up and

deserted.

C'est la vie, said the old
folks, it goes to show you
never can tell ROSALIND
RUSSELL
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SYSTEMS OF ROMANCE
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get Into it. That's what

lead on occasions. Jim
Telford who plays a corn=
Dies wedge of keyboards
when he Is audible is

again

1980

ILPS 9555

ILPS 9614
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Over 5oTop albums cut each month
in Boots Disc Deal
£2.Oóoff
£I.6ókoff

Offer Price
£6.00

Pink Floyd

The Wall

Sky
Eric Clapton

Sky 2
Just One Night

Offer Price

£4.89
£6.15
V

£I.2doff

Philip Lvnott
Elton John
Blondie

Beach Boys
Beach Boys
Paul McCartney

Soundtrack
Boz Scaggs

Solo in Soho
21 at 33
Eat to the Beat

Gerry Rafferty
Barbara Dickson
Photos
Madness
Whitesnake
Sammy Hagar
The Vapors

-7

Offer Price

Offer Price

£3.79
£4.45
£3.79
Keepin' The Summer Alive £3.99
Light Album
£3.99
McCartney II
£4.50
Urban Cowboy
£6.80
£3.99
Middle Man

,

£4.29
Duke
£4.19
Gideon
Look Here (Are You Normal) £4.45

Genesis
Kenny Rogers
10cc

Oft The Wall

Michael Jackson
Police

Regatta ,de Blanc
Glass Houses
Marathon

,

Billy Joel

Santana.

VI JUST

£4.00
Just Can't Stop It
£3.99
What's AnotherYear
- £5.50
Tusk
£4.00
Wheels of Steel
£4.00
Hypnotised
The Empire Strikes Back £3.95
£3.99
Peter Gabriel (III)
£3.99
Defector
£4.69
Heroes
£4.39
Snakes & Ladders
Album
£3.99
The Barbara Dickson
£3.99
The Photos
£3.99
One Step Beyond
£3.99
ReadyAn'Wdltng
£4.00
Danger Zone
£3.99
New Clear Days

3

Specials
PeteTownshend
Grace Slick
Marti Webb

4!

Scorpions
Iron Maiden
Black Sabbath

The Game
Shine
Parallel Lines
The Specials
Empty Glass
Dreams
"fell Me Oii A Sunday

Animal Magnetism
Iron Maiden
Heaven & Hell

Outlandos D'amour
Me Myself I
Scream Dream
(Various)
JudieTzuke
Sports Car
Kiss
Unmasked
Ian Hunter
Welcome To The Club
Hitch Hikers Guide To The Galaxy
Police
Joan Armatrading
Ted Nugent
Killer Watts

Police singles pack

Album of the Month

£4.i5 Roxy Music Flesh + Blood'
Each month, Boots selects one of the highest albums in the charts and
sells it at one of the lowest prices around. We call it `Album of the Month'
and until July 5th, you can buy Roxy Music's latest album at a huge
£1.60* off and £1.00*off the tape.
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Sham'69
Average White Band
Blondie

CAN'T STOP IT

2,

T

£3.79
£3.79
£4.09
£3.99

I
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ELTON JOHN

£i.00 off

The Beat
Johnny Logan
Fleetwood Mac
Saxon
Undertones
Soundtrack
Peter Gabriel
Steve Hackett
Commodores
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Value with

the SpecialTouch
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£4.35
£3.99
£3.99
£3.99
£4.00
£3.99
£4.35
£4.00
£4.00
£3.99
£3.99
£3.99
£4.29
£3.99
£3.99
£3.99
£4.99
£6.99
£4.99
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Bottom Line, New York
How do you deal with vague comprehen-

HEY, YOU

stons? With your classically neurotic style? Qld Louie
isn't afraid to ask, y'know? He just slits open his soul
wagering that by heaven or hell the
in public
answer will come pretty swift, like.
Course, he's been doing that for some time now and
the process can be severely hit and miss, but this time
he's hit A bull's eye Maybe his recent marriage has
made him as happy as he makes out, but he's certainly
not got smug. No sirree. He's on (orm.
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opened by launching

roe LiSr

all

of superb

Standing On Ceremony' could also paralyse a puma
tracks as It attacks hypocritical etiquette, though
never without delicious twists of humour, but it's 'How
Do You Speal To An Angel?' that takes the cake Incorporating even more convoluted questions than
In its

ace cards are still the first
two singles great lighting

MADNESS

The
Odeon,. accompanying
Prince' and 'One Step
Beyond' being as

Lewisham
London.

"YOU'RE ALL in

as Zappa once
observed The lemming -

uniorml"

like pseudo - skanking
was bad enough but the

constant "Sieg Mein" was
pathetic made all the
more so by the morons
grunting them 1) while

(correctly) applauding

Desmond Dekker and 2)
vile he was singing the

Immaculate
Israelites',
hardly a race the BM/ NE,
does It really matter?) are
known to have endeared
themselves to
Madness did little to
discourage the chanting
but introduced about 10
new songs Some, like
The Young And The Old'

'Baggy Trousers' will
land oh the hatchets for a
while but generally they
were disappointing
The classic Chas Smash
dance steps have loosened too much, presumably
because of the concentration required In backing up
and

Like
vocals
Mike Barson's keys and
Woody Woodsey's drums,
these were well up to
Suggsy

s

scratch, but poor pacing

deflated

much

show

Alter

the

of

the

impressive

Nightboat To Cairo' open-

ing complete with foghorn sax and lighting that
cast all seven members as

silhouettes, too many new
numbers were featured
too soon And although
Clearly appreciated by the

crowd lack of familiarity
forbade them holding a
candle to the better known 'In The Middle Of

The Night', whose knacker

thief was regaled with

some fun acappella.
band are evidently
stillThe
bent

on wooing the

early teen market, hence
the constant references to
school and daft coppers
like 'Beat Pete' But their

magnetically rebel - rousing as ever
Yet overall there was a
lack of all that adrenalin
and excitement which so
characterised the early
gigs and turned me into an
instant fan Maybe it was
because of the cavernous
auditorium and lame
brains within Or maybe
Madness aren't lean and
hungry enough any more
Probably a combination of
the two, but if the songs
stay as good as the new
ones suggest maybe that
can be overlooked MIKE
NICHOLLS

MOONDOGS,
Apollo, Glasgow
THE

THE MOON DOGS are
three in number, fresh faced naive adolescents,
weaned on a staple diet of
sixties poP
They re also knocking
'em dead on the current
Undertones' tour, and
poised to ink the parchments with Sire
No surprise really when
you get to sample their
abrasive brand of modern
pop tones-designed to
pound on your head, pum-,
mel your heart, set your
feel dancing and win you
over at all Cost.
A drum sound reminiscent of Paul Cook's

unflagging,

tumbling

style-heavy on the torn
toms-lays the foundation

for a dominating, melodic
bass and a sharp guitar
sound, given sufficient
flexibility to Cut through
the rhythms at will They
also possess simplistic,
yet marvellously effective
vocal harmonies courtesy
of their twin frontmen.
Moondogs' songs have
titles like 'Babysnalcher',

'Two Timed' and

'Schoolgirl Crush'. About
things every acne-ed
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his crack troops into 'Sweet

songs ran far beyond zealous self -promotion. Most of
the lyrics are as coolly cutting and deadpan as ever
and his delivery of the line "Who wants to know about
how you hate men?" on 'So Alone' was nothing short
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Jane', smiling, fooling around and not looking too bad

'Waiting For The Man' and 'Vicious' were more go. through - the - motions but two other greatest
hits shone with a dazzle 'Heroin' still emits brilliantly
built-up tension and probably because of lts local
significance received outrageous applause from the
respectable audience at the end. Then more mention
of Long Island on 'Walk On The Wild Side' created
more furore Nothing like getting off on self - identification, huh?
It goes without saying that Reed personifies the
rock 'n' roll heartland of NY and he sure loves clubs,
long lines of tables an' all He's not so insecure that
he needs people dancing to his music to be assured of
their appreciation, which is fortunate since most of
the material from the new album played requires attention
Growing Up In Public' really is quite an intriguing
record and the amount of expression put into its
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First impressions were, "Christ, that gull" though it
hardly impedes his movements or ability to corn.
municate In any way. Shadeless and squinting he
et
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LOU REED: no holds barred
those posed at the beginning, the layers of his psyche
are stripped relentlessly as the band máintain a wrenching out of no -holds- barred virtuosity
"Moose" Boles on straw hat and bass hogs the
limelight for a while and wins Lou's approval, while
Mike Fonfara (keys) and Stuart Heinrich (lead guitar)
are conspicuously and commendably understated
throughout
Alter the raw sincerity of 'My Old Man' and the droll
simplicity of 'The Power Of Positive Drinking'
"Some people drink to unleash their libidos / And
'Street
other people drink to prop up their egos"
Hassle' and 'Berlin' ("an old depressing song but
perfect for a Sunday evening") found themselves
eclipsed though by no means could this two - and - a half hour show be described as less than exceptional
About a year ago Dylan remarked with regard to his
own situation that pretty soon everyone's gonna have
to put their cards on the table As usual Lou Reed has
shown his hand first and come up aces high. History
sometimes repeats itself, thank God MIKE
NICHOLLS

-

-

teenager experiences but night, you could miss
seldom own up to let some good bands,Broken
alone write about They've Home was one of them
still to lose their virginity They played to an echoey
cavern, thinly populated
in more ways than one
'Boys' sounds like an by what looked like the
out -take from The Beatles' regular crowd But the
Hamburg sessions, boom- show they produced was
ing drum beats colliding worthy of a far wider hearwith a deep rooted, early mg
inger Dlcken is a
sixties beat club a go go
refugee, a product of a
bass line
home,
They close with 'Talking broken (musical)
Mr Big, where his songs
In The Canteen', another
were more streamlined
three minutes worth con- and mellow However, in
taining the vital dance - Broken Home, he's workability factor, and lots of ed up a bit of steam and
anthemic, tribal "ooh given his material more of
oohs" which guarantee a wallop He still hasn't
maximum audience par
totally out of his
ticipation Probably some come
shell as far as presentakind of ancient Celtic tion goes but he seems to
death call
And
be getting there
And The Moondogs perhaps that won't be so
don't duck punchess-Even important now, with fellow
equipment
with frequent
guitarist Rory Willson to
breakdowns which disrupt take off some of the heat
lahe flow of the set, their
Dlcken is a much underwn
think
rated songwriter,enthusiasm-calculated to probably because he
a
have
make sure YOU
hasn t been able to project
good time-keeps the au- his personal image very
dience on their side, and well until now The single
as soon es they storm the
Death Of Gog' comes
next number the energy over much better live Than
level automatically lumps it does on record, but
another notch
there are stronger songs
They probably blew all 'China In Your Heart' (from
their pocket money on the debut album) is a
Searchers/ BuZZperfectly crafted number,
coCkslHerman's Her- as Is 'Run Away From
Home'
It's still early days for
Shadows 45's, and they
BH, I think they're still setunwittingly -or Is
summarise their sound tling their line up With
and attraction when they Dlcken, is Pete Crowther
encore with The Boys' on bass (also a runaway
'The First Time' and The from Mr Big), drummer
Fab Four's 'She Loves Peter Barnacle who was
You' Straight pop
previously with the Gillan
They're destined to band and the aforemenbecome the darlings of the tioned Rory Willson Last
youth club set And to night, there was an
make some convincing unknown keyboard player
an d exciting pop records there, presumably
sound of it BILLY because Crowther
by
take On
b the
keyboards as well as
as he does on the
bass,
BROKEN HOME
album.
Music Machine, LonBut though they've a bit
to go on live snows, they
don
appear to have a head
BY IGNORING the Music start with good material.
Machine on a Monday ROSALIND RUSSELL
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London

A GROUP you could say,
poised on the verge of mator acclaim And on this
evidence justifiably so

fully deserving their
headlining

status and
speeding themselves up

and

-

J

who
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dancin

rhythmwes

exuberance that
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t
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across the wafer

the search for the new
album now all but comThere's the rollow
sedate) Ballroom crowd
up plate, when there y talent
single the disappointing and material in prolusion
home happy
But the hurdles
(on stage and-off) 'My Way but the volume (ol said
still totally material) is still eclipsing
unimaginable only six Of Thinking
months ago when they eclipsed as 'Food For the distinction. There s
climbed Out of virtually Thought is now lumly the support slot with
nowhere to support the embedded in the sub - Police at'Milton Keynes, a
Pretenders (and even on conscious of the music - leap that should be lower
several occasions, blow loving populace There s than most.

-

Johnson

,

I

s

t h a t

everyone's paid p 50 for
their slice of black

awareness education

got Outside

the Venue doors
all will be forgotten, and

within

Johnson's admirable

against racism
becomes mere fashion.
Reggae is a fashion, and
stand

also a good excuse for
some to pass

a

joint and

be black -conscious
citizens for the evening.
Johnson recites his

poetry over pre-recorded
reggae tapes, while three
friends dance behind him
When the tape breaks
down hall way through ,
Johnson tames on and
the intonation of his voice
is so deceptive it's almost
as if the bass line is still
pla y in g

Reggae Fi Peach' is a
topical subject that needs
Sonny s
no explaining
Lettah is about a son
writing to his mother to tell
her his brother is dead.
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with some aspect of black
youth
police agression,
SUS, violence It's an un-

comfortable

idea

that

these poetic thoughts are
not lust rhyming stanzas
they are inherent to the
black community and way
of life- GILL PRINGLE
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All of
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THE IRONIC thing about

dancing
lot to reggae and even everyone This reggae
minutes
tau but nothing what- orientate
band includes a
soever to the mania of Two
keyboard section which
- Tone (and all who sail
more at home
with her) UB40 trundle was playedfairground
conthan at a
faces
serious
alongwith
and let live
live
Still
earl,
and big ideals One minute
Steady', is
they're tedious The next 'Let's Do Rock
the Bodysnatchers at their
bang back on course
little number.
In go thedubs, in goes a best, a lolly
Then of course we have
'Sumheavy re - work of
very
a
the
Specials
mer Time', and 'King'
they pro
drifting around the hall energetic bunch
from
Tricks
to
be
ved
with the right balance of
is their album featured
light and shade
my
unfortunately
heavily
song
the best
lsewhere? True some of pet hate on record " Stupid
Eerhaps
much
the dubs don't come off Marriage' sounded
Hall
(Astro semi - toaster better live as" Terry
strident
semi dancer is as yet for- lost his painfully
too
thing
tone.
Good
mutating an act) some of
sins go. Other album tracks were
the lengthy
Blank Exnowhere for a long time 'Monkey Man
and almost the
and perhaps no one even pression
noticed lust how fast whole of their repertoire
new songs
while
some
Food For Thought
both the introduction and like Hey Little Rich Girls'
encore had to be played were slotted in between
toget the dancers moving them.
Watching them, it s easy
Bu1 it's all there, and
still the best part is wat- to see that they believe in
thing UB40 change even what they're doing and I
as they play- The creases respect them for that. Like
and the vacuums and the second encore when
there are plenty may not the stage was lull of dancbe there tomorrow Too ing fans and the band
much too sames Don t played on delighted
believe it yet JOHN Dedication like that has
SHEARLAW
lust got to be admired
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JOHNSON
The Venue, London
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regardless.
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LESLEY
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sufficiently to send a sur= them off stage)
are
prisingly moderate (even already looming large

-

rather like that one 100,
o,
Take n or leave It, d will

a

iá

Ballroom,

Carry

1

despite numerous
mini -ski ris faded to hold
anyone's all ention
beyond lour to live
numbers The reason Demg that all songs sounded
exactly the same but mssdifqueraded under adecidferent title Time, I
gracefully
recline
to
ed
With percussion worthy
the wall and let the
(nearly) of Rokoldl, the against
goon without me
bright lowering light 01 show comparison the
By
that sax stage centre, and
n a m e d
b I
vocals

r

'

Electric

FIRST on were the Go Gos

SPECIALS/GO

-

.

promotion due to possessing that element of playful
eccentricity with which we're all supposed !o be able
to identify with.
Even seated executives apparently though here
Wreckless One draws the fine_ Rapturous
applause might greet Pop Song' and its cynical
sentiment, but the absence of more physical
appreciation provoked Such tirades as 'don t get
excited you've got work tomorrow
in your record
company offices.'
in tact the continual taunting of the rent a -crowd
was the night s saving grace since though
I
competent, the,band never worked up the
enthusiasm of say, recent sweaty nights at the
Marquee
Semaphore Signals 'Reconnez Cherie' and 'Little
Miss Judy' sounded fresh enough but the petite
atmosphere proved an almighty dampener, On
Broken Doll Eric tried to come on with the
aggression of a Parker or Jackson and in falling well
short Of that mark revealed the greatest obstacle to
his success- languishingthe
in
shadow of such
peers at a time when this kind of sound can only
succeed on its own merits as opposed to being part
1
of the going trend
Maybe the answer would be for his troops to utilise y
more of the guitar fire power revealed in the final
metallic Jam and go totally HM Since this is about as
t
Hkely as Eric ever matching epics like Whole Wide
World ,the real solution is to put down the pint pot
o
and get back to the drawing board before the
momentum of his initial inspired burst dissipates
altogether_ MIKE NICHOLLS
WRECKLESS ERIC.

-

Leeds University

'Gangsters' and
crate Jungle' I like, o
rest can do without My
attitude is summed up In
the words of 'It's Up To
You', wnkh Is Ironical ant

themselvesCHER
GOS/BODYSNAT-

so seriously' .ahead
ahead of their' time This
else, has
if
nothing
tour
proved that they've got the
Confidence to do that
and that they can never be
mitators
regarded
Their own idescription of
the music as well as
Covering most of the
angles, covers them very
well A jazz dub reggae
no obliques and
band
it's a line that they re leanvery well,
to
deliver
hint'

,

-

OLD PUB rockers never die
they Just get pushed
across the water for improbable showcases Eric
entoys a similar status In Amenca as he did here
about two years ago
ie cuttish oddity worthy of

almost

themselves

,

WRECKLESS ERIC
Bottom Line, New York

UB 40

yes there's UB40

And

4.11111m..w-
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ODDS 'N' BODS
DIANA ROSS' new

'Chi "LP

fa~

preceded 'or tacks by promo only extra special versions
Irvest In Man s Band compared wrh the US original Is so
m-ch brighter (evert though 2bpm slower) that II now sounds
George Dukes rapid rather left held ose is
e i a smash
The Mexican joins the "who
remhis, ent of Azymut
race with a 114bpm rapped-Called Dallas
shot JR"
PEEL s latest 4 track Sponsor Ono finally has
disco
pnenlaled jingle thanks to Foster Grant (the sunglasses one
On telly)
Dartford Flicks VE Night wartime lancy dress
ca.'y this Thursday '12) slurs General Robbie Vrncenl Cater.
alg Col..011 Young a real WWII searchlight outside nostalgia
re, .ape and guest surpnses the who,e lot being vldeoed Ion
showing again neat week now where s my gasmask?l
August Bank Holiday Saturday sees a 7000 capacity marquee
gong up at Skegness lo house two major US jazz -funk acts
(Corn Curtis tells me the Brothers Johnson are under
repot atlon) what an onglnal ideal
. Mike Allen takes
over Greg Edwards Capital soul show for a few weeks 11115
Wortley . _ Ilford Room At The Top wants an experienced
local club onentaled lock for extra work there no time,
wasters. call Terry Hooper on 01-478 5588 (club hours)
Rob Hatknett s Danish DJ friend needs a 0011511 lock with
' crazy' chal who II get room and evening meal as well as a
Dood wage send demo tape to While Corner 7700 Thisted
Chris Bniton's dunk/record company
enmark
subsidised promotional disco tour still has a few vacant
dates. call 0494 451797 and be amazed at the low asking price
Fatman s lockette friend Sticky MacKenzie wants more
London dub work three nights a week (01451 16241 while her
emanate lead a mystery visitor no say no more(
Chris
whose Funkannecllon show works around
Klopper
Weel'Mid Kent, wants to get up front Junk gigs slightly lur
(her afield (Goudhurst 211229 evenings)
Gordon Hart &
Colic Dalton plead for more hip lunkslers so they can Improve the music at Charing Cross Griffin Tavern s dive bat in
VI bars Street Tues thru Fridays .
. Sammy DeHayllland
reports a healthy clan scene growing at Halesowen Libertys
are ere razz `unit Fridays saying any Black Country funk sters
necdln0 transport should contact him on 021-444 659317919
Terry Lennaine s recent Busload of Merseysiders al
Mayia r Gullrvers was a lot of tun (they say They II be back
regularly) special hellos to DJs John Hazelhurst 8 Steve
Murphy, my tan Mend Flora and to Phil Collette Alan & Nor
lean
. Alan Jewell, chauffeur and dining companion of the
sears, now mixes alongside Des Hill on Sat/Sundays at Flnuiuey Road s really lavishly redecorated Les Elites where
BT Express Funk
-err) Prince still does the other nights
Theo -y was o) course originally a hit for Rokollo who had a
Franklin Sinclair
good laugh when they heard it recently(
that
Collins
it
Collins
You Know How
out
iStrellord) points
Ta Make Me Feel So Good was originally on Harold Melvin &
Larry Foster
The Blue Notes Wake Up Everybody' LP
Ilford Room Al The Top) and Steve Wiggins (Barry Freddies
Ban both do a dance to `The Scratch' in a fairly self
the BT Eilsays
explanatory way, while Kee Hill (Brentwood)
p'ess `Give Up The Funk "space invaders dance (surely
orla a venation on the old Funky robot') was being done in
'74 to War s Me And Baby Brother - as Chris Heil says el you
look hard enough you 11 lined Egyptian pyramid carvings that
Gary Olden is delighted
show every step ever invented
that he's swung back to funk at Ayclifle Gretna Green club
Ashley Woods (Slealord). says his pet python Clyde
_
into Breakwater
getting
after
nearly escaped from his cage
Northampton Cinderella
Release The Beast
Rockelella s Jason Maine aka Colin Prime has had to find a,
talntul new position so I m told - for locking thatherisiboxer
Tina Lee should have been In
Mecca e ' mole
Steve Allen (Peter
snorts at the Stevenage forum
borough) asks
Woe about the Steve Allen of the 'Benny
Phonogram s One Cozier now
Goodman Story lame'
con
says he s ' anyone a man , while the brat from PRAT
lessee tO being a panne stealer - which seems highly ttkelyiManchester
Rod Bolam (Stevenage) recommends
Stevie Glover
baud !sinkers the Reality Band and similarly are
dynamite
Bournemouth) set the local Biackwaler Gold
(African
Ike a cross between Surface Noise and HI Tension
Music Machine s old 'Breakwater Gold being their theme
6th at
t;anr) - you can catch the latter every Sunday from July
Paul Lolthouse is the third
Bournemouth Matson Royale
Mark Clark s
,
DJ In Southampton s Virgin spinning team
MldIn
blp Back Chal Roadshow backs the 208 jocks
And Justice For
olesbrough s Albert Park this weekend
an inin
Itself
not
that's
All a harrowing black comedy
by Dave
credibly good move has a great jazz lunk score
be

SYLVIA ST

JAMES

Luther Dixon produced nostalgic return by
the veteran soulster (NOT the
Independents I Natalie Cole
one) this rap`Introed lopingg
SW -17031)

bpm soul Treatment actual
Iy having Bob Marley s
Threes on vocal backups the
title track being a gentle
50/100 biam swayer and both
'Let s Get Together' and
Alter You similarly lender
husky 29 bpm smoothers,
113

I

'Better

jazzy 117-119.123-125 Dom ¡II

tearer builds sexily backed by
Lenny White s Twennynlne
-Can I Make You Mine' beinga
wa
jaunty 11111e squeakily Wailing
123-124 125-126-127 bpm strutter with acappella finish

AL JARREAU

STANLEY TURRENTINE'Theme From Shaft' (LP 'Inflation' US Elektra 6E-2691 Ike's
classic done recognisably like

'Dlsrracted'(LP

'This Time' US Warner Bros
65K 3434) Fabulous tension filled Jazzy slow 43/86.87 bpm

the original at 127 128 129 130
bpm by the jazz sexist Song
For Donny being a mellow
14)28 bpm pretty smoother
the title track a honking 42
43186 91.93 bpm slowie while

I

old Hot Fun In The Summertime and Batman like In
lived smacking 129 bpm 'I Just
Cant Stop Dancing also be datedly Sly style while
'When We Get Married is a
great 26151 bpm doo-wop
slowee (the Dreamlovers

1

oldie?)

GINO SOCCIO 'I Winne Take
You There (Now)' (LP 'S -Beat'
US RFC 3470) 'Shake Your
Body (Down To -The Ground)
Copying steady 121 bpm 1110
group Tillery Ihudder without
an ounce of lunk or soul
and oddly Mat old Jacksons
het always used to mix with
Socclo s old Dancer t
YOUNG 8 COMPANY 'I Like
(What You're Doing To Me)'
(US Brunswick 0 217) Heavily

DORC (Dance Orientated Rubbish Chart) 1 (3) Reny 2111 McCartney 3 (21 Dexy 5, a (4) Hot Chock 5(5) UB 40 61-) Man
11

olans,
Lambóréúasl 1211111 Madid ness 13()7)) Logan(116415Nlals
15(13) Pretenders 16 (8) MASH 17 O McLean -18 1171 Nubian.
19 041 Bodysnalchers 20 (121 Essex

()

qq

-

thudding

DJ TOP TEN

walking bass

boomed monotonous 119 bpm
121n glrhe group hwacke, with
less vdcal B side that many
prefer should vast mix up Into
Oho

TREVOR JOHN Hughes' Holllnswood - based Redeye Road show (Telford 592648) has long been lamed for playing a
variety of music el a variety of gigs and
guess what? he
too Is another mobile jock who plays Country music Here's

-

Null.

Way Down and 105 (introi-I07
108 109 bpm Sorry To Say be
mg rather polite (and similar)
Junkers Celebrate a tripping
49 51/103 Dpm semi -slow

builder, while the muddled
119,122

bpm

'Got

To

Be

Together Ines todo a Harold
Melvin and the alenky 100-101
102 bpm Mighty Spirit' is the
Brick
for lucky acetate serviced. meat Interesting
House' they sin t
on
Mafiosi and mixes perfectly
'Cupid y
into Bounce Rock Skate Roll DETROIT SPINNERS
nch I've Loved You For A Long
If you can
Pt 21
K
11498)
the loiter s Claps, The amore Time' (Atlantic 71n 'revival of
124 bpm
normal 48196-98 bpm ,Her Breezy
Sam Cooke s classic ddne In
Silent Smile jazz trumpet jog
Working My Way Back To
ger es flip
medley style and
CHANGE 'A Lover's Holiday' You'
the US charts
WEAK 791411) Bass - shooting up
'In The Mood (To
snapped obis chanted AURRA
(Salsoul SAL12-3)
simple steady 117 bpm 121n Groove)' basally
rolling fast
Ihudder not unlike Gino S5c- Exciting
(lipped by the beefy 127 bpm charmer with
ceo s Dancer
chaps 'n chls now
Chill Influenced fluidly chanting
UK 12in in what sounds
melodic chap -sung gay 119 on
more like Its (short intro) LP
bpm The Glow OI Love' which
what a
and
version
many now prefer.
amazingly he Malta
gcoli
BEN E KING. 'Music Trance'
'When I Come
(Allende K 114957) Long preferred
longer the flip, a
established great jauntily bub- Home' is128no bpm 'You're The
bling 109 (Intro) -10&110.109 drossy
replacing II Stick
bpm lunk ehugger finally (and Only One'
probably too late) on speeded - well the Import(
A TASTE OF HONEY! 'Boogie
up commercial 12w as the flip
(Capitol 8507).
to the similarly speeded but Oogle Oogie'
serviced to
badly mixed and nowhere as Closet from 78
gntroi-1254bpm
jocks
its
120
In
118romping
strong blandly
S 12in form, and I Can't make
chance '1-119
117-120 ("One
this US pressing /s how
Ibreakl-120-119 bpm 'You've out if
ever will) hit
Only Got One Chance To Be It has (or Indeed
again
the
shops
Young' swinger

-

-

Leysdown Island Jell Young 8 Bob Jones luck Canvey
Goldmine Chris Brown funks Didcol Rio, Chris BripOn funks
CI penham Alexandras
Jason West stinks Woodbridge
USAF Benlwarers Phantom Club, Les Knott & Noel Wright
Junk Ware Beckets weekly Carling Black Label's disco
dance fine) is al Sheffield Top Rank Sulle, SATURDAY (14)
Froggy 8 Jell Young funk Southgate Royalty then Jell joins
Tony Monson al 1 30 am on Greenwich Pier for a riverboat
minder Key Hill plus John Douglas John Tucker 8 Chris
Tyler lunk Colchester Embassy Suite (Brentwood coach
detalle 0277
221309), Chris Briton slabs junking Ware
Beckets Rk Simon does Sandlway Bluecaps SUNDAY 115)
Steve Allen 8 Dave Peters say '-Shoal's dui' at Peterborough Crested Slickers, MONDAY (161 Pete Tong starts
Jazz . (uniting West Kingsooten Hilltop on the A20; TUESDAY
117) Bob 6 John's Double H Disco lunka Chelmsford Kings
Arms weekly, WEDNESDAY (18) Dave Collins au - funks
Nigh Wycombe Tuesdays weekly' THURSDAY (19) Light Of
The World play Norwich Tudor Hal( at

COMMODORES: 'Old

Fashion Love (LP 'Heroes'
Motown SIMA 6034). With its
expected share 01 pop slowies
('Jesus Is Love' soundling Irkethe most Obvious future big
(del, me set's first single w ll
be in fact this pleasant jerky
107-109 bpm harmony swayer,
the 108-109-110 bpm All The

t

raetseaaaA:1

ISLEY BROTHERS.

'Don't Say

(It's Time For
Level' (Epic EPC 8864).Typlcal
Goodnight

tender 25)51 bpm

Tin

smoother could be e summer
hit

BOB

MARLEY

8

`THE

WAILERS, 'Could You Be Loe.
.4' (Wend 12WIP 6610).

Inteclioua busily poryrhythmic

NEVER ENDING CROWDED Circle Leon Everette
do

1

hem 121n
with

-

his current choice

UK NEWIES
TOM BROWNE 'Funkin' For
Jamaica' (Arista ARIST 12357)
A 2Vz bar trumpet note follow
ed by chattering chaps intro
this dynamite 112 bpm 12th
heavy funk clapper that ex
llodes with the dirtiest and
oudest bass you ve ever
heard+ Out here ahead of the
US it s Causing a sensation

& Paul
WEDNESDAY (/11 Robbie Vincent with Trevor Fang
Clark funk Sutton 'Scamps George Power starts jazz -Junking
VinEnte 2001 (good luck male)), THURSDAY (12) Robbie
cent a VE Night funks Dartford Flicks Chris Brown funks
Southall Americas, FRIDAY (13)Chns Hill has a "disaster par-

s

leghtwelghl 117 119 bpm I
Never Knew smacker
CHUCK JACKSON- 'Waiting
In Vain' (LP 'I Wanna Give You
Some Love' US EMI America

Things' (LP 'Magic' US Elektra
6E-268) Smoothly harmonised

DJ

"ea aa

slowie and lurching

monotonous sparse 113 114
bpm smacking Ihudder should
now prove hotter than the in
chided 110 112 114 bpm Copy
This and lengthened 115-114115-116 bpm Do Your Thane
other cuts being the similar
light comes and goes 121 122
123 bpm Let s Go Out Tonlle
and 114 bpm You re The One'.
plus some pleasant slowies.

s the Flabby FatiPucke d) Ai
Southampton University Boolsfes

4

-

starting ultra heavy

DISCO DATES

4a_..iI

Bobbi Humphrey's 'Tailor
Made' LP, then in '76 joined
Sonny Rollins' quartet will,
whom he still plays Reunlling
with Aztec a's old guitarist Ray
Oblede along with Hervey
Mason and Bennie Maupin,
Mark's arrangement of Joe
Zaerinul'. 'Walk Tall' is now
one of the current jazz - lunk
blggies In Britain

BUBBUNG UNDER the UK Disco 90 (page 55) with increased
support are Tom Browne Funkin In Jamaica (Arista 12in)
Two Tons OI Fun 'Just Us r Gol The Feeling' (Fantasy 1210)
Dave Grusin Rag Bag (Japanese JVC LP) Stanley Clarke
We Supply (US Epic LP/12in promo) Johnny Dollar Watson
Love Jones I 'Going Up In Smoke' I Telephone 8111' (US
DJM LP)- invisible Man s Band Love Can t Come I Love
Has Come (US Mango LP1 Lakeside From 900 Until' (Solar
121n) Flakes 'Sugar Frosted Lover (US Magic Disc 121n)
Isaac Hayes Ain't Never-(Potydor 12in) Dan Hartman Free
Ride (Blue Sky 12ín) Frankle Valli 'Passion For Paris (MCA
121n) Lowery Liston Smith Expansions (RCA 12m/LP) Fern
Kinney I Wane You Back I Groove Me (WEA 121n), Millie
Jackson 'This Is It (US Spring LP) Sylvia St James Bolter
Things I Cant Make You Mine (US Elektra LP) Carrie
Lucas Keep Smflln' (US Solar 12th) Manfredo Font Jungle
Killen' (US Tabu LP) Stanley Turrentine Shah I 'A Song For
Donny I 'Deja Vu' I Inflation (US Elektra-LP) Jabara I Summer Never Lose Your Sense Of Humour' (Casablanca 12in)
Bob Marley Could You Be Loved' / One Drop (Island 12101
Kurlis Blow 'The Breaks (Inst (US Mercury 1210) Patrice
Rushen Roll With The Pundhes (US Prestige LPI Chocolate
Milk 'I m Your Radio' 1 'Hey Lover (US RCA LP) Five Special
Jam (US Eteklra LP) Chuck Jackson Wailing In Vain (US
EMI America LP)

jogger with searing sax, break Ike Hayes also co penned the
and rhythm-riding vocal, sensuous 35 bpm Dojo Vu
and
Shalt' movie director
building to a scatting finale
ROCKIE ROBBINS 'You And Gordon Parks penned another
track so what s the connecMe' LP (US ABM SP -1805)
Lovely gentle 47194 team title tionn
(rack Soul swayer (also on US
LARRY GRAHAM 'There's
yin) lazily bumped along by
Something About You' (LP
snapping bass others on the
'One In A Million You' US
set
Bobby Marlin produced
Warner Bros BSK 3447)
being the walling snappy 112
Bass -snapping Jolting 113 bpm
113 bpm Hang, Tough' tippler
jogger with weazling synth
with clapping fast Part 34 bpm the lurching 94 bpm I'm So
Atter Loving You smoother, Glad II s Summer Again
fidgety 48197 bpm Together
swayer copying Sly Stone s

bpm 12in sugar
smacker (presumably spon
sored by Kellogsil with walling
soullul chap and chanting chili
set to a syndrum spiked beat
that should mix between Bobby Thurston 'You Gol What II
Takes and Masada Tonight
I m Alright
Jazzier locks may
prefer the instrumental flip
but either way it could be big
ONE WAY fiaturing Al Hudson 'Pop It' (LP 'One Way' US
MCA MCA-5121)
Strangely

several Slat .influenced soul
bands as a leeneper on Long
Island before gong to Colorado State University In 1971
to study classical music.
Transferring to Boston's
Berklee School OI Musk, he
got tnlo au and backed blues
singer Jelly Belly, then in 1975
moved to San Francisco
where he Joined such as Eddie
Henderson In the group
Azteca. Mark worked with pereuasioNals BI11 Summers and
the Escovedos until joining
Billy Cobham In '76, arranged

BREAKERS

IMPORTS

I in on a deed
Erik-Jack
points out the huge revival of disco In the Charts
S the
(Bognor Regis) adding "Disco Is alive and well 11
KEEP IT FUNKY,
record companies that are dead

ry

l.

118-119-120

_

MARK SOSKIN
Brooklyn
barn on July 12th 1903, played
demo all his childhood and ran

L

FLAKES 'Sugar Frosted
Lover' (US Magic Disc MD
1910)
Superb scrumptious

'/.-1.

1111

v

has

DJn

t

,

a.

y,

I

I

rival mafia fo r

¿a

JAZZ
FUNK

.

l

ie

FROM
JELLY
BELLY

renewed last week on import

'e now out here (Molown SIMA 8013) but add lbplrl to my
ptiornee estimates and the Temptations Power on UK 12th
s
-1 in fact RPM dlllerences caused simply by voltage
latwns between the times 01 doing them Is giving me pro
. Johnny Guitar Watson s B side
Meths al the moment'
BT Express and
on 71., anyway) is the slow Jet Plane'
Cameo are both due now next week but Cameo will be

Grormedin

:

By JAMES HAMILTON

walking1104

the1eter
bassggae
30/61

One Drop' being good
slower flip
CHAKA KHAN Naughty' LP
Werner Bros K 56717) Apart
bpm

from the single released
Clouds this set seems to
revolve around a serles of
typically walled loggers that
lend lo bier together in
distinguishably when heard
en masse
take your pick
Irom the 91 92 bpm Paolllon
(aka Hot Butterlly) 89 bpm

-

2

TEQUILA SHEILA, Bobby Bare CBS

3

MERLE AND ME, David Allan Coe CBS

4
5

DELLA AND THE DEALER Hoyt Axton Youngblood
NIGHTMAN John Stewart RSO

6

I

7

SHRINERS CONVENTION, Ray Stevens RCA

8

WASHING MACHINE, Orlon Sun

Orlan-

DON T FEEL MUCH LIKE SMIUN' Ray Sawyer Capitol

Only Ones CBS
OLD ROCK N ROLLER, Dicky Lee Mercury

9 FOOLS
10

Get Ready Gel Set (arguably
the Iwo best) 99.100 Dpm
'Move Me No Mountain 95-96
bpm Nothing s Gonna Take
You Away 46 97-99 bpm 'So
,

ugRhty
9a b m1
0A1 1N
gou
h
dp
'What
Did Yawn,
BILLY PRESTON 8 SYREETA

igpms

Aal

t

'One More Time For Love'
(Motown TMG 1188) Another
bittersweet 18137 Dpm 710 pop
smoother
DEBBIE JACOBS. High On
Your Love' (MCA 597) Six
months -old zingy 122 bpm 71n
'disco throbber obviously
hoping for some Limps Inc action
DAN HARTMAN. 'Free Ride'
(Blue Sky SKY 12.8562).
Noisily exciting 127-128-127
128 bpm 12 In revival of his old
Edgar Winter rock hit still
if not
sounds more DORC
!Ivan Disco
Heavy Metals
Chart (odder

'

ONLYA BONEHEAD
PREFERS
BUZZ TO BASS:
Agfa Cassettes offer the highest
quality reproduction from a cassette.
They are sensitive to the slightest
impulses your recorder can pick up.
And there is a tape for every kind of
recorder available. Agia +6 Cassettes
also offer 6 minutes extra playing
time-just for safety's sake So why
settle for second best?

- -

GERRARD KENNY: 'No-One
Knows' (RCA PB 5256).

Cheerful 127 bpm Tin B-side
fop romper Could be useful
or MoR locks

CASSETTES+6

BOZ SCAGGS: Voló (CBS
We jazzy blue-eyed 95
71n jogger with a real New
York atmosphere

8740).

tom

ti

.a.

a.4_A

tal

/.+

n"

SOUND PERFECT
.. ,. ,-
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DISCOLAND
SPECIAL OFFERS ALL ROUND

FAL

KEEL

1

DECOR BOXES
STAR BOXES

Par Small £S9 large

TO REEL

/

NOT
PART EXCHANGE
TOUR DECK FOR
THE SOUND OF THE EIGHTIES
E.80

\ANCING %

ULTRA

BARGAINS

LADY
17

*

TECHNIC 1700

~Ur.

1

auto reverse
£1,126

MSl
sumn49

SM
SM 330

-

lPowerPacksFrte)

DtAMDSTEREO GRAM(

£776

'

-'"

EQUALISER

1e0 MU EXTRA

Opti Solar 1008

SYSTEM

It a ralrbllly
that count.

CITRONIC

80

-

eels

*

A

20% OFT

ALL HAVE

Mr, LOCKS

--

80x7"
£14.00
360x7"
£18.20
540x7"
£24.00

£95

-

Cassettes£6.99Incl P/P

PAP Free

)a

-

BOW

VAL Diana 10

2 rAL

01

' O'*

£12.50

Unsound DM1000 (Duel)

ROW A GM

YOKE

Bolero connectors
raceme the use of
any
Y Iron, chaser le g.

INFINITY
SCREEN

S

Me
dme.e rd
coloured Irghts
sequence Wm
a rotate alto
mftndr
Lan Price
CISS 25

£139

A{

$
A great sawn° on a great

stereo

onsole Belt ante turneelu
emnm starts Sway mongenno

-

mete.

Pr MEN 31E10" 'Shop Soiled L2A3
Pr Eau* Norn. (foie coed) L70
A/I,Me
[ropy *ALSO Calm £2a
rcs, crVAT
Pr 2a17- Cates 1457

STYLE

`

viel

,.

LONDON

"'.".'"'"--&--"-9.e'-'-'--t
VU

£299

n,.

terb

io, pónodally boosts

UV beams Mwmmg
mums Mad.

lwt Pea

fP
PEA SOURER

125 Church Road
Redfield 605 OJO
Tel 0272 55%500550701

rae Romeex
els-e cloud

Fog meet
moo W

flea bare doe,- o lop

Loser Me
kqht Free siendng or

4 channel bohl chaser

£33

`

daprp

£99

HoM Q5

r

6 channel
Pre amp

edlundble auto lade

1221:H."110"10£199

1MM Ap7G0'"

SMOKE EFcccrc

t
LastP
o
ii
c

a

PULS

.

C25150

*

C LI

3bghr
ones
in
Ua
ech convvller

£227

11°10"

£199

POPE? 00

n

TO ALL DISCO FLASHERS!
Dispense with your raincoat and get turned onto the
latest craze in Disco Weary
ONLY

*

£4.95

*

PP3 battery included

elasticated strap
Toning coiouced plastic clear visor

Please send
I

^PULSÁ:i

ID WAY

/II SiiR °

* 10 x 1200
*
*
* AUTO
* AUTO
* MUSIC INPUT
* WILL CONTROL PINSPOTS
* VARIABLE
200 COMBINATIONS
*
WATTS

enclose

o

E

p or

ACS SO oath
debit my Access/

Bocelen

aN
My narre

REVERSE

SPEED

POSSIBLE

Pon to DISCO SALES A HIRE LTD

310 36° VALE ROAD ASH 6016.
ALDER SHOT, MA MPSHIRE, GU12 5NJ Personal
callers welcome
You money refunded lt 0r... rer.aned wnhe, wvm
days

RM1

1

2

on 01-546 4877
I:

w/ a -i l 1a

119

WE ALSO HIRE AMPS, STROBES,
DRY ICE,
BUBBLE MACHINES,

PROJECTORS,ROPELIGNTS

HELP DISCO CENTRE

197 Watford Road (A412), Croxley Green,
Rickmansworth Harts
Tel. Watford 44822 Send for price list ,err

HARROW DISCO CENTRE

Open Mon Sat

(THE DISCOUNT PEOPLE)
AVAILABLE NOW!!
Please Send Large S.A.E.

350 RAYNERS LANE, PINNER, MIDDX

01.8688637/6454
SHOWROOM OPEN 6 DAYS 9.7 pm
MailorOer HP Access Barclayca'a

10

am 6

P

Wen

roll

N

nn

TO ADVERTISE IN

OUR NEW CATALOGUE

bll

HENLEY ROAD, CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND
Tel. (0223) 66798 Telex 81697

*

COMPLETE DISCO FOR HIRE
FROM £12.52 VAT Earn

PATTERN CHANGE

& OR NEONS

*

*

iLo

4 REVERSING MODES

8 PATTERNS

*

RING ABC DISCOMART

meBlueE Grerill DOLL.", onto Hate
cheno.Iresul order lot

*

Large Stocks
Mail Order
OnPremíeses Servicing
Finance
Complete Systems to Spares and
Accessories
Port Exchange
Secondhand Equipment
,Special Offers 8 Discounts
DIY

TOP PRICES PAID
CASH WAITING

* Foam Backed Cotton Headband with adjustable
.J.-

say more?

ACCESSORIES

Six LEDs flashing in sequence
* Choice of Blue. Green or Yellow Hats

ii

We

-. : ?

YOUR DISCO AND

1

a 55p. battery, posl,ge ens pecking

Need

1

WANT

DISCO NEWS FLASH!

THE 10 WAY CHASER

a

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
75 Wellington Street, Luton LU1 5AA
Telephone 0582 39021/411733
Open Mon -Fri 10 am -6 pm, Sat 10-4.30

Send In, Roger Sgwe , Mall
Order FREEPOST Barret
Hens 6556YB Mad Order Hot
Lane:'01 ea15656

The Disco Flash Hat

r

Write or phone now for

.PAP 0200
PAP
CO
PEePf5 CO

C50110°
Ooerxi4D

r'Sf4P

*

*

All shops open 10am 7pm Mon
Fn loam 6pm Salurdays

Goodsup to Q5

RMS output

áü

£79,

Add PAP as follows

amplher

£39

both the aºoy. Rosfbbo4 detonatorm
A Scan. dgrsC54
plorlradlL7s

*

LATE SHOPPING
EVERY WEEK NIGHT

CIO

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER

Stereo

mulncoloured

a

List Pm*
'ERR

IOCTALITE

A variety of di
for stage ar dr
at raving. of
up to 25%

SQUIRE ROPELIGHT
fag
xn

sound6tolsequoncwr

toIehtl. awe kvHl bass beat 4haxr
Inrrspeedebsnsrrohbumumuon 3rmgnreanwbunons
wenlacJity Tlldmfacdny LEDhannNkdkamn

Adlusraele sound

£19.99

SQUIRE SC4000
Let 00
PnCe
CM

stereo

P$

LIGHTMASTER'300

ompk te

ur,h AR% lamp

--7

1

®

251 Deensgate M3 4EN
Tel 061 1331 7676
GLASGOW Queen
Margaret Road Off Queen
Margaret Drivel Kelvinsrde G20
6DP" Tel 041 9463303
1

PINSPOT

"

Lan

L

MANCHESTER

£13 50 cpPn`°

00

CITRONIC
SM440

Juncuon

BRISTOL
d

Pm

etekn and

176

Road N19500
Tel 01 272 7474

.,.

SQUIRE

Curved

,

e-

]1

4.i,.111,177,7,7,r.

GAMMA-

BLACKLIGHT

PLP

eLa

eü.

£13

to Uv rem kght

Ill
lad

pal*

4 )
m(/fl.

I

I

moo

SAVE
BEAM

UI/USA

r.

SC40001 to

-

£7

410 4 Charism%
Nlea Sirena

N4

SOUNDOUT
CHEETAH

Strongly made won 2a square
1 ahrcpoof
euyhc screen

t

SMad Multi Pima*

- SLIM

Roger Squire's Disco Discount
.

BARGAINS GALORE

1001I Raa Aim

Pr 231Y

£17.17

MIN Rt0EESSIONAI

eel

WO. MS a+1

Cabe'

Oad1 L14!

Shure SIS/SA/1 R26
Shure S110SA/1 £411

Am* Mane LM
Ma.e Amp

Angiy Dank Cenr.l.s

/Hart

4` ar

ti

*

M.

FAL ISO

*

THE NEW

STANDS
FROM

LIM

Diu* 50

eN

UGHTMASTER 300 Mk III

BOOM'

*

MSS

Lf se I,Adks oY
150
70031 Sevndoer (mama) £2M
Mad MEWL
SAL Seger (a weer) Lltl+
WEM IOC*

STOCKING IT

20% oavI

w-

LienMe.oLISO

17031 foam Men.
Non power So.ndevi A

BUT OUR PRICE IS

YOU

MI »ATTACHMENTS

ROTATOR SPtODASCOPES EVEN RASH CUBES

-

,y
WE'RE ALL

MAY THE FUZZ
BE WITH

rac.Acr

7" SINGLES

Tutor II Mk III £
Opti Solar 2S0 £99

CITRONIC

- £14.60
- £17.49

RECORD CARRYING CASES

AVAILABL
PROTECTORS

MIXER

TECHNIC
1500

S0x12"
100:12"

ONLY £23 (any colour)

LIDS &
PROTECTIVE CORNERS

BROCHURE

s

12"/LP

qarcnR.

prlefR+101ea.000".
wrlepr!
PurecaaArrnr
o w oors nvn

FUZZ LIGHTS READY FOR POSTING

REMOVAL'

FREE

ePamT akr PST

01-690 2205

HÓT%E

(Catford End, opp. Lewisham Hospital)
WHY NOT FINISH YOUR GIG WITH SMOKE/
WHY

o,ofv se nwvs
OunTr Ca".e eoaera,
ºOD..fwTaTd".o!
COW meows oeroa
. M.-+ar
S/Na,d D.rA swish co... OUT DMkruelT)

wan o".ºr".

377 LEWISHAM HIGH ST, LONDON SE13

DISCOSCENE
PLEASE RING
ANDRINA ON

i
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BRIAN CONNOLLY

DELETED B/NEW Lp's
from £2 45's from 15p SAE
on oilers 15 different 68-79
top chart het singles bfnew
£3 50

race

-Sunniside,
Gladstone
Bishop
Ter-

12

Auckland Co Durham

FINDING

RECORD

Service Those you want

and can't find Thousands
in stock will get it not Any

any records

artists

lust

jot down those you need
M send them with SAE
DONOISCS 6!7 Ed-

-wards

Arcade.

Walk

Maldon Essex
HEAVY METAL, OLDIES,
SPECIALISTS
SINGLES

from

Imports

Japan

USA

Send 22p

for

,tamps

Europe,

extensive

-

catalogue Overseas enquiries welcome.
Rock
Machine, 391c Mile End
Road, London E3 40S
Callers welcome Thursday
! Friday 12 00 18.00 (close
Mile End Underground)
also every Saturday at
Ho. sham Central Market
W

Sussex

PASTOLASTERSI
GOLDEN Oldies availablé

-

must for collectors a Godsend for DJs
SAE, Vafco 24 Southwalk,
Middleton Sussex
TOP TWENTY hits I collet
tors items Send SAE for
Bargain lists- MAPP
Records, 1 Station Road,
We/bourne Nr Hold, Norfolk.
78, a

56

GOLDEN OLDIES RnR 60s
/ 70s Soul Tamla Jazz

-

deletions

rarities,

Pastimes,' 21 Portland
Road, London SE25
5
grins Norwood Junction
station. Open Tues lay oaturday

LIST red

BEATLES

Parloohone Polydor Picture Sleeves Foreign Ep's

Mono,

albums

-

solo

records Apple rarities

German single Take Away
The Music Spotlight, 192
Cumnor Hill, Oxford 0%2

9JP

WANTED

COSTELLO

'Wednesday Week' b/w
talking in the dark Tel 0533
098229 after 7pm
JONI MITCHELL rarities

-

tapes etc
Jell, 7 Oaks
End Close
Glyngaer
Gelligaer, Mid Glam
GLOBAL EXCHANGE now
on sale Uptown Records

Loughborough
ALBUMS AND Cassettes
wanted In good condiiton
Top prices paid Send list
for Quote COLLECTIONS
COLLECTED from South,
S East and West Catapllla
Records North Street Exeter, Devon
BLASTER BATES 'Getty
Babe'
Ring Tony 105542)
alter six pm
DISCO DEMOS promos
12in LP's Send Ilsl price
Roman, 44 Lindley
Avenue, Tipton
West
Midlands
SUPERLATIVE PATTO
album 'Hold Your Fire'
wanted desperately
Tel 01 - 310 1826 after 7pm
please (Vertigo Deletidn)

-

-

Fan Clubs
GUYS N DOLLS OFFICIAL
WORLD WIDE FAN CLUB
send a SAE for details to

Carclew Avenue
NReHquay, Cornwall TR7
2

1TRESPASS

-

OFFICIAL Fan
Club SAE
10 Browns
Close, Acton Sudbury

Suffolk,

-

JONES official fan
SAE to
John

TOM

club

Moore

Whymark

52

YEAR old female
wishes to sing with group
north Kent
Marylyn, 137
Old Road, Maidstone,
Kent
14

-

Penfriends
LOOKING FOR OPPOSITE
SEX we'll rush letters

describing

(internationally recognised) have pen friends
available

countries
formation

-

-

2458

-

PEN FRIENDS wanted girl

Box 2465
AA FOR penfriends, per-

Masquerade
Dickies yellow

double

offers

Gloucester 68844

-

tric picture .disc tel 0533
898229 after 7pm
GARY GLITTER David
Essex Kate Bush Devo
import singles ep's also
wanted Slade singles Gypsy
Roadhoe and Give
Us A Goal Dave Harbour,
65 Laburnum Street, Holt-

-

ingwood,

Derbyshire

EX>ERIENCED

t

i

records

phoet

791u24

PORTUNITIES with
companies, radio stations.
etc Full - time, part - lame
experience unnecessary,
"Music Industry Employment Guide" £1 "Radio
Employment Guide" £1
"British Music index,'1
(Include 450 + record
company addresses) £1.
RS ProAll three £2.40

-

Efficient

-

Agency

c

34

TQ9 6PG.

LYRIC WRITERS required

A BALLAD, OPERATIC
DR RECORDING CAREER

LONDON
SCHOOL OF
SINGING

-

-

-

-

Scotland

Ireland,

in

Liverpool. London and shortwave- Send
2x1Op coins plus sae or

-

Co eci breelbind
microphone IeChnlgue phras
ma nd presentation
styles

A`L

FULLY TRAINED
Ts ASSURED OF THE
CONTACTS
ONT RCTS laity IM

PORT ANT

RECORD

COM

Pesies

Tel. 01-385 5921

for voice lest to oases, your
professional polenllal

Musical Services
PROMOTE YOUR disco /

group etc with our wide
range of advertising aids
eg 1000 business cards
with choice of motif £18 40
large sae Chris Martin
Entertainments, 39 Wark
Avenue, Shlremoor North
Tyneside

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Twenty Songwriting
Questions Answered "
Free

from

SLADE OFFICE fan club
sae to 24 Ingham Road,
London NW6
SLADES JIMMY happy bir-

thday lotsa love Jackie

NODDY

SLADE

Rob Stratford -on -Avon
SUPERPOP IS IS DEAD'
Long live Global Ex-

change
MOBILE

PROMOTIONS,
Box One, Brandon,
Send SAE for
Suffolk
costs of official Caroline
photos and cassettes
Proceeds to the spirit
PO

.Publications

-

GLOBAL EXCHANGE
The magazine for music

fans

&

everywhere

collectors
For current

Brighton

BN1 8SE

OFFSHORE RADIO
memories send sae for list

Swanninglon, Leics

LE6 4RA
STAR TREK to Howard the

duck plus Undergrounds

of tapes available to D
Welch, 14 Graham House
Condovér Crescent London SE1 B
CB RADIO badges with
special motto and photo of
rig 25p each + sae
Kevin 131 Milward Road
Hastings
East Sussex
'Come On Good Buddy'
RECORD TRACKSDOWN
SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY
FREE 80% OF ALL LP'S
TRACKED DOWN SEND

Warrens, Conan Spirit
epic Elf quest Freak.
Brothers Order your
American comics by post

SAE

FOR SALE.

-

PLUS

REQUIRE-

MENT TO PHILIP

WILLIAMS 203 BELCHERS
LANE, BIRMINGHAM B9
5RT

All the latest marve, WC
imports, free catalogue
from
Fandom Publications, PO Box 53, London
SW191PR

-

Equip. For Sale
CITRONIC KANSES
stateline

Mobile Disco
with lights,
- Tel

100 x 100 amps as
new £490 ono
659 2123

complete
mike, £5.000
06853829

MARC'S PLAQUE

Mobile Discos

WSM Avon Show him he s

3604, 01-240 0973

-

S
Donations please to
Harmer 35 Milton Rise,

not forgotten

PHASE 3 DISCO

-

International

Ireland

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.

-

11 St Albans Avenue,
London W4

DJs Wanted
DEEJAYS WANTED lunchtime and evenings, Lon-

don areas. Deelay Enterprises 769 6453 or 581 3399.

01-800 5365

TOP UNIT Disco

-

GOT central
seat/5 first few rows? Call
252 6976 tora deal,

ZAPPA.

ington 24202
368 7447
CLOUD 9

-

GLOBAL

EXCHANGE.

Now on sale: Very Bazaar.

REPLAY London

DISCO

Leicester

328 6424

HEREFORD DISCO Ft
LIGHTING CENTRE
5

Bridge Street, Hereford, Tel: 65156/55851

SPECIAL OFFER THROUGHOUT
THE MONTH JUN($/JULY
We

by

will discount selected products to stock
15% to make way for our new
Autumn/Winter lines,

E.G.
.... .£178.50
DISCOSOUND MIDAS
£238.00
DISCOSOUND MAGNUM
. (267.75
DISCOSOUND MAGISTER.
DISCOSOUND ROADSTAR IMON01. . . 1420.75
.. 1578.00
DISCOSOUND ROADSTAR (STEREO)
HAZE CARAVELLE (STEREO(.
HAZE PROFESSIONAL (STEREO)
FAL RANGER DELUXE (MONO)
CITRONIC HAWAII II (MONOI

SOUNDOUTSERIES VIA
HAZE SUPERTWIN 200 .

..... £486.20

.

..,

.

.

,

.

.

..

.

.. ..
GP 12- REFLEX BIN
GP HFW HORN UNIT
lorgen selection of lighting in Wale.

£635 80
1'120.00

1216,75
£205 70

.

198 81
£93.21
M,A
londe
west
by
and
P AL,
Dieepaeer,
Pluto,
Palsar, Preception,
Opliklnetiu,
Piccadilly, Orion, light Fantastic, Zero 58, Hare, La Meibe, Rank
Stroud.
.

.

.

.

All prices subject to VAT.

HIRE CASSETTES

* JOIN

oar

tan.groning

** CH00S

ship u

lile

library

net ganable lo,

member-

only
from our superb cat0ogue
including mot top 75 Moo,

entdu

E2.

plus 1000'* of oldie*

Tu your choice of tapes

LISTEN

from tun

2''Ap per day

Free brochure from

THE MUSICASSETTE LIBRARY (Dept
PO Roe 147, Wotford WD7 4f f, Reno

01-886-

pm

1

- Pete,
- Leam-

DISCOTHEQUES,

JIM

blank po
PRLC Issue send 60p; Global ExNewsletter Two 147 change 253 Church Lane,
New
Mackie Avenue

01 -

INEXPENSIVE Wanted

Happy Birthday
Good
luck with this tour Let's
show em who's still No 1

- 8

RM)

pm

ADAM HALL SUPPLIES
cabinet finings Including
eac.,ndescend
d ovdnp Pies
.«
.veéaia
speaker 1Mins kits lacks
socks,, cannon. and BuiL re. siso

SOLAR 250 MK II

Complete with

Mall

and

effects wheels and
rotator.
2

Em11A5S
1

3

,

horno 52nc copin rmoálo

ARAM HALL
Unit

List Price £148.50

you forsuccess in all
style' bl singing For Moro In
tereled inrecording sue
en` today a deco
cesstuvy
specialised
and rock sound
tuition is *run Soul and CIW

urns

Gloucester

OUR PRICE £97.50

Songwriters Association
record company, (RM2),
Limerick City,

by
30 Sneyd
details (SAE)
HUMAN LEAGUE all Hall Road, Bloxwich, Stafsingles wanted (and new fordshire
double one) good prlice. WORK IN sunny, romantic
Fiona Evans. 18 Perton - Europe, all manner of lobs
grove Wlghtwlck, Immediately available in
Wolverhampton
all countries Send for this
SCOTCH ON The Rocks
month's job list with lull
Force 10 (Decca Label) details and you can be on
slate price
Peter Len- your way in days £1 post
ten, 101 Pythchley Road
Work
p477 from
Kettering, NorthamptonCh ethamd Hill RoadEuroe,
shire
Manchester M8 71 R
shadows 'Sweet Georgia
Brown'eing Andy 445 3071

-Piracy

SLADES JIM and Noddy
happy Birthday Keep on
Rockin
Stan + Elaine

OPTIK 'NETICS

Tuition

copyright,
ductions, Hamilton Explains
publishing, recording,
Chesterfield, House, Staverton, Devon, contracts, royalties etc.

BROTHER BONES and his

that you care
ALL LATEST Pirate news
CB Caroline's Return

(0206)44884

DJs

required for London area
only ritual have phone and
Car but no equipment
OPEMPLOYMENTrecord

WANTED TUBEWAY Army
Park 12 Inch and 'Elec-

marriage

reliable inexpensive one
year's membership, £7
AtlanFree details from

Situations Vacant

hours

Records Wanted

frends,

partners

-

Roxanne blue,

-

Beaconsfield Avenue, Colchester, CO3 3DJ Tel

-

Members clear
Undertones green Skids while

-

MODETTE SEEKS mod aged about 15 to write
Box

-

disc

over 40
SAE for in
Pen Friend

313J.

Leeming
Gemini 450
Mansfield NottinghamRecords
123 George
shire
Mablethorpea SAMSON
Street
FAN club, SAE
Lincs.
PO Box "82,
for details
BILL NELSON solo album Guildford, Surrey
GU2
'northern Dream' £4.25 6PF
Record Bar, THE WHO official club,
post free
21
Upper Ktrkgate send SAE for details to
Wakefield, West Yorks
The Who Club, PO Box
PISTOL SWINDLE original 107A. London N6 5RU
card bag, mint offers £30
TUBEWAY ARMY picture

from

League, 355 Birchfield
Road, Birmingham 020

Street,

one,- K evto 041-423 6455

-

5RU

-

stamp

yourselves,

tree brochure, photo appreciated, stamped to
Atari Box 202 Worpal
Road, Wimbledon,
PEN FRIEND LEAGUE

Avenue, London N22
GENESIS OFFICIAL fan
club send SAE for details
to
Genesis Information
PO Box 107, London, N6

-

Magazine

company Issue 8 has all details plus
Details (sae)
30 Sneyd
Hall Road, Bloxwich, Staf- ship photos Only 35prfrom
Soundwaves Box 1'10 Orpfordshire
EXPERIENCED DJ ington Kent
requires work in club holi- RADIO CAROLINE,
day centre hotel etc Box Donations please to
SRC c/o 11 Telly Terrace,
no 2462
Ad par, Newcastle Emlyn,
Situations Wanted Dyfed SA38 92A show her

sonal

OFFICIAL PRETENDERS
fan club SAE for details to
Winde, 60 Parker Street,
OUR LATEST list contains London WC2
UK Subs Fan
over 2000 different OFFICIAL
PO Box 12,
unplayed Golden Oldies Club, SAE to
plus hundreds of LPs and Guildford Surrey
COVEN
WITCHFYNDES
at
recent ex - juke box hits
for details
bargain prices Send 15p send SAE

SAE I IRC 64 St Peters
Ave Caversham Reading

Soundwaves

-

803 0884, 801 8517.

658 9426

STEVE DAY -01.5244978.

-

-

699 4010.

-

RBL ROAOSHOW

z

NEIL MRRAY

recording

51

ORANGEPEEL
969 2651.
JOHNNY DEAN'S Disco
with lights, all occasions

FEMALE SINGER requires
work with pro band (disco Special Notice
or cabaret) tel Mac
cleslleld 29797 after 6 pm
Ugood luck
THOUSANDS OF summer WHITESNAKEU
lobs at home and abroad On tour hope to see you
Numerous occupations to soon Coming to see you
choose from send sae for Hammersmith Tuesday
further details of this June 24 love Mandy
Duide
Lisgo Enterprise RADIO CAROLINE
ept S 182 Armstrong what does the future hold''
Find out full story of sinkNewcastle NE4 80P
LYRIC WRITERS required ing and future plans in
by

JANSEN-

DAVE

,

Records For Sale

14, 1980

,illu Cnl:á énlopuesab'"
M. sueeu.S
ham

Carlton Courts, Grainger Rood, Soulkend-oe.Sea,

.

Plus £3.00 P&P

DOVETAILED DISCO

SETTERS DISCO CENTRE
31.32 Brunsfield Place, Edinburgh.
Tel: 031 229 6662

Al Pece, include

RECORDING CASES Make ehayabi

Approx1651

LP, . E10 75

TRAINEE MANAGERS

PO

etc payable to

SINGLES

Approx 12001 £10 75
Approx 13001E13.25
Approx (500) £16 60
UK only

RON OOVET

273 StourDrtdpe Rd.
Molly Nall, Duffle",

west Midlands
Tel: (0361) 77537

age 22/29

We,are planning more Disco shops inthe DX
during 1980 and need ambitious young
salesmen who can develop the skills re
quired to manage a Roger Squire's Disco

DISCO EQUIPMENT

Centre
Some technical knowledge of Disco Equip
ment will be a conslderabte-advaptage We
offer a good salary plus bonus plus commission and excellent prospects
Ring Andree Mead to arrange an interview

All makes New and Used Gear in Stock
Unbelievable Prices. Mail Order.
Instant Credit

COSTS A LOT LESS AT ABC

DISCOMART

Send 50p for our latest

Rogar Squira'i
Hornet Trading Estate Park Road Barnet Hens ENS 5SA

Telephone 01-44119i9

THORNEY LANE SOUTH

I1(ER, BUCKS. Tel 107531653171
run range of Disco 8. Lighting Equipment
Stockists of Citronic. TK Discosound. ICE, FAL,
hike. Optikinectice. Cloud. SW. Audiotech,

Simms, Pulsar, Soundout. Satyrus, Meteor, Rank
Strand. Orange, Electro -Voice
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

UP TO 25% OFF ALL SPEAKERS
HP- Mail Order, Access. Hire, Repair
Thurs
Open Mon -Set 10 am -6 pm Late Night

catalogue

DISCOMART
SURBITON ROAD
KINGSTON, SURREY
Tel. 01-546 9877
56

DISCO HIRE

DISCO BARN
20

ABC
MUSIC

FROM THE HARROW DISCO CEMTRE
FULL RANGE OF SOUND Er LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE FOR PROFESSIONAL OR HOME USE

COMPLETE DISCO WITH LIGHTS FROM £13
DECK UNITS. AMPS, SPEAKERS, PROJECTORS.
SOUND TO LIGHT. STROBES. DRY ICE AND BUBBLE
MACHINES. SNAKE LIGHTS. LASERS, ETC. ETC.
ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

8

pm

Send sue for full hire list to RECORD N DISCO CENTRE
01 8688637
350 RAYNERS LANE. PINNER. MIDDX

,

52
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1980

'

Personal

EXCITING

wants to meet loving lady looks unimportant Swindon and surPlesae
roundrngp area
write 2 Hodord Crescent
PHIL

Gies

GLl

44P

photography

General
seeks mates
Free Accomodation I
hospitably mends visiting
London Box no 2468
VIVACIOUS FEMALE 22
seeks young handsome
man for fun fnendship
must support Arsenal,
Photo appreciated Box no
2467

MALE 23, quiet personality
reasonable looks, In-

terests

include

sport

travel cinema music etc
has car seeks quiet girl 16
plus for dates, outtrigs and

friendship

Manchester

area. write Box no 2456
LIVERPOOL GUY, Paul 26
likes rock music cinema
sport seeks girl for friendship any age All letters
answered Box 2457
ASIAN GUY 17 into punk ie
PIL Crass UK Subs wish
to meet Asian girl who
listens to punk music,
Photo appreciated. contact R Singh Box 2459
e,CLI'PtiS s tINE.-

-

.
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.
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HULL GUY 17 would
desperately like to meel
girl for genuine -friendship
preferably in Hull area
Box no 2466
PHOBIC MALE

age 26
wishes to meet sincere
understanding female for

friendship travel holidays,
etc Birmingham area Box
no 2461
HULL GUY, 20 seeks girl
16+ for lasting friendship,
likes all music and enjoy-

ing life, photo appreciated
all letters answered Box

no 2463
REALLY SHY lonely young
man 22 seeks realy lonely
young lady 17 / 22 who

-

likes wearing coloured
East Sussex
socks
Area Box no 2464

MANCHESTER

SOUTH

dinary cigarette filter, conceals refillable gas lighter,
only £2 post free

it)

AOIE( CONYtACTS
ISCUFTON GARDENS

AR

Parker

LONDON NIS

Genuine

replies please
WANT A friend Guy into

music

BY MAIL
year. membership only E1.
For ache, lend SAE le,

1

Flartord

Kempstord

CIGARETTE SHAPED
lighter looks just like or-

NEW FRIENDS

21

Gardens
shire

SS

STEVE
ggrItnend

lovin¢
-SEEKS
GIRLFRIEND
appreciated Box No 2457

BLONDE

wanted by guy 22 in
Leeds area. Into Police
Blondie
Reply to Box No 2443
ENGUSH GUY, 24, lives in
Edinburgh quiet romantic
type into rock cinema etc
seeks girllnend or female
peninend Interested then
wnte to Nell
Box No

-

2441

METALINE WILL send you
Godzilla (see for sael column)
UFO'S EXISTI Research

Investigation

skywatches

MOD
each

For Sale

photos,
books

-

books SAE details to
Brdish UFO Society 47
Belsize Square London
NE3
NEW FRIENDS wordwide
SAE details WPC
39a

Heatherleigh Road
Ruislip Manor Middlesex

DOVELING, PHOTO
Friends select your pen friends and partners from
photographs Send a
stamp for free illustrated
brochure
Doveline A16
PO Box 100
Haywards
Heath Sussex
MAKE FRIENDS with our
help
Dates Unlimited
2/4 Chichester Rents,
Chancery Street London

-

-

-

WC2A 1 EJ
EARN CASH al home
SAE Lacey Dept RM 13,

Bouverie Street, Glasgow

-

G14

EXCITING FRIENDS
Details sae Golden Circle,
10 John Street, Royton
Oldham OL2 5JR

PENFRIENDS
all ages

-

5

Lakeside

Cove,

Hamp-

MANY POSTERS Cuttings
books etc sae to Box no
2471.

EXPLODING DETONATOR

-

Brighton,

Angelic Upstarts, Blondle.
Beat (4) Crass (4), Clash
15),

Cockney

Rejects,

Damned Jam Madness
(5), Mods, Mod Squad
Ska
Specials Selector
SLP (5) Sid Target UK
Subs (3) Union Jack, Who
(4), etc sae for lull list
Mike Wood 242a Yeading
Lane, Hayes Middx
GLOBAL EXCHANGE now

on sale. Good luck
designs
Ashby - de - la -

-

-

-

Sussex TN1 3GS_

PUNK badges, 20p
sae
Anarchy,

+

with ammo place under Zouch
record book etc When SEND
disturbed BANGi £1 00 photo YOUR favourite
snapshot picture,
post Intl from Matchrile newsclipping
(any size)
11
Larklleld Coalpit and we will blow
it lo a
Heath, Bristol
giant 14" x 18' photo 1
X - RAY SPECS amazposter for lust £4 Original
ingillusion to see right returned undamaged,
no
through everything bones negative needed
General
in your hand yolk in egg, Publishing
26 Brown St,
girls clothes etc our Manchester M2 1 DN
price only £1 inc postage LATEST COLOUR
from Matchnte School ROCKPHOTOS;ii
'Road Frumtpon Cotterell GENESIS
May 1980, ERIC
Bristol BS 172BX
CLAPTON May 1980 HOT
DAVID ESSEX superb on
May 1980 SUZI
GOSSIP
stage photos from the
QUATRO May 1980 ROY
latest tour set of 10 5"
May 1980, BOB
31/2 ' colour
prints only HARPER
MARLEY June 1980 JOE
£3 00 from S Flinders 5
Main Street Stanton By JACKSON June 1980,
WHITE BAND
Dale
Ilkestone Der- AVERAGE
June 1980, SAMMY
byshire
HAGER
April
1980, JUDAS
THIN LIZZY on stage set of
PRIEST March 1980 IRON
10 superb colour 5" x 31/2"
March 1980
photos from the latest UK MAIDEN
Tour only £3 20 a set from RAINBOW March 1980
PRETENDERS March 1980
S Flinders 5,Main St Stanton By Dale Ilkeston. Der- ROBIN TROWER Feb 1980
UFO Feb 1980 SELECTER
byshrre
Feb 1980 BLONDIE Jan
ROZ FLEETWOOD signed
1980
A superb set of 10 Sin
-photo taken March 1980 al
3'hin colour prints for
gig in Isfington £2 ono sae £3 90 or 20 for £7 50, or a
to Carole 229 Whalley full set
of 30 for only
Road
Clayton, Accr- £10 80i (add
p&p)
20p
ington Lancs
(Also, new photos on KATE
now BUSHI Send largish sae
1980 CATALOGUE
available frees Thousand for new FREE ILof' books, badges, pal LUSTRATED CATALOGUE
ches, photos posters, detaillnd complete range
Heavy Metal, Punk Mods
of over 100 other bands,
Bowie Blondie Sci - Fi
with free proofs of 10 x 8s
Nostalgia
please send available'
PETE STILL
large sae for overseas PHOTOGRAPHY, 6a
send 4 ire coupons to Waldegrave Rd
London
Harlequin 68 St Peter- SE19 2AJ
sgate Stockport
COLOUR- CONCERT

WORLDWIDE
welcome_ Stamped to 60 1,000 ELVIS fans won't be
Ellesmere Road, Benwell 'wrong Because they will
Newcastle un Tyne NE4 own, a beautiful 10" wall
plate Beautiful picture of
8TS
OPPOSITE SEX partners Elvis on white china plate,
IoundJil It's free at of Elvis set on black Pink
I'N'T'E'R'D'A'T'E' lining plus individually
Rush letters describing numbered certificate- Exyourselves + SAE to
clusively from us to corn-,
Box No 2009, Record Mir- memorate the Third anror. 40 Long Acre, London niversary of the passing of
WC2
the king of Rock n Roll
JANE SCOTT, genuine In- Send po's for £6 99 Inc p &
troductions, opposte sex. p to King Creole Promowith sincerity and tions, 107 Cambridge St
thróughtlulness Details Norwich Norfolk
free Stamp to
Jane HEAVY METAL badges
Scott, 3/RM North Street, 30p each patches '45p

Quadrant,

1

each AC / DC Black Sabbath Deep Purple Hawk
wind Iron Maiden, Judas

-

PHOTOGRAPHS
ONLY
£2 99 per pack of 10 prints
(ex p&p) TOP BANDS &
ARTISTS pictured live on

-

stage
This week's
selection from the gigplx
collection includes
AC/DC Bad Company,
..Barclay James Harvest
Be -Bop Deluxe, Blondie,
Boney M, Boomtown Rats

Elkie

Brooks,

Camel,

Cheap Trick Curved Air,
Darts Dr Feelgood, Eddie
& Hod 'Rods David Essex,
Peter Gabriel & Band,
Rory Gallagher & Band,
Generation X
Genesis

Ian

Gillan Band

Girlschool, Steve Hackett
& Band, Hawkfords Hawk discos, sport seeks girl 17 tracts In occult witchcraft, Priest
Led Zeppelin, wind, Iron Maiden, The
! 24 reply to éecord'Mirror communes, etc? Pen - Motorhead, Rush, Scor- Jam, Judas Priest, Linfriends In all areas and pions, Status Quo Thin disfarne, Madness, John
Box no 2466
FREE CLASSIFIEDS in throughout the USA
Lizzy, Whilesnake etc
Miles & Band, Motorhead,
Canada, etc Stamp please Sae with all orders or for Bill Nelson's Red Noise,
Global Exchange.
Worldwide Baraka, The free list to A Punshon, 207 Graham Parker & Rumour,
YOIUNG MAN 21 would
like nice girl (16-21) to Golden Wheel, Liverpool Stoke Road, Slough, The Police, Pretenders,
Box no 115 3HT
writer I meet
Berks
Suzi Quatro, Queen,
2472
MAKE FRIENDS all over
Rezillos, Tom
FRIENDLY CHRISTIAN the world, write to (sae) GENESIS RARITIES sae Ramones,
details B Daniels 8 The Robinson Band,
and
guy 18
Lis's Letterbox, 22 Mont- Avenue London N10
Runaways,
Rush, Sad
lonely
lywoU dl like to write Ii pelier Road. London W5
GLOBAL EXCHANGE now Cale, Siouxsie & Bánmeet girl for friendship 1
on sale Randles Records shees, Slits, Patti Smith
relationship I'm Into most
Group, Squeeze, Status
Coalville
music
Box No 2453
IOcc
'PINK FLOYD ticket Lon- Quo, Stiff Little Fingers,
IN CONCERT
don August 5th will swop Stranglers, 10cc, Thin Liz(Wembley '80)
for August 8th 1 9th (0294) zy. Tubes, Judie Tzuke,
UFO, Undertones, Unah
822648 after 7pm
GREAT NEWS
'
LATEST COLOUR
Heep, Whitesnake, etc.
FOR SHY GUYS
PHOTOGRAPHS
Exclusive pack contains 10
10cc pictured
different full Colour prints
live on
era. M m N 5.r Md la. Min re/ r.1
COtOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
e ,e
Wembley
mble y Arena
w . dot Ate der
pla y
size 5In x 3'hin, of same
AT UNRIATA ME PRICES
re My 11.P. xi -e
4
band. All top quality
5'47' phoios 55p each or S log
i
l
re, .Her N ..h
U 50 Police, Numan, BOP..
photographer. Exclusive
photos by professional
r4 414.1441era dure? N.e
Blondie Jam Clash, Sham,
o
rw
: r.4. M 416 4: yew duet
different
photographers. PRICE
Ferry OINia 2Apecnn, Pne71A
prints
size 5' x 357'
rea la Please
PER PACK: STILL ONLY
hundreds more Monochrome
for ONLY 0.99 plus pap
la
also amiable La 50 set Si 5
£2 99, excluding p&p,: per
per pack UK/12p,
guy 23. 5'8", likes driving.

-

YOU seeking con-

ARE

-

-

.,

y..

r

r

41

prol esstonIi

cr

nro n y

S.w ro

MATCNxiTI PUILICAhOhS

arrMrr

ae..

Y.el Aori.
1.^ru rwrw{ NM.I
1117 >v

10'48'

Overseas/25p,

.41..

these. top-quality
photos, send remittance
For

now to:

GIGII

COIORPACIS

(ASE), PO Boa 52

it Merits Road,

Wokmpynom

Bersahie. Á0/115W

aota

PAP iSp singles, Pop
sole, Hundreds d1 Badges.
Patches, etc SAE for lats.
Cheques: Po's to
Photocell, GM 9 Oasis. Brown

Slner, Manehealer.
and erode erlge,lies

Caimrs

welcome

Idee

a
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sa-'

,

BADGES 15p each & sae Specials Face, Madness,
Human, MerWho
UIJ, the Kids Are Chords 51d, Secret
Affair,
R&B, Ska,' ton Parkas,
Alright, Who

SCORPIONS.

Skinheads
Tubeway Army, PIL
Mod/Mod Bluebeat,

Jam Mods, 999 Cannabis
Leaf, Who, AKA, Rude

c

sae Specials (3) Mods,
Clash Blondie Secret Af-

Leeds 9, Yorkshire
KISS Logo In Red Metal on

-

-

Anarchy

--

-

-

--

- -

-

Well

Gary Numan,

Susoect Never Mind-The
Bullocks, I'm A Mess, Sid
U/J
'57-79 UK Subs
Enjoy Co-caine-its the
real thing
Police
Outlandos, Sex Pistols Ig-

-

-

Punk, Mods are

gy Pop

alright Scooter - target
Tourist Northern Mods
hate Mods Sex Pistols
RIP Mods into the '80s
Who -target Secret Affair
U/J Beatles Beat, Anti
Mod League, anti -disco
league, Brighton Mods
'64, Beat (tears clown)
Buzzcocks - chequered,
Confederate Flag, Don't
I

-

Call

Dury,

Glory

Me

Ska

Face

Ian

I'm

not

Damned,

Boys

Devo

Tourist Jam - (modern
world), Jam - (Eton Rifles),
Joe Jackson Kiss, Led
Zeppelin - (out doors),
Lambfeltas, (beat boys),

Modettes

Southern

Mods Mods are back,
Mods love green onions,

Madness

Modness

Madness M We Are The
Mods, Mods Over Britain,

'Police - (moon),
Pretenders purple'hearts,
Back to Zero - target
Ouadrophenia, - Rockers
Rule. Status Quo, Skins
Rule. Police - (bottle), Thin
Lizzy, Police - (custody),
We are the Mods - target,
XTC, Beach F(gher target, Mod magic -target,
The Mods - target, Jam
'Em In
Mods against
motorbikes - UIJ Jam - All
Mod Cons, Modrophenia The Who, Modrophenia The Who, Secret Affair
Question Mark, Who Are
999

1

,

ilPOla

brt,

£3

,

days.sml
ch50eQueen, Remember allowlack
/ cash I PO. to*
Brighton Two/tone, ques
Godzilla
Metallne,
T
Who
man
Two/tone Shirts, 35 Upper AcPink Floyd (wall), Police
Road,
commodation
Halen,
Van
Beat,
Selecler,
28shi

lambretta, Stones Tongue,
Sex Pistols AKA Rush
R&B, Madness
Who
EXTRA
Mod/Mod Ska
LARGE PATCHES £1 each
+ 20p P&P any number
Union Jack, Brighton '64
Who, Specials. Police on
Beat.
Target or UIJ

Madness

Selecter

Madness M Parka Power,
Target, Jam on Target
TWO TONE BELTS 61.40
each + sae Madness M,
Madness Dancer Specials
Face Ska Plain Checks
Send cheques Plorders
payable to NAKED EYE or
sae for lists NAKED EYE,
OrpFairview Drive
7
i

n g

t

o n

Kent
TRADE

-

WHOLESALE OR
ENQUIRIES WELCOME
DISTRIBUTORS RE
QUIRED WORLDWIDE
(BRITISH MONEY)

MODS

METAL

FLICK

COMB, press switch, out
shoots comb, only £1 post
free from Matchnte, 167
Winchester Road, Bristol,
BS4 3NJ

GODZILLA T shirts are
here new Metaline process, top award winner for
new product in United
States, is now available to
you only through sole UK

Concessionaires, Godzilla
T
Shirts Actual metal
Logos and writing etc
makes other products look
dull washable, durable
Only available from
Godzilla T Shirts, 35 Upper
Accommodation Road
Leeds 9 Yorkshire See
ads below
MOTORHEAD ENGLAND,
In shining steel on black
shirt, sml looks fantastic,
only £3 50 Inc postage,
allow 28 days delivery,
send cheques / cash I PO,
to Metaline, Godzilla T
Shirts, 35 Upper Ac.

-

,commodat-ion Road,
Leeds

9 Yorkshire
MOTORHEAD SILVER
Disc
Fabulous, new
design with disc and
bomber In shining steel

with words Bomber Silver
Disc 1980, limited edition
on black shirt smI don't

sendonly

Leeds 9, Yorkshire.
SAXON Wheels o1 Steel,
Logo in shining steel on
black shirt, amt Allow 29
days, only £3.50 Inc
postage, cheques I cash f
PO to Metaline, Godzilla
35 Upper AcT Shirts

commodation Road,

Leeds 9, Yorkshire
SAXON Wheels of Steel in
shining Red Metal on
white shirt smi, as worn by
Biff on stage, allow 28

days,

only

£3.50 inc
cash I
Godzilla
T -Shirts, 35 Upper Ac.

postage,
postage cheques

1

PO, to

commodatlon Road,

Leeds 9, Yorkshire.
JUDAS PRIEST. Brand
new design, shining metal
steel razor blade with
Bntish Steel motif, only
£3 50 Inc postage, done
miss this one on black
shirt sml, allow 28 days,
cheques
cash 1 PO, to:
1

Metallne Godzilla T
Shirts. 35 Upper Accommodation Road,

Leeds 9, Yorkshire
IRON MAIDEN. Silver
Metal Logo on black shirt,
sml only £3 50 inc postage.
Allow 28 days, cheques I
cash I PO. to Metaline,
Godzilla T Shins, 35 Upper
Accommodation Road,
Leeds 9, Yorkshire.
THIN LIZZY. Logo In Silver
metal on black shirt, sml.
Allow 28 days, only £3 50
Inc postage, cheques I
cash / PO, to, Metaline,
Godzilla T Shirts, 35 Upper
Accommodation Road,
Leeds 9, Yorkshire.
POLICE. May You be with
the Force, Logo brilliant In
Metal on black shirt, sml
Allow 28 days, only £3.50
Inc postage, cheques f
cash I PO. to Metaline,
Godzilla T Shirts, 35 Upper
Accommodation Road,
Leeds 9VENIR,
Yorkshire.
SOU
SCARVES
Elvis Presley, Blondie.,
Bo
M, Queen, Kale
Bush,ney Suzi Ouatro, Bee
Gees, Rod Stewart David

Bowie,

David Essex,
Showaddywaddy, John
Ttavolta, Grease scarves.

Madness, Selector
Specials, also Mod
scarves, £1,00 each, p&p
Metaline, Godzilla -T Included, overseas
Shirts, 35 Upper Ac- customers add 50p extra
Generation commodation Road,
Send cheques/POs R

You Mods Are News Punk
is History,
I'm cheap,
Police - (In custody),

Penetration,

Jam,

Swastika

fair

--

-

-

sml. £3,50 only Inc
postage, allow 28 days,
cashI
to

Godz
T
Boys, Rude Girls, Metalineheques,
Ska SEW Shirts, 35 Upper AcSelecter, Quadrophems
Road,
commodation
Bowie ON PATCHES 50p each +

Stranglers
(Rat),
(stage), Buzzcocks
(faces on
AC/DC, Jam
Target, Jam
UIJ), Jam
!J. Swastika Union
Jack, Rude Boys Specials
BI W, AKA, Specials
red, gand of Four Skids
(stage),
UIJ,' Blondie
Police
(shield), London
target
Mods Vespa
Bowie (face Chords
Motorhead,
UIJ, Cars
Rock steady.
two/tone
Checks Madness Rude
target,
Girls Chords
UIJ
Squeeze, Mods
Elvis Secret Affair, Squire
target Chaos, Target
Ska
U'/J Nut, SidJ Nancy, Lambretta, Merton
U/J
Parkas, Mods Rule
Crossed - arrow - target
mod signs Jags Prince
Buster. Skinhead Reggae
'Rebel Slits Mod Squad

-

Logo In
Blue Metal on black shirt,

delay only £3 50 Inc
postage, allow 28 days,
cheques I cash

I

PO, to

-

Leeds 9, Yorkshire
Harrison, 10 Coronation
THIN LIZZY rarities, also Road,
ld
Wild Horses, Eric Bell, Skegness.
plus many others
SAE. ANGELIC UPSTARTS,
Eugene, 13 Kirton Walk, Motorhead, Queen Led
Captain Beaky, SLF, Edgware, Middx
Zeppelin, Black Sabbath,
Toyah Bodysnatchers, AC/DC. Logo in Red Metal Status Quo, Pink Floyd,
Psychedelic Furs, on black shirt sml £3.50 Inc Ramones, Police, Kate
Specials - (face), postage, cheques I cash 1 Bush, Damned. AC/DC,
Ramones, Buster Don't PO, to Metaline, Godzilla Blondie, Gary Numan,'
Cali Me Scar Face, T Shirts, 35 Upper Ac- Rush, Kiss, Thin Lizzy, Sid
Vultures don't
But do commodation Road, Vicious, Boomtown Rats.
(please state alternatives). Leeds 9. Yorkshire.
Stranglers, Che Guevara
BLACK TIES slim with YOU TELL IT WE
PRINT IT. Legalise Speeding, No
white logo's etc £1 each Your slogan
Wucking Furries, Conon
+ sae, Police Clash, Pur- or sweatshirt, a tee-shirt federate Flag,' Suzuki,
£3.50 or
ple Hearts, Tubeway ArSML
TITS, 12 Kawasaki, Honda, Yamaha
my, Elvis, 2/3 Specials, £5.95.
St , Newcastle t/shirts, £3.00; s/shirts
Specials trumpet. Blenheim
£5.50 post free, s.mJ..
on Tyne.
MOTORHEAD (state which black /, white dept C GenWay,
one), t -shirts, £3.50, try oueensCleveland.
Ing h am,
SPARSE EFFECTIVE
s/shirts, £5.95; SML
TITS, 12 Blenheim SL, THIN LIZZY, t -shirts, £3515101-;
KEYBOARD PLAYER
s/shirts, £5.95; SML
Newcastle on Tyne.
Required
U
1 2
SIOUXSIE AND THE TITS, 12 Blenheim St.
Newcastle on Tyne.
overseasl25p Buy now.
BANSHEES multi-plc
BY
tSend remittance to GIGPIX
FICTION RECORDS
shirts, £3.50; s/shirts, ELVIS OFFICIAL fan cab
COLORPACKS (R94) PO
£5.95,
or
large
plc
of
Siouxmagazine, plus varloua luARTISTS
Box 22, 15 Marks Road,
sle same prices.
TITS. tist singles collection.
01-4598618
12 Blenheim St., NewcasWokinggham, Berkshire,
KRB, 27 White Road,
aan
tle on Tyne.
RG11 164W.
Mere, Wiltshire.

-

-

:r

pack

K/

Piss Off, Oh Shit,
Madness - (dancer), Cannabis Leaf Jam -(setting
sons) Mod/Mod - target,
Hissing Sid is Innocent,
X,

-

Ingomells,

-

1

-

-

p;

-

-

-

Record Minor, June 14,
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or brown,

Bentsleathe,, 45 Church
lane Whitwick, Coalvllle,

ON
Stage at
Hammersmith 1990, set of
10 superb Odiur Sin
7'r m pro'cs only £1.20 a
S Flinders 6
stair a at Stanton by
GENESIS

TEESHIRTS.
f?' Tml Starpnnts (Rl,
- -treat, Newbold,
V.au
ercestershlre
Ilkeston Der KISS TIES, black print on
Dale
wh' 3ttnertook tie £1
bfr stir
BLO;NDIE ON Stage UK SAE
Bentsleather, 45
1 of 10 superb
Ch,. n Lane Whitwick
lore, 1MED
in photos.
Co-I. Pe Lines
co' ar S
STATUS QUO lies black
p D Harry only
But
From S pr r,
white leatherlook
£3
tic i
SAE
Bent
P ride - 'S Main Street
Stanton i v Dale Ilkeston, Bleat' t r 45 Church Lane
wit to th Coawdte Lelcs
riven
TALKING HEADS tear of GENESIS, KISS, new cole is C t shirts £3 50 our concept photographs
slsh:_5, í59S SML
now aysiMble, £4 for 10,
45p each
TITS. 12 Blenheim St
Send sae for
NewcJSxl. In Tyne
corrniete list of groups or
PENETRATION up for air with 3rder to ALAN
(nos Mt- open - t -shirts
PERRY PO Box 4, Upton,
£3 Si: 1/shirts £5 95 SML
Wirral Merseyside
TITS. 12 Blenheim St
REBEL FLAGS, 20in x

e

BLONDIE

-

-

11in

St

Bl,nh.,m

a yrt.

MOTORHEAD TIES, black
print on whte leatherlook
Benttie, £l Y SAE

-

POLICE
£2 50

sleatrer, 45 Church Lane,
Whiiwick, CoaWdle Lelcs
RAINBOW TIES, black
pert on Akita leatherlook
Bent
tie, £1 > SAE
sleathe 45 Church Lane

(R)

50'S

-

s m I
Starprints
202 Main Street

white

Verdon

shirts

1

-

-

Stewart

Elvis

1979,

Costello March 1980
David Essex, Slade,
DIANA ROSS 5x3511250,

-

Please
state artist and send to
Robert Cleaver Actacon,
The Green Wingham, Nr
Canterbury Kent
STRAIGHT TIES in red
leatherlook (also white),

8 x 6

£6, 10

8 112

x

- - Bentsleather,fl
Church Lane Whitwick
SAE

45

Coalvllle Leics

BONDAGE TIES with D
rings and strap s/m/I,
BentU 50 4 SAE

sleather

45

Church Lane.

Whitwick Ctxalville, Leics
ZIPPED TEES 5 zips al
leas) black or white tee
SML
shirts_ £5 95
TITS, 12 Blenheim St ,
Newcastle on Tyne
ADAM 8 THE ANTS
WHIP IN MY VAUSE, t shirts
f3 50; s/shirts,
TITS, 12
£595
SML
B enheim St . Newcastle
onTyne

-

-

-

BORN
SPRINGSTEEN
TO RUN OR HE'S THE

f3 50,
ONE, I shirt
slshirts, f5 95. SML
MS '2 Blenheim St.,
Newcastle on Tyne

STAMIDNIGHT, (-

SML
Blenheim St
on Tyne

-

CRASS

ASYLUM
WOMEN

slshirts
TITS

TITS.

SHAVED

-

£3 50;

£595, SML.

Blenheim St

12

Newcastle on Tyne.
THE CURE, I -shirts,

sfsnirts
TITS

12

REALITY.

I-shirts,

,

-

£3 50,

SML
Blenheim Si.

£5 95,
12

-

Newcastle on Tyne
DEF LEPPARD
t -shirts,
£3.50
slshirts, £5.95.
SML
TITS, 12 Blenheim
SL Newcastle on Tyne
RUSH (state which one), I-

-

shirts,

-

£3 50:

s/Shirts.

f5 95 SML.
TITS, 12
Blenheim St, Newcastle
on Tyne
CHEAP TRICK, t -shirts,
£3 50 5/shirts, E5 95; SML.
TITS, 12 Blenheim St.,
Newcastle on Tyne.

-

-

shirts'

-

£3 50,

f5 95, SML
Blenheim St
on Tyne

,

BOWIE- Photo magarine
BOWIE

BOWIE

[-
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ROUTE 66

Freepost
South Ockendon, Estee

RMiS 1BR
(No sump .wed.d On..',w-* si

* GUIDE *

NEW POSTER

reasonable prices 1000
different originals SAE I

-

Skeleton Records
PO BOX 4
Birkenhead Merseyside
THE HAMMERSMITH
Record Fayre is on June
29th don't miss it Forty
The
stalls ail styles
Clarendon Hammersmith,
'Nr Tube 12-6
tp,

(fTC),

IRC

64

Sl Peter Ave

Caversham 1 Ber1,3
PROBABLY THE cheapest

fukebox
secondhand
records around Huae
selection from lop SAE
Nor
63 Jervolse Drive
thfield, Birmingham

-

-

KATE BUSH

vin

95

Or-

ROME
El 35

DEBRA JO
CI 95

16

- Japanese

pages

i

.
-

UK SUBS PRODUCTS, PO
BOX 12, GUILDFORD,
SURREY.

ET

50 60

[1
t1

95 65
25 40

ALL PAYMENTS to "Harlequin '61St
Stockport, SK1

Retes 6 Conditions
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cheque/postal order for
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ALL SMALL
ACCEPTED

ADS MUST

BE

STRICTLY PREPAID BY CHEQUE

SERIES DISCOUNT$
51.

Name..

to SS oru,buy

room*.

Small ads Dope Record
London WC2E SJT

Mino,

40

Long ACM

NEW Ruses

n

10

POSTERS
22 MOOR STREET

BIRMINGHAM
for 1/3

ADD 4Sp post/pecking
Posters, Sp cock

OR POSTAL ORDER. CASH WILL

SEMI DISPLAY sevensng
ra 12 ow sup.* cowmn ,ncn
075 pro song,* cmumn ceninwne

-Send con-mimeo

35

one

.. to cover the cost made payable to RECORD

Noel, par word Mrs

Cneou, Patio 0.M, ro

tt

MIRROR

Maw two words plus Sop pence lec

12%

DALLAS

'CARDS &

BOX NUMBERS

1. n,nsen,00s
7% Tor 13:neem.w
10% for 2s lnselmru

J.R.

!

aausu

wlt 11

r1-s6L2

Art

itni

OF"

,

5.

1.2-4
CI 35 Each

a Were

exWOKS

Fl...r b/w

eh
cam*
e.lOur.
ts10 4
80 DEREK

4u1

word

r let Iwo
d, words m BOLD

nMIO

IOor

111011011.40

LUAU WWII
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a
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PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the heading
Insertlonlsl commencing Issue dated
I

Linde. the Headmge
FRIENDS, SITUATIONS
PEN
FAN
CLUBS.
VACANT. RECORDS FOR SALE, FOR SALE.
RECORDS WANTED. INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE.
RECORDS WANTED.
SPECIAL
NOTICE.
S
,
SIT
TIXT
and .M oil,., pnsaro'1rodn announcements TOM par

inn

Sweatshirts 15.M L Ex 111E4.50 (2 for E8 75)
+ 50p per garment post B pack

pITO

Px

a

15IW

*,

PUT THE
FORGET THE REST
BEST ON YOUR CHESTII
Teeshtrts IS, M L Ex LI 12.5012 for £4,75)

SMALLS
Effective from October 1179

el

t

...

is 3565

131

SPECIAL TEESHIRTS

-

.

.

.

air etalec,
NO

sndared

It,

Pert code

I

Who Killed Liddle, t
£350, s/shirts. £595; SML
TITS, 12 Blenheim St .
Newcastle on Tyne

stock ANOTHER KIND OF
BLUES 8 TOMORROW
GIRLS for free listing of up
to - date available merchandise and price to

-

a

)o(y9-___/_ 00'

Gam
--sBddnw

95p 35
95 65

35

3e97e

25 .

.,,,..,

t5

fl

ANGELIC UPSTARTS,
-shirts,

shirts, stickers, colour
posters (inC Slndy) sets of'
b/w photos armbands,
bumtiaps. Also still In

.

t4 05 65

-A

SML
£3 50 slshirts, £5.95;
TITS, 12 Blenheim St ,

MERCHANDISING
Warhead' badges T

029510

,

.

-

.

-

...,

25 30

Green Onions Selector (i) Mods (1) Judas Priest 131
Rush (a2. Molorhead (5) Oueen (1) Rainbow (19) Whnesnake (2)
UFO (3) Deep Purple (3 Lod Ze pelln III Genesis (31 Tin tarn
Slran leis ltl Sex a151an (Z Cbsh (2 Saer ens 121 Bowe
3
z)
bath (2 Zolo
Whom ino
s2)
el 13)
Hype
Kiss
Slalu3Q l7 Nl'
A)
b scarves to 50 AGh eo
ALSO Heart' Meta, ions, Woolo
Sammy RAGA- JUDAS
fRainbow
H
Queen AC/DC
Mots,
6 doll or
er 10
8 sl
ectal
Pries, U HeeprBow
free,
e as Zl99y only t6 50 p
Petersgate,

Allah

Inflammable material or
two finger design, t -shirts,
£3 50 slshirts f5 95, SML
TITS, 12 Blenheim St
Newcastle on Tyne
IRON MAIDEN, t-shirts,

Books, badges. etc.
InSend SAE to Genesis107.
formation. PO Box
N6
5RU
London
UK SUBS OFFICIAL

00505,5 LATEST TOURS"

54

60p 40

each + sae
SEW ON PATCHES 604designs
available)
polo In brackets Indicate number o
Madness (3/ Beal In Specials p) Jam 3) Whe nl Si, (2) Secret

12

GENESIS T-SHIRTS,

II
.

Op)

t2 95 40

,

-

FINGERS.

Verdon, Leicestershire.

-

ELVIS 76'S
640 2528
DELETED LP'S singles our
speciality SAE for details

,

s/shirts,

Starprints (Rf
£2 50 sin,
202 Main Street, Newbold,

32

pages)

Megyanlne (Japanese)

-Songs el

--

12

-

-

-

f8

Avenue,

Blackpool
MOLDLESS OLDIES! 1000s
79 imavailable, 1955
ports, deletions, collector's onginals UK labels,
SAE
singles, EPs LPs
Diskery, 80-87 Western
Road, Hove. Sussex
Callers welcome

Box

038-081 2214

. [550(ós
BOWIE
15 95 95
PINK FLOYD- A Visual Documentary
50 50
.
collection 0l works .. . .
PHILIP LYNOTT
.
.
0 95(60
.
RUSH- Words and Pictures
_
.... [195 65
.
Song Book No 2
CLASH
_.. ., .
[25.0165
STING
Police Songs
,
ROCK FAMILY TREES.
5 95 70
QUEEN
Live Killers
3 95 sr
the 5d.o
of
5 25 95
THEDRolIilnb Stone1000e Record Guid )
1
25 1r
B LON DIE
1 50150
The Boy Looked At Johnny
1 95 60
SIOUX SIE a THE BANSHEES Songbook
2 50 50
Boys
Glory
AFFAIR
SECRET
t 2 50 60
SEX PISTOLS File
95p 20
,.
. .
SEX PISTOLS Double Meg
15,9595
,
GENESIS -Evolution of a rock band
tJ 25 50
WINGS OVER THE USA
1550(1130
bends)metal
The coneeris (featuring 1005 of heevy
11 951911
On Tour
STONES

- Newcastle

on Tyne
STIFF LITTLE

120

t5 95(
pages

,

-

--Lodger

-

Blenheim St

1

Hampton Hill IViddlnsex
Located at Crrtswroads
A3t1 and 5313 [D e n Ores
BR train from Clapham
Junction to Fulwelt Station
(5 minutes walk) CLOSED
Monday and Tuesday
OPEN Wednesday to
1 pm
Saturday 10 am
Telephone 01-9775715
LP'S FROM 35p 45; from
Pat
SAE
2-I
fop

pick
Ow
very

nu.

singles, EP's and LP's.
Blonde,
Bowe,
E.G.
Presley. Stones, eealles
Heavy, etc., etc

-

BOWIE- Words end Pictures
BOWIE- Low (Station to Slñtton)
BOWIE- Stage Anllrology .,
BOWIE
Life And limes

Newcastle

TITS

- P,elure

BOWIE- Photo File F ld
BOWIE- His Private Life

,

50,

i

Beaulort

509 for

reds Cl relegue 01
golden oldies.
IMPORTS DEPT
Send LARGE SAE to
fists of Japanese imports.

BOOKS Postage in

-

shirts f3
f5 95 SML

XTC

£5

(clear) £5 Dickies (white)
Uncensored Regents
17 (very limited edition)
f7 50 Ultravox double sid
ed promo £10
Several
copies of each record All
cash offers considered
Send offers + SAE to
Mark 52 Woodside Leigh
on sea Essex SSS 400

-

DESTROY T-SHIRTS with
cross 8 swastika as worn
by J Rotten esq. t -shirts
£3 50 s/shirts, £5 95; SML
TITS. 12 Blenheim St
Newcastle on Tyne
t -shirts,
STRANGLERS
Raven or El/White, t -shirts
SML
£5
95,
slshirts,
50
£3
TITS 12 Blenheim St ,
Newcastle on Tyne
TOYAH, large pic & logo, t -

-

BLUE BEAT, SI t P ;are
fly
Sfax, R 'n' R
Heavy Music Mid &(ls and
900
705, chart de. 1.,r
Wopp plus 10 0 rt mates
In Stock Most 431e Or, final
mint pressings
THE JIV
DIVE.
Hampton Rnr,d,

INCORPORATED

2470

0E01E5 DEPT
"1(1(10

Hedingham. Essex

-

-

ROUTE 66
Send

HARLEQUIN
brackets

5/shirts
TITS

11

£5

f5

The 1950 Floor Show Programme Inc
BOWIE
drawings and photos
BOWIE- The Man Who Fell To Eerlh Paperback

St,

Blenheim
Newcastle on Tyne
RUTS LOGO 8 triangle

Squeeze (pink)

BOWIE- Dada Robert Jones Bowls

COCKNEY REJECTS
shirts, £3 50,
E16
slshirts £5 957 SML
12

tle Close Castle,

53

New Books and Patches from

£5 95,

1

vinyls' Police (green) £5

Old Hall

SML
TITS, 12 Blenheim St ,
Newcastle on Tyne

TITS

Kate Bush £12 50
Sad
Cafe f5 B52's f3 coloured

Estate
Benlly, Walsall
West Midlands WS2 OL2

s/shirts,
- Newcastle

f3 50,

Shirts
£5 95

-

s/shirts

BRASS

LP COMPLEX 12INS

Mispress double b side £25, Human 12in complex £795 Pic
discs
£12 95,

sleeve Numan
Complex same label both
sides offers
Chris 0326
290388 evenings
very
600 SOUL singles
good condition, otters to

-

£3 50

PRE.TEN DERS

- Newcastle on Tyne.

-TUBE

THE JAM
TION AT

Picture

-

-

ferent token on March 22,
1980, CLIFF RICHARD,
Rod
1980
Lulu 1979

-

-

hundreds AUTOGRAPHED

- - Steve Bennet
Cromwell Close

-

-

PISTOLS SWINDLE Stranglers (pink)

sh'rts. £5 95 SML
12
Blenheim SI ,
Newcastle on Tyne
Send SAE to F-K t shirts and sf shirts
stickers
The W ho Club PO Box as in Ford design and
107A, London N6 5RU
worn by H
esq
PERSONALISED £3 s. and £5Cornwall
95, SML
BADGES SEND ANY CUT
TITS, 12 Blenheim St
TINGS PHOTOGRAPHS
Newcastle on Tyne
DRAWINGS TO BE PRO- PINK FLOYD
THE
FESSIONALLY MADE IN
WALL t shirts, f3 50,
TO iv s
metal badges, slshe's, £595, SML
JOpp each 5 different £1, 12
TITS
12
Blenheim St
d f'erent £2 pose paid
Newcastle on Tyne
Photobaages 55 Nether - DAMNED t -shuts, £3 50;
field Avenue Eastbourne
s/shirts 1595, SML
DAVID SOUL David Soul TITS 12 Blenheim St ,
M concert, 6 colour close- Newcastle on Tyne
up photographs all dif- GARY NUMAN, t-shirts,
TITS

Badges

WHO T-SHIRTS

70'S

-

Other

human rarities SAE of- 'Swinging cymbal Old
fers
Richard 20 Llwyn- of the pops, theme
brain Villas Howey Llan- Terry Wogan theme,
rare, VGC offers
drindod, Wells Powys

-

£3 50

s

Wh.l_k, Colville Lelcs

Prices include
PAP
Juan Zeenulf
Records, Valley Rise Cas-

-

COMPLEX £8

secondhand hits rarities
SAE
Rec 94 Fitzpatn
Road Ferndown, Dorset
LP'S AND SINGLES from
£1 upwards SAE
Paul
Baker Carlton Terrace St
Judes Plymouth

Leicestershire
PIL huge logo, black on

-

-

disco f6

-

-

singles
different 121n

DIFFERENT

0160, ten

-

Philip (0376 66468

TEESHIRTS,

Newbold

-

PISTOLS SWINDLE card
pic complex 12 Inch subs
Stranglehold red offers,
cash or Numan rarities

CHES &in x Sin, £1 50
SWASTIKA ARMBANDS,
£1 95 NAZI IRON CROSS
£3 50 SWASTIKA RINGS
£2 50
HAND GRENADES
(REPLICA), £3 95

-Newcastle

Dickies

TEN

(green) £4
Silent Night

-

Sale

REBEL PAT-

£4 95

Message

-

-

ACIDC GUITAR 8 map Ieh'.ts. El 50' sf shirts,
TITS. 12
SML
s 95,

(picture)

-

-

-

-New_ stieoeTyne

-

-

.

Manifesto
£15, Police

MUSIC

ROXY

(white) £10 also Eve of
Destruction (pink) offers
PUNK SEWONS, pack of
£10 Sweet Talkln (purple)
live assorted. £1 75
BooDer (R) 9 Mill Lane. catalogue In,,Iudin0 offers Generation X King
3
Rocker mispress 110
Newbold. Verdon Lelcs
Bargain rarities Iwls_
MODS SEWONS, pack of Rock Machine, 391c Mile Winston Place, Bucknell
live assorted. £1 75
Stoke on Trent
End Road London £340S
0oober 9 MITI Lane DO YOU collect records? POLICE BADGE disc £50.
Sam, 58 PackNewbold Verdon Lelcs
My latest catalogue lists write to
PUNK TIES In shiny pvc hundreds of top hits from ing ton Ave, Allesley
and
Coventry
fifties,
sixties
only fl
sae
Bent. the
all brand ABBA RARITIES Imports
sleather 45 Church Lane seventies
B
Whitwick Coalvllle Leics newt SAE to Tim Heath etc free lists from
Salisbury
51
WRIST BANDS In black fl 1t2 Stonedale Sutton Hill Johnson
Road Blackpool FYI 50J
Sae (please state wrist Telford Salop
picmeasurement)
Bent- IRON BUTTERFLY In a SAD CAFE Everyday'
Sabbath
sleather 45 Church Lane Gadda da Vida 115 Police ture disc f6
Whifwlek Coalvllle, Leics
Losing (blue) Devo stiff 'Vibrations 1p on Italian
East Hems label £10 both exMADNESS TEESHIRTS, (lilac) offers')
021-773
tremely rare
f2 50 slmll Slarprints (R) Kilbrlde 33993
202 Maln Street Newbold
CARS 1ST PICTURE DISC 3311
Verdon Leicestershire
Mint rare Pretenders kid DUNCAN BROWNE two
n Logo
Philip good albums
picture cover
Box 249
records
021-773 3311
Records For

sae

Leers

J'
-

HEAVY METAL, Punk,
Golden Oldies, single Zeppelin Floyd, Purple, Mon die, Pistols etc. European,
Amencan, Japanese imports 22p stamp (overseas
IRC x 2) for complete

-

ABBA FREE catalogue
with free picture
19
NortMlelds Portishead, Nr
Bristol, Avon. Enclose

STUDDED BELTS In black
£1 90 o sae

For Sale

1980

Address

must be paid for
Name and address when included in advert

1

NOT

BE

54

Record Mirror, June 14, 1980

3

67

1

6
10

G ES

t

1

2

t
26
$6

19
79
23

27
22
21

32

22

35

23

26

24

20

25

31

26

11

22

40

20

36

79

04

31)

30

-

31

10

32
33

15

34

35

II

36

47

37

33

10

16

39

57

A

44

41

74

42

u
45
46

49
25
36

47

52

48

85

49

s7

THEME FROM MASH The Mash
CBS
CRYING Don McLean
EMI
FUNKY TOWN Upps Inc
Casablanca
NO DOUBT ABOUT IT Hot Chocolate
RAK
Polydor
OVER YOU Rosy Musk
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN Roberta FlacklDonny Hathaway
Atlantic
RAT RACE/RUDE BOUTS OUT A JAIL Spectate
2Tone
LET S GET SERIOUS Jermame Jackson
Motown
WE ARE GLASS Gary Human
Beggar. Banquet
YOU GAVE ME LOVE Crown Heighla 011111
Mercury
SHE S OUT OF MY LIFE Mkhael JBOkaon
Epic
D -A A-ANCE Laerbretus
Rocket
LET S GO ROUND AGAIN Avenge While Band
RCA
MESSAGES Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark
Dlnoia0
MIDNITE CNN AMOS Matchbox
Magnet
YOU LL ALWAYS FIND MEW THE KITCHEN AT PARTIES
Jona Lew,e
Still
BEHIND THE GROOVE Teena Mane
Motown
BREAKING THE LAW Judas Priest
CBS
EVERYBODY S GOT TO LEARN SOMETIME, Korgis
Rialto
M ALIVE Electrc Light Orchestra
Jet
SUBSTITUTE Liquid Gold
Polo
CHRISTINE- Skuss,e 6 The banshees
Polydor
POLICE 6 THIEVES Junior Marvin
Island
JUST CANT GIVE YOU UP Mystic Merlin
Capitol
TWILIGHT ZONE,TW,LIGHT TONE Manhattan Transfer
Atlantic
MIRROR IN THE BATHROOM The Bear
Go Feet
(IF LOVING YOU IS WRONG)I DON T WANT TO BE RIGHT
Rod Stewart
Rhea
THE SCRATCH, Sudace Noise
Wea
SANCTUARY Iron Maiden
EMI
CHINATOWN TM, Lazy
Ve11190
AIM
51X PACK Ponce
WHAT S ANOTHER YEAR Johnny Logan
Epic
HOLD ON TO MY LOVE Jimmy Ruffin
RSO
PLAY THE GAME Oueen
EMI
Parlophone
GENO Deity s Midnight Runners
NEW AMSTERDAM Elvis Costello
F Beal
Rocket
LITTLE JEANNIE Ellen John
FOOL FOR YOU LOVING WMtesnike
United Artists
UA
WHO WANTS THE WORLD Stranglers
Asylum
TO BE OR NOT TO BE B A Robertson
Epic
DON 3 MAKE WAVES Nolans
SIMON TEMPLERITWO PINTS OF LAGER AND A PACKET OF
Dream
CRISPS PLEASE SplOdgenessabounds
Virgin
Sea Pistols
11 M NOT YOURI STEPPIN STONE
Magnet
LET S HANG ON Darts
Atlantic
I SNOULDA LOVED VA Narada Michael Walden
Chrysalis
NOBODY S HERO/TIN SOLDIERS Still Little Fingers
AIM
LIGHT UP THE NIGHT Brothers Johnson
Young 01000
DELLAI THE DEALER Hoyt Aaron
Caribou
KEEP IN TOUCH Freeez
1

45

/Dank

56

Mercury

MI

BODY LANGUAGE Devon Spinners
IN THE NIGHT Barbara Dickson
WRITTEN ON YOUR BODY Ronnie Bond
as PULLING MUSSELS Squeeze
ME MYSELF I Joan Armalrading
73
SEE YOU LATER Regents
5, NO SELF CONTROL Peter Gabriel
JUMP TO THE BEAT Stacy Lett'saw
LIP UP FATTY Bad Manners
IT S ALRIGHT Sho Null
53
39
SILVER DREAM MACHINE David Essex
59 DREAMS Grace Slice
HOT LOVE David Esser
THEME FROM THE INVADERS Yellow Magic Orchestra
SLEEPIN ON THE JOB Ian Glllan
43 TOCCATA Sky
II COMING UP Paul McCartney
SOLDIERS SONG Hellion
ASHES AND DIAMONDS Zaino Grill
70

69

55

70

51

71

-

50
51

52
53

N
55

56

67
ole

59

60
e1

62
63

M
65

66
67

72

-

56

75

42

TEENAGE UK Subs
THE GROOVE, Rodney Franklin
GOLDEN YEARS (LIVE EPI Motorhead

I

PETER GABRIEL
THE UP ESCALATOR
I JUST CANT STOP IT
FLESH I BLOOD

S

MOCARTNEYII

6

READY AN WILLING
NEW CLEAR OATS
METAL RENDEZVOUS
ME MYSELF I

9
9

10

SKY2

II DANGER ZONE
12
13

la
15
16

17

IB
19

20

BASS CULTURE
17 SECONDS
DUKE
LET S GET sumps
NOBODY S PERFECT
THE GREAT ROCK N ROLL
SWNDLE
TANGRAM
SOFAR AWAY
TRAVELOGUE

Cut price otters at most Virgin Stores nest weak
}

2

12

I

13

35

II

IS

IS

11

18

33

17

I2

18

20

19

22

70

17

21

16

22

32

23

15

23

21

25

63

26

-

27

40

28

39

27

30

23

31

IB

32

38

33

28

34

29

35

19

36

56

37

24

36

51

39

13

40

64

41

26

42

37

13

48

11

59

45

36

46

-

47

31

46

74

49

34

50

46

51

19

52

67

53

41

54

44

55

45

56

61

57
SB

-

59

30

60

68

61

60

62

12

63

-

64

65

65

73

66

50

67

66

66
69
70

70
52

-

71

54

71

62

73

69

74

17

-

75

1

7

2

S

3

1

6

5

7

6

5

II
110
7

RCA
SHINE, Average While Band
RCA
DREAMS Grace Slick
Manoeuvres
ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES IN THE DARK Orchestral
Dlndisc
In The Dark
Rocket
SPORTS CAR Judie Tzuke
lll
ONE STEP BEYOND Madness
CamSlera
WHEELS OF STEEL Saxon
Capit
SOMETIMES YOU WIN Dr Hook
Sireol
HYPNOTISED Undertones
2 Tone
SPECIALS Specials
Virgin
TANGRAM Tangerine Dream
Vertigo
HEAVEN & HELL Black Sabbath
K Tel
GOLDEN MELODIES National Brass Band
AIM
OUTLANDOS D AMOUR Police
Epic/Cleveland
BAT OUT OF HELL Meal Loaf
Virgin
TRAVELOGUE Human League
EMPTY GLASS Peter Townahend
Real
PRETENDERS Pretenders
Untied Artists
NEW CLEAR DAYS Vapors
Epic
BARBARA DICKSON ALBUM Barbara Dickson
Safari
BLUE MEANING Toyan
EMI
IRON MAIDEN Iron Maiden
ROBERTA FLACK/DONNY HATHAWAY Roberta Flee kl
Atlantic
Donny Hathaway
United 0r1,s11
SNAKES LADDERS Gerry Ralterty
Island
BASS CULTURE Linton Kwesl Johnson
K Tel
HAPPY DAYS Various
Virgin
FREEDOM OF CHOICE Toro
CBS
WAR OF THE WORLDS Jell Wayne a Musical version
PVK
Peter Green
LITTLE DREAMER
Fiction
17 SECONDS Cure
Motown
THE LAST DANCE Various
EMI
CHAIN LIGHTNING Don McLean
EMI
METAL FOR MUTHAS VOL 2 Venous
RAK
SUZIOUATRO SGREATEST HITS Sur Oualro
Arista
MANILOW MAGIC, Barry Menke
CBS
BRITISH STEEL Judas Priest
Ronco
BY REQUEST Lena Martell
Epic
SCREAM DREAM Ted Nugent
Chrysalis
EAT TO THE BEAT Blondle
Gem
BRAND NEW AGE UK Subs
Polydor
DOWN TO EARTH Rainbow
RAK
10 HOTTEST HITS Hot Chocolate
EMI
STRING OF HITS Shadows
GTO
FROM ATOB New Muskk
CBS
TEARS LAUGHTER Johnny Maims
PARALLEL LINES Blondle
Chrysalis
ORGY BARGY Squeez0
AIM
FACADES Sad Cale
RCA
BOBBY VEE SINGLES ALBUM Bobby Yee
United Artists
IF YOU WANT BLOOD YOU VE GOT IT AC/DC
Atlantic

9

9

10

13

11

12

12

4

13

15

14

1B

IS

8

I6

14

17

17

18

20

19

16

70

19

21

21

22

27

23

25

24

23

25

22

26

34

27

39

28

28

29

45

30

33

31

72

32

35

33

29

34

37

35

11

36

50

37

65

38

42

39

39

40

49

41

16

42

43

43

41

w1K110 Carnes
CUPID Spinners
LETS GET SERIOUS Jennalne Jackson
HURT SO BAD Linda Ronstadt
BRASS IN POCKET Pretenders
STOMP The Brother. Johnson
Prairie League
LET ME LOVE YOU TONIGHT Pure

SEXY EYES Dr Hook
LOST IN LOVE Ale Supply
WONDERING WHERE THE LIONS ARE Bruce Cockburn

POWER The Temptations
al ATOMIC Blondle
51

S6

47

66

a8

54

49

61

50

56

51

60

52

62

53

55

151

63

55

59

56

57

57

64

58

71

59

68

CLONES Alice Cooper
STAND BY ME Mickey Gilley
GIMME SOME LOVIN The Blues Brolhera
ASHES BY NOW Rodney Crowell
MISUNDERSTANDING Genesis
IS THIS LOVE Pal Travers
SOMETHIN BOUT YOU BABY I LIKE Glen Campbell&
Rita Coolidge
A LOVER S HOLIDAY Change

62

3t

63

36

64

40

67
68
69
70
71

72
73
7a
75

MCA
Alce
Eleslra
Epk

Umled Armta
AOanrk

Molorn
Asylum
Sae
AAks

Casablanca
Grimm
Aliera
Mdlenmum
Column..

Gordy
Cnrysail,

Warner Bros
Asylum
Atlantic
Warner BrOl

Allanrk
Polydor
Capder
RFC

NIGHT

61

66

COWmna

Mango
THING
The Invisible Men s Bend
Colombia
WALKS LIKE A LADY Journey
Mercury
KING OF THE HILL Rick Plnelle and Oak
011.0110
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN Roberta Flack */ Donny HaIhaeay

ALL

AND THE CRADLE WILL ROCK Van Halen
IN AMERICA The Charlie Daniels Band
EVERYTHING WORKS IF YOU LET IT Cheap Trick
24
CAN T HELP IT Andy Glbb & Olivia Newton -John
26 TRAIN IN VAIN The Clash

65

Chrysalis

I

45
16

Dasao'ar'ca
Columba
Warner Broa
Allende
Capitol

SHINING STAR Manhattans
A
Sedaka
Etera
SHOULD VE NEVER LET YOU GO, Nell Sedalia Dara
Wdmar Burros
RIDE LIKE THE WIND ChnslopnerCroes
Columbia
BREAKDOWN DEAD AHEAD Boo Scaggs
EMI
TIRED OF TOEIN THE LINE Rocky BureelI@
Chrysalis
WE LIVE FOR LOVE Pat 000410r
Solar
LADY The Whiepers
Capitol
ONE FINE DAY Carole King
Atlantic
TWILIGHT ZONE Manhallen Transfer
20th Cemury
Photoglo
TO
BE
LOVERS
MEANT
WERE
WE
0.Onse
THEME FROM NEW YORK NEW YORK Frank Sinatra
Colombo
ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL Pink Floyd
Raydto
Arista
I
Jr
Ray
Parker
TIME
TWO PLACES AT THE SAME
MCA
ANSWERING MACHINE Rupert Holm
MCA
Newton
John
MAGIC Olivia
EMI
MORE LOVE Kim Carnes
Asylum
ALL NIGHT LONG Joe Walsh
Dreamland
NEW ROMANCE Spider
MCA
M ALIVE Electric Light Orchestra
Columbia
ANGEL SAY NO Tommy Tutone
Clouds
COMING DOWN FROM LOVE Bobby Caldwell

41

60

I

FUNKY TOWN Liebe Inc
COMING UP Paul McCartney
BIGGEST PART OF ME 00161014
THE ROSE, Berle Midisr
Bullet Band
AGAINST THE WIND BOO Seger& The Siher
CALL ME, Blonels
Billy
Joel
TOME,
IT S STILL ROCK AND ROLL
LITTLE JEANNE Elton John
CARS, Gary Roman
STEAL AWAY Robbie Dupree
SHES OUT OF MY LIFE Michael Jackson
Ke1100 Roger.
DON T FALL IN LOVE WITH A DREAMER.

Warner Bros
Epk
Epic
RSO

I

-

Epic
MCA
Aelsia

GEE WHIZ Bernadette Peters
I DON T WANT TO WALK'WITHOUT YOU
Berry Menllow
WITH YOU M BORN AGAIN Billy Preston & Syreeta

Molosn

1

TAKE YOUR TIME SOS Band
LOVE STINKS The J glens Band
72
TAKE YOU TONIGHT Ozark Mountain Daredevils
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK Meco
LET MY LOVE OPEN THE DOOR Pete Townahend
70 SLIPSTREAM, Allan Clarke
ALL OUT OF LOVE Alr Supply
IT S FOR YOU Player
SHOTGUN RIDER Joe Sun
JO JO,Boz Scaggs
52 YOU MAY BE RIGHT Billy Joel

Tabu
EMI

38

-

Columba
ASO
Alce
Elekt a
Arista
Caaabtanca
Ovation
Ovation
Columbia

RCA
ADM

Virgin
Arlola
Parlophone
Polydor
Automatic
Zonophone
Charisma

Ulf

RCA

Graduate
Gem

M'A'S'H' ("Suicide

HT

is

1UOk1$

The Human League

'

painless")"oblectlonable,

As a sort of compromise Ygeiata's Instrumental and New
Marketta semi - Instrumental versions are played except on !hart"
shows where playing the original Is unavoidable. The lyncs for the
song were written In 1870 by Mike Altman, the then, teenage son
of the film's producer Robert Altman. Though the identity of the
backing musicians remains a mystery, It has been established that
the Necordó vocals are shared by Ron Hickman, Gene Morford and
John Bahler
collectively the Ron Hickman Singers
and Ian
Freebairn - Smith Hickman, Morford and Bahler are long eslablished LA sessloneers whose prevlous,credits Include
supporting Gary Lewis on his strong of mid 7 late -sixties American
hits and providing virtually all Partridge Family vocals with the
exception of Devld Cassidy and Shirley Jones .
After a positive avalanche of unnecessary and unviable 22-Inch
singles last year, Charitde suggested Don McLean'. 8 min 27 sec
version of 'American Pte' as a worthy candidate for a re -balsas (rt
large format Following good response from readers (thank you
both') UA decided to seek McLean's approval. Asa result, they
will be re - Issuing American Pie together with 'Empty Chairs
and "Dreidel on July 4
the 204th anniversary of the American
declaration of Independence Now for 'MacArthur Park'
Alter "unprecedented demand" Canere Records have released
'Oise Est Grand Corbeau Nod (literally translated as- Who Is big
black OTOWY"), the French language version of Video Killed The
Radio Star' as recorded by Ringo. The demand dates back to last
winter when Kid Jensen's show spent a week. en France and
played the record several times. Whilst the record is bound to
elifact a certain amount of sales on novelty value fl Seems
unlikely In caart Meanwhile Ringo.* estranged wile Sheila
.
(together wilhtDevotion) looks more likely to score with her
rather belated follow up to the excellent 'Spacer' Another
Rodttera / Edwards masterpiece Ind new single IS called K n.301
lye World, and will also be dvailab,e as an extended 12 ins h
At the age of 42 Hoyt Axton finally scnres a muc^ - Ceaer ed
of his own with Della And The Dealer Axton is pr0oably bes'

-

Peter Gabriel
Graham Parker
The Beal
Rory Must.
Paul McCartney
Whtieanake
The Vapors

Sex Piston
Tangerine Dream
The Chord.

RT LE !,

-

-

CGS

Joan Armalrading
Sky
Sammy Hagar
Linton Kweai Johnson
The Cure
Genesis
Jermaate Jackson
The Distractions

Lí(ó--

BBC's Radio Orle continues t0 playlisí Inferior covers of
'Theme From M'A'S'H' by Franciso Ygelsia and New
Marketta whilst virtually ignoring The Mash's Chart topping original. The situation is made all the more a
bizarre by the fact that Radio One's Noel Edmonds was
Initially responsible for breaking the single, Apparently
Radio One has p policy of not playlis«ing oldies
hits oa
not
and, anyway, finds the lyrics of 'Theme From

Bronze

L

1

Mercury

BUBBLES, Cockney Rejects
DUCHESS. Genesis
RUNNING FROM PARADISE, Daryl Hall & John Oates
MY WAY OF THINKINGII THINK IT S GONG TO RAIN UB40

3e`.`$11 \JU

7

Magnet
Ensign
Mercury

-

74

3

Allanik

--

.6

2

AIM
A8M
Arista
Charisma

-

73

I

Epic

11

29

ChMnma
PETEROARBIEL Peter Gabriel
Polydor
FLESH AND Sí000 Rory Musts
k1cCARTNEY II Paul
Go Feel
JUST CAN T STOP The Beat
AIM
ME MYSELF I Joan Armatrading
UnitPO Arilen
READY & WILLING W hllesnake
POtystar
CHAMPAGNE 6 ROSES Various
Oral.
SKY 2 Sky
Epk
OFF THE WALL M chael Jackson
MieniklHansa
M
THE MAGICOF BONET M Boney
Sull
THE UP ESCALATOR Graham Parker The Rumour
Rocket
21 AT 31 Elton John
K Tel
THEMES FOR DREAMS Pierre Belmonde
RSO
JUST ONE NIGHT Elio CMplon
Charisma
DUKE Genesis
Vugln
GREAT ROCKS ROLL SWINDLE Original Soundtrack
Whitfield
GREATEST HITS Rose Royce
A/M
REGGATTA DE BLANC Police
K-Tat
MAGIC REGGAE Various
RCA
SOMETIMES WHEN WE TOUCH Cleo Lame/James Galway
Ven igo
TWELVE GOLD BARS, Status Ouo
Motown
LETS GET SERIOUS Jermelne Jackson
K Tel
GOOD MORNING AMERICA Various
Polydor
TELL ME ON A SUNDAY Marl Webb
Capitol
DANGER ZONE Sammy Hagar
Kel Tel
HOT WAX Various

McCann*,Parlophone

2

-

-

known

on

thle country for writing Three Dog Night's 1870 hr. 'Joy

To The World' but his songs

have been recorded by a wide cross
- section of artists including The
Kingston Trio, Joan BBea, Tiny

Tim and Steppenwotf. During his career Axton has written several
anti - drug songs the most successful being 'The Pusher'
recorded by Steppenwolf and Ringo Stan's 1975 American top
4hree hit 'No No Sony' which combines attacks on marijuana,
cocalne and moonshine whiskey/ Aston's only American Olt was
'When The Morning Comes' in 1974, though his record company a
outrageous advert would have us believe that 'Della & The Dealer'
I. "a US Number One hit single" Maybe it's a prediction!.
Incidentally Hoyt's mother, Mae Boren Axton co-wrote Elvis
Presley's first American hit 'Heartbreak Hotel' which spent seven a
'weeks at Number One and sold over a million copies ,
The Clash are currently enjoying much success In America and
r Holland with Train In Vain (Stand By Met' and 'Bank Robber'
7n, respectively. Both are excellent singles although neither is In the
traditional Clash style Whilst Clash tans are obvious' yy lamd4r
with the situation, It's worth pointing out for the benefit of casual
record - buyers who have heard the tracks that though 'Train In
.
Vain (Stand By Mel' is not haled on either the sleeve or label of
the 'London Calling' album it does appear as the final track on
iOn
side two
the other hand 'Bank Robber' has not been released
In the UK in any form and is currently the largest selling import
ockaingle. The single is a 33 rpm 7-etcher featuring a love -minute
Clash version of 'Bank Robber' followed by a four - minute Mikey
Dread interception of the same song which features The Clash.in
supporting roles The flip is 'Train In Vain (Stencil)), Mal'. The
' single is in the Dutch Top 30 but Is unlikely to be released over
here

y

.
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1

.

Spledgenessabounds' single, officially 'Simon Templer s
charting on the strength Al the appalling Rip 'Two Pinta Of Lager
iLager,
And A Packet 01 Coops, Please', and yes, Splodgenessabounds
16 the longest word ever to spear in the name of a chart act
Latest heavy metal outfit to break into the chart is Angel Witch,
Kevin Heybourne (lead guitar and vocals), Kevin Riddles (bass and 'r
backing vocals) and Dave Hogg (churns) Angel Wllch was formed ,
in 1978 by Heybourne and after a couple of personnel changes in
its earlier elagea has had the seine line -40 tor Outlast Iwo yegra The band was orlglnally known as Lucifer Anybody 36515 has
bought and liked the single 'Sweet Danger' might like to know
That the only Other Angel Witch track currently available Is
BaphVmet which was their recorded debut and can be found on
EMI a 'Metal For Nutrias Volume 1 album (EMC 3318)
ALAN
JONES
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LET S GET SERIOUS Jermame Jackson
Motown
2
2
FUNKY TOWN Lippe Inc
Casablanca
3
3 SWEET SENSATION Stephanie Mills
20th Century
a
4
SHINING STAR Manhalians
Columbia
11 TAKE YOUR TIME SOS Band
5
Tabu
6
6
GOTTA GET MY HANDS ON SOME Fatback
Sprn9
7
6
LANDLORD Gladys Knlghl A The Plps
Columba
8
9
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN, Roberta Flack 01111
Donny Hathaway
Allanlle
9
10
ALL NIGHT THING Invisible Man s Band
Mango
10
11
CLOUDS Chula Khan
Werner BIOS
II 12 POWER Templet ns
God/
12
13
A LOVER S HOLIDAY Change
RFC
13
5
LADY Whispers
War
II 7 LET ME BE THE CLOCK Smokey Robinson
Tame
15 15 DON T SAY GOODNIGHT Islay Brothers
T Neck
re 16 TWO PLACES AT THE SAME TIME Ray Parker Jr B Rood o
Arista
17 19 OVERNIGHT SENSATION Jerry Knish'
ABBE
II 22 SITTING IN THE PARK GO
Arista
19 71
WE REGOIN OUT TONIGHT Cameo
Chocolate Cly
20
26 YOU AND ME ROCkle Robbins
AIM
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LOVER S HOLIDAY Change
Warner
TAKE YOUR TIME (Doll Right) SOS Band
Tabu
LET S GET SERIOUS Jerma;ne Jackson
Motown
BEHIND THE GROOVE Teens Marie
Motown
IN THE FOREST Baby0
Baby O Records
Anarlt'
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN Roberta Flack/Donny Hathaway
TOUCH ME WHERE IT S HOT Erote Drum Bend
Prism
TWO TONS
FUN Two Tons
Fun
Fantley

DYNAMITE Stacey Latllsaw
10
HANG TOGETHER Odyssey
it 14 OK YOU' RE OK Amen.an G1015
5
SWEET SENSATION Stephanie Mills
26 I M READY/HOLLY DOLLY Kano
1a
STARS IN YOUR EYES Her01e Hancock
15 CAN T BE LOVE Peter Brown
16
HOOKED ON YOUR LOVE Fanhshc Aleems
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30
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WHISPERING GRASS
Windsor Davies and Don Estelle
THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN
Showaddywed0y
I M NOT NI LOVE
10cc
SING BABY SING
The Styylise e
STANDBY YOUR MAN
Tammy Wynelte
THE PROUD ONE
The Oemonda
TRY TO REMEMBERITHE WAY WE WERE
Gladys Night B The Pipe
SEND IN THE CLOWNS
Judy Collins
THE HUSTLE
Van MCCOy
LISTEN TO WHAT THE MAN SAID
Wings
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YELLOW P11008
BACK HOME
GROOVIN' WITH MR BLOE
HONEY COME BACK
QUESTION
COTTONFIELDS
UP THE LA DOER 70 THE ROOF
EVERYTHING IS BEAUTIFUL
ABC

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO (JUNE 12 19851
1
LONG LIVE LOVE
2
CRYING tie THE CHAPEL
3
WORLD OF 011110W%
1
THE PRICE OF LOVE
POOR MAN'S SON
5
TRAINS AND BOATS AND PLANES
1
THE CLAPPING7
8
9
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Atlantic Ihn

AIM The
Arleta 17.n

BURNIN HOT/YOU GOT TO HURRY GIRL
Jerr.lne Jack son
PUSH IT DON T FORCE IT
DON
Leon Maywood
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COME HOME

us Dream 11111

GIVE UP THE FUNK/DOES IT FEEL GOODITAKIN OFF/
US CO
HAVE SO/AE FUN 'FUNK THEORY BT Express
HOLD ON TO MY LOVE Jimmy ROM

limo.. LP

4lunrrr 121n
BODY LANGUAGE Dairen Spinners
ON THE ONE/CAMEOSIS /SHAKE YOUR PANTS
YOU
I
HAVE
LOST
REGOIN
OUT
TONIGHT/WHY
WE
US Chocolate City LP
cameo

Ile

Warner Bros
LAST NIGHT AT DANCELAND Randy Crawford
ADAM 1211
WORKING MY WAY BACK TO YOU Oetro,1 Spinners
Ice121n
MY TURN TO LOVE YOUIUSE R OR LOSE R Eddy Grans
DON TYO WANTTOFEELIT/DYNAMITEIILET ME BE
US CorIIgn LP
L Sloop LallISaw
YOURA
Ancla 17111
MUSIC. Gary Ban,
PLAAIOUT OF LUCK/STRETCH IN OUT/YOUR LOVE
IS A LIFE SAVER/YOU BROUGHT IT ON YOURSELF
US Prelude LP
Gayle Adams
the
OVERNIGHT SENSATION Jerry Knight
Prestige 1211
WALK TALL/COLOSSUS Mark Sos<tn
SUPREMES MEDLEY/LOVE HANGOVER

.

',mown1211
Supremos/Ross
USER UP AND WEAR IT OUT/DON TTELL.ME TELL HER
RCA 1211
Odyssey
LOVE YOU FOREVER/LET ME LOVE YOU Bunny Mack
LET S GET IT TOGETHER El Coco
YOU GOT WHAT IT TAKES Bobby Thurston
GO DOWN/LIES GO
ALL NIGHT THING Invisible Man s Band

l2rn
AVI121n
Ep,c 121,

ROAe1

Arldh

1211

ISland 1211
HOLDIN ON/BURNIN/ALIVE Tony Rollo
Calibre 12.n46
ABM 12.n
FIRECRACKER Yellow Magic Orchestra
(FALLIN LIKE) DOMINOES Donald Byrd
US Blue Note LP
POLICE AND THIEVES Junior MurcIe
101000 T2,n
H4NGIN OUT 00011 The Gang
US De LOB 12,n
SHE S OUT OF MY LIFE M,Mel Jackson
OPIO
IN THE THICK OF ITISO GOOD SO RIGHT Brenda Russell
ABM 12in
RIGHT IN THE SOCKET MEWING* SECOND
TIME AROUND Shalimar
Solar 12,n
OOPS UP SIDE YOUR HEAD Gap Band
Mercury 121n
GOT TO BE ENOUGH ConFUnkSnun
Mercury 12,1
GO ALL THE WAY/ DON T SAY GOODNIGHT/PASS R ON/
SAY YOU WILL Islay Brothers
Ep a LP
BOOTYOOTY Johnny Gullar Watson
OJM Idle
THE SEDUCTION/NIGHT DRIVE James Loll Band
Polydor 121n
TASTE OF BITTER LOVE/ BOURGIE BOURGIE
Gladys KnIp81 £ The Pips
US QOI¢mb1A LP
JUST HOW SWEET IS YOUR LOVE Rhyze
17M
US
WAS THAT ALL IT WAS Jean Can.
1/S P11110112m
FUSION JUICE/LAVA LANDS /WIZARD ISLAND/SWEET/
SHADOWS/CAN T GET ENOUGH Jell Luber Fusion
US Arista LP
WALK ON Ozone
US Motown LP
SAD HABITIFRIDAY/PHUNKIN Dan Siegel
US Infer Ce, LP
CALIBRE CUTS Varicose
calibre 17111
DO YOUR THANGIPOPPITICOPY THIS
One Way/AI Hudson
US MCA LP
STAY THE NIGHT Billy Ocean
OTO LP
SAY YOU LOVE TAE GIRL/SPLASHDOWN TIME/YOU
Breakwater
LP
US
MUSIC TRANCE/HIRED GUN/TOUCHED BY YOUR LOVE
P"L"
Ben E King
US 41100+6 LP
REALLY REALLY LOVE YOU Cecil Parlor
US TEC 1710
SAME OLD STORY (SAME OLOSONGiI ONE DAY
I LL FLY AWAY/WHEN YOUR LIFE WAS LOW /BLUE FLAME
Randy Crawford
Warner Bros LP
HARD WORK. John Handy
ABC/ImpAI,. LP
YOU RE ASTARINEVI YORK NEW YORK fTHE GENIE
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US

Cmbli LP

SEXY DANCER Pr.nce
WarneranenZieu.
IWANT TO DANCE WITH YOU/WE OUGHT TO BE DANCING/
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STOMPº Brother. Johnson
SHANTE Mass Production
LIGHT UP THE NIGHT Brothers Johnson
FOR THOSE WHO LIKE TO GROOVE/ TWO PLACES
AT THE SAME TIME/UNTIL THE MORNING COMES

S larshlp

ONE YEAR AGO (JUNE a 1979)
1
SUNDAY GIRL
2
DANCE AWAY
POP MUZPI
3
a
REUNITED
5
BOOGIE WONDERLAND
6 DOES YOUR MOTHER KNOW
7
BOYS KEEP SWINGIN
B
BRIGHT EYES
1 THEME FROM DEER HUNTER
10
PARISIENNE WALKWAYS
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201h Century
Emeroen,y
Column a
Drive/TK
Panorama
Marl n
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IN THE FOREST Baby O
RCA
LET 5GO ROUND AGAIN Average While Band
A LOVER S HOLIDAY/THE GLOW OF LOVE/SEARCHING
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LET SOOT SERIOUS .Iar,nkna Jack,'
I SHOULD.
LOVED VA Na,ada Mkhaal WYden
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN i1.Ck aoHheray
YOU GAVE ME LOVEIUSE YOUR BODY A SOUL, Che
JUST CAN 7 ONE YOU UP mywe MNn
THE SCRATCH Surface Node
THE GROOVE Rodney Franklin
j(EEP IN TOUCH From:
BEHIND THE GROOVE Teens Mark
FUNKYTOWN, Lees Inc
CHECK OUT THE GROOVE, Bobby Thereron
JUMP TO THE BE AT Stecy lanyreaw
IT S ALRIGHT She Nun
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MAD CHOICE
COMPLETE CONTROL
SWAY
ITS A MAN S WORLD
STAR FUCKER
CONCRETE JUNGLE

5
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can

PUSHIN TOO HARD
96 TEARS
POMP 8 PRIDE

1

a

John
MCA
GO TO HERS EN GraeO. Dead
Amta
DEPARTURE Joe near
Columbla
URBANCOl5B0v So 5drrack
Aayllm
IIGM' UP 'HE NIGHT, T'e Brothers Johnson
AABI
THE POSE Soundrrack
Al ant
ONE EIGHTY arb _<a
Warner Bros
LOVE STINKS J Ge.e Bard
EMI
CRASH AND BURN Pat Travers Band
Polydor
POSES IN THE SNOW Emmyrou Harr 5
Kamer Bros
AFTER MIONGHT Man'Iat1An.
Columba
MICKEY MOUSE DISCO M uey Mou,,
D snºyrand
AMERICAN GIGOLO Soundtrack
Polydor
THE LONG RUN Eagles
Any um
PHOENIX Dan Fogelberg
Full 00051E00
POBER'A FLACK KEA'URING DONN, HATHAWAY
AKanllc
RARITIES 'he Beal es
Cap 101
DAMN THE TORPEDOES Torn Petry & The Heartbreakers
Backstreet
TWO PLACES AT THE SAME TIA.E Ray Parker Jr and Raydlo
Ar Ala
IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT Pat Semler
Chrysalis
'TOT BOX. Kal,ao,
Spnr10
'NE GLOW OF LOVE Change
RFC
LADYT Teens Ma e
Gerdy
DANCING IN THE DRAGON S JAWS Bruce Cockburn
&rillennanrn
LOS IN LOVE Air Suppn
Ar
CATCHING THE SUN.SpyrO Gyre
MCA
'HE JP ESCALATOR Graham Parker A The Rumour
Ar stn
POWER '.mpt.l ons
Gordy
A.e. THAT -4.72. SOundlrleO
Casablanca
SPIRIT OF LOVE. Cnn Fink Shun
Memory
LONDON CALLING The C 1115
EPIC
T°E WHISPEPS. The W'llsper,
Solar
FLUSH THE FASHION, Alice Coope
Warner Bros
BRITISH STEEL Judas Pnesl
Columbia
EAT TO THE BEAT Blonde'
,Corysaes
BE BE LE STRANGE Hear.
Epic
ANIMAL MAGNETISM Scorp'on9
Mercury
ON THROUGH THE NIGHT Del Leppard
Mercury
A !man
EXTENSIONS. Mannallan Transfer
HEAVEN ANDHELL Black Sabbath
Warner Bros
CAMEOSIS Cameo
Chocolate City
FREEDOM OF CHOICE Devo
Warne=Bros
M010wn
DIANA Diana Ross
De Ule
LADIES NIGHT Kooll The Gang
LET THE MUSIC DO THE TALKING The Joe Perry Prolecr
Columbra
Salroul
SKYY Skyway
RCA
DREAMS Grace Srck
epee' UP Pule Praia,, League
Casablanca
Columbia
ABOUT LOVE Gerdy. Knphló Tee Pips
MCA
COAL MINER S DAUGHTER Soundtrack
RCA
DOLLY DOLLY DOLLY Doily Parton
Unlled Artists
SNAKES AND LADDERS Gerry Ralleny
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Vern

Reprise
Tam

2

Ana.
Cure.*

HEATSTROKES Kro.us
WHEELS OF STEEL Sion
FOOL FOR YOUR LOVING WrriIB.0ake
ROCK BRIGADE Del Lepperd
TOO LATE TOO LATE Molorheed
TRANSYLVANIA Iron Maiden
STEELER Judas Priest
I LIVE FOR THE WEEKEND Triumph
NEON KNIGHTS Black Sabbath
DON T MAKE NO PROMISES Scorpions
CHINATOWN Thin Lleae
MACHINE GUN SIOrm
WAITING FOR THE TAKING Riot
DEATH AND DESTINY Myth.
ROCK N ROLL MAN Tygersol Pan Tang

oumba

WOMEN AND C54C041EA1,IR51 Van Helen
CNRISTOPHEPCPCSa Cnralopna Cross
1190.E MAN Boa S
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14, 1980

BE

FOREVER Kwick
US EMIAmorKsLP
0 T B A LAW IEVERY GENERATION Ronne Laws
UA1An
ARE YOU READY FOR LOVE Slave
Allanlle 1211
I MSO HOT
Denise LaSalle
US MCA/LP
CLOUDS Chile Khan
Warner Bros 17,n
UNDER YOUR SPELL/KISS YOU ALL OVER Phyllis Hyman Arista l2,n
Ylame/Bros llm
WHISTLE BUMP Deodat0
EPIC12,n
SHADOW DANCING, Ndupu B The Chocolite Jem Co
Motown LP
UPSIDE DOWN/MY OLD PIANO Diana Ross
TebulU5 121n
TAKE YOUR TIME (DO IT RIGHT1, The SOS Band

ENGLESTREET/CHAMELEONIBLUE STEEL/LOS ANGELES
Remo Fraleso(La Pregunla/Rlndel A Lewis/David Benoit Pye 12in EP
AFTER THE LOVE HAS GONE/NEED YOUR LOVE'
ROCKIN ALL NIGHTIAFTER GLOW. Gary EMU
US Arista LP
FREE AND EASYIDO YOU REALLY LOVE ME I TURN IT OUT.
Rene B Angela
US Capitol LP
IS THIS THE BESTLBOP000-WAHIiWATCHING LIFE.
co Bopped
Mercury 1711
DON'TCRT FOR ME ARGENTINA/BUENOS AIRES Fesllnl 950121n
DOES SHE HAVE A FRIEND?, Gene Chandler
2010 Cenlury.Fos 12,01
I LOVE YOU DANCER, Voyage
US Marlin LP
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